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WHAT ARE WE WAITING FOR? 
 
National Debts are incurred by misconceived, 
if not corrupt, ministers of finance and 
bureaucrats at their central banks, yielding to 
private commercial bankers who are creating 
the money out of nothing. The national debts 
can be repaid at a stroke of a pen, instead 
are resulting in needless austerity programs, 
currency failures, leftist governments and 
noisy demonstrations on the streets, instead 
of taking back the banks’ illicit money 
creation in violation of generally accepted 
accounting principles and concepts of IFRS, 
and giving it back to the people.  
 
Jaromir Benes and Michael Kumhof (2012), 
both economic researchers at the IMF, have 
run Irving Fisher's 100% monetary system 
through carefully calibrated models and found 
support for each of  Fisher's beneficial claims: 
(1) Smooth business cycles; (2) Stable banks; 
(3) No national debt(s); (4) Stable debt-free 
money supply created by a public authority 
instead of private banks. The tests revealed 
an additional benefit: (5) A 10% national 
output gain with zero inflation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The  anonymous London Banker blogs:1 
 

Thursday, 31 July 2008 
 
Fisher's Debt-Deflation Theory of Great Depressions and a 
possible revision 
 
"Panics do not destroy capital; they merely reveal the extent to 
which it has been destroyed by its betrayal into hopelessly 
unproductive works.” 

 
- Mr John Mills, Article read before the Manchester Statistical 
Society, December 11, 1867, on Credit Cycles and the Origin of 
Commercial Panics as quoted in Financial crises and periods of 
industrial and commercial depression, Burton, T. E. (1931, first 
published 1902). New York and London: D. Appleton & Co. 

 
I have been both a central banker and a market regulator. I 
now find myself questioning whether my early career, largely 
devoted to liberalising and deregulating banking and financial 
markets, was misguided. In short, I wonder whether I 
contributed - along with countless others in regulation, banking, 
academia and politics - to a great misallocation of capital, 
distortion of markets and the impairment of the real economy. 
                                                 
1 Reprinted from the Foreword of reprint of Irving Fisher’s (1933), 
“The Debt-Deflation Theory of Great Depressions.” IICPA 
Publications, pp. 4-10, originally published in October 1933 by the 
Econometric Society – founded on December 29, 1930 at the Stalton 
Hotel in Cleveland, Ohio, whose first president was Irving Fisher. 
 The “London Banker” is anonymous source 
http://londonbanker.blogspot.com  
 



Money Banking and National Debts 

We permitted the banks to betray capital into “hopelessly 
unproductive works”, promoting their efforts with monetary 
laxity, regulatory forbearance and government tax incentives 
that marginalised investment in “productive works”. We 
permitted markets to become so fragmented by off-exchange 
trading and derivatives that they no longer perform the 
economically critical functions of capital/resource allocation 
and price discovery efficiently or transparently. The results 
have been serial bubbles - debt-financed speculative frenzy in 
real estate, investments and commodities. 
 
Since August of 2007 we have been seeing a steady 
constriction of credit markets, starting with subprime mortgage 
backed securities, spreading to commercial paper and then to 
interbank credit and then to bond markets and then to 
securities generally. While the problem is usually expressed as 
one of confidence, a more honest conclusion is that credit 
extended in the past has been employed unproductively and 
so will not be repaid according to the original terms. In other 
words, capital has been betrayed into unproductive works. 
 
The credit crunch today is not destroying capital but 
recognising that capital was destroyed by misallocation in the 
years of irrational exuberance. If that is so, then we are 
entering a spiral of debt deflation that will play out slowly for 
years to come. To understand how that works, we turn to 
Professor Irving Fisher of Yale. 
 
Like me, Professor Fisher lived to question his earlier 
convictions and pursuits, learning by dear experience the 
lessons of financial instability. 
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Introduction 

Professor Fisher was an early mathematical economist, 
specialising in monetary and financial economics. Fisher’s 
contributions to the field of economics included the equation of 
exchange, the distinction between real and nominal interest 
rates, and an early analysis of intertemporal allocation. As his 
status grew, he became an icon for popularising 1920s fads for 
investment, healthy living and social engineering, including 
Prohibition and eugenics. 
 
He is less famous for all of this today than for his one 
statement in September 1929 that “stock prices had reached a 
permanently high plateau”. He subsequently lost a personal 
fortune of between $6 and $10 million in the crash. As J.K. 
Galbraith remarked, “This was a sizable sum, even for an 
economics professor.” Fisher’s investment bank failed in the 
bear market, losing the fortunes of investors and his public 
reputation. 
 
Professor Fisher made his “permanently high plateau” remark 
in an environment very similar to that prevailing in the summer 
of 2007. Currencies had been competitively devalued in all the 
major nations as each sought to gain or defend export market 
share. The devaluation stoked asset bubbles as easy credit led 
to more and more speculative investments, including a boom 
in globalisation as investors bought bonds from abroad to gain 
higher yields. Then, as now, many speculators on Wall Street 
had unshakeable faith in the Federal Reserve’s ability to keep 
the party going. 
 
After the crash and financial ruin, Professor Fisher turned his 
considerable talents to determining the underlying 
mechanisms of the crash. His Debt-Deflation Theory of Great 
Depressions (1933) was powerful and resonant, although 
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largely neglected by officialdom, Wall Street and academia 
alike. Fisher’s theory raised too many uncomfortable questions 
about the roles played by the Federal Reserve, Wall Street and 
Washington in propagating the conditions for credit excess and 
the debt deflation that followed. 
 
The whole paper is worth reading carefully, but I’ll extract here 
some choice quotes which give a flavour of the whole. 
Prefacing his theory, Fisher first discusses instability around 
equilibrium and the influence of ‘forced’ cycles (like seasons) 
and ‘free’ cycles (self-generating like waves). Unlike the 
Chicago School, Fisher says bluntly that “exact equilibrium 
thus sought is seldom reached and never long maintained. 
New disturbances are, humanly speaking, sure to occur, so 
that, in actual fact, any variable is almost always above or 
below ideal equilibrium.” He bluntly asserts: 
 

“Theoretically there may be — in fact, at most times there 
must be — over- or under-production, over- or under-
consumption, over- or under-spending, over- or under-
saving, over- or under-investment, and over or under 
everything else. It is as absurd to assume that, for any long 
period of time, the variables in the economic organization, 
or any part of them, will “stay put,” in perfect equilibrium, as 
to assume that the Atlantic Ocean can ever be without a 
wave.” 

 
While disturbances will cause oscillations which lead to 
recessions, he suggests: 
 

"[I]n the great booms and depressions, each of the above-
named factors has played a subordinate role as compared 
with two dominant factors, namely over-indebtedness to 
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start with and deflation following soon after; also that where 
any of the other factors do become conspicuous, they are 
often merely effects or symptoms of these two.” 

 
This is the critical argument of the paper. Viewed from this 
perspective we may see USA and UK decades of under-
production, over-consumption, over-spending and under-
investment as all tending to a greater imbalance in debt which 
may, if combined with oscillations induced by disturbances, 
take the US and UK economies beyond the point where they 
could right themselves into a deflationary spiral. 
 
Fisher outlines how just 9 factors interacting with one another 
under conditions of debt and deflation create the mechanics of 
boom to bust for a Great Depression: 
 

Assuming, accordingly, that, at some point of time, a state 
of over-indebtedness exists, this will tend to lead to 
liquidation, through the alarm either of debtors or creditors 
or both. Then we may deduce the following chain of 
consequences in nine links: (1) Debt liquidation leads to 
distress selling and to (2) Contraction of deposit currency, 
as bank loans are paid off, and to a slowing down of 
velocity of circulation. This contraction of deposits and of 
their velocity, precipitated by distress selling, causes (3) A 
fall in the level of prices, in other words, a swelling of the 
dollar. Assuming, as above stated, that this fall of prices is 
not interfered with by reflation or otherwise, there must be 
(4) A still greater fall in the net worths of business, 
precipitating bankruptcies and (5) A like fall in profits, which 
in a “capitalistic,” that is, a private-profit society, leads the 
concerns which are running at a loss to make (6) A 
reduction in output, in trade and in employment of labor. 
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These losses, bankruptcies and unemployment, lead to (7) 
Hoarding and slowing down still more the velocity of 
circulation. 
 
The above eight changes cause (9) Complicated 
disturbances in the rates of interest, in particular, a fall in 
the nominal, or money, rates and a rise in the real, or 
commodity, rates of interest. 
 
Evidently debt and deflation go far toward explaining a 
great mass of phenomena in a very simple logical way. 

 
Hyman Minsky and James Tobin credited Fisher’s Debt-
Deflation Theory as a crucial precursor of their theories of 
macroeconomic financial instability. 
 
Fisher explicitly ties loose money to over-indebtedness, 
fuelling speculation and asset bubbles: 
 

Easy money is the great cause of over-borrowing. When an 
investor thinks he can make over 100 per cent per annum 
by borrowing at 6 per cent, he will be tempted to borrow, 
and to invest or speculate with the borrowed money. This 
was a prime cause leading to the over-indebtedness of 
1929. Inventions and technological improvements created 
wonderful investment opportunities, and so caused big 
debts. 
 
The public psychology of going into debt for gain passes 
through several more or less distinct phases: (a) the lure of 
big prospective dividends or gains in income in the remote 
future; (b) the hope of selling at a profit, and realising a 
capital gain in the immediate future; (c) the vogue of 
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reckless promotions, taking advantage of the habituation of 
the public to great expectations; (d) the development of 
downright fraud, imposing on a public which had grown 
credulous and gullible. 

 
Fisher then sums up his theory of debt, deflation and instability 
in one paragraph: 
 

In summary, we find that:  
 
(1) economic changes include steady trends and unsteady 

occasional disturbances which act as starters for 
cyclical oscillations of innumerable kinds;  

(2) among the many occasional disturbances, are new 
opportunities to invest, especially because of new 
inventions;  

(3) these, with other causes, sometimes conspire to lead to 
a great volume of over-indebtedness;  

(4) this in turn, leads to attempts to liquidate;  
(5) these, in turn, lead (unless counteracted by reflation) to 

falling prices or a swelling dollar;  
(6) the dollar may swell faster than the number of dollars 

owed shrinks;  
(7) in that case, liquidation does not really liquidate but 

actually aggravates the debts, and the depression 
grows worse instead of better, as indicated by all nine 
factors; (8) the ways out are either laissez faire 
(bankruptcy) or scientific medication (reflation), and 
reflation might just as well have been applied in the first 
place. 

 
The lender of last resort function of central banks and 
government support of the financial system through GSEs and 
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fiscal measures are the modern mechanisms of reflation. Like 
Keynes, I suspect that Fisher saw reflation as a limited and 
temporary intervention rather than a long term sustained policy 
of credit expansion a la Greenspan/Bernanke. 
 
I’m seriously worried that reflationary practice by Washington 
and the Fed in response to every market hiccup in recent 
decades was storing up a bigger debt deflation problem for the 
future. This very scary chart gives a measure of the threat in 
comparing Depression era total debt to GDP to today’s much 
higher debt to GDP. 
 
Certainly Washington and the Fed have been very enthusiastic 
and innovative in “reflating” the debt-sensitive financial, real 
estate, automotive and consumer sectors for the past many 
years. I’m tempted to coin a new noun for reflation enthusiasm: 
reflation? 
 
Had Fisher observed the Greenspan/Bernanke Fed in action, 
he might have updated his theory with a revision. At some 
point, capital betrayed into unproductive works has to either be 
repaid or written off. If either is inhibited by reflation or 
regulatory forbearance, then a cost is imposed on productive 
works, whether through inflation, higher interest, diversion of 
consumption, or taxation to socialise losses. Over time that 
cost ultimately hollows out the real productive economy, 
leaving only bubble assets standing. Without a productive 
foundation, as reflation and forbearance reach their limits, 
those bubble assets must deflate. 
 
Fisher’s debt deflation theory was little recognised in his 
lifetime, probably because he was right in drawing attention to 
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the systemic failures that precipitated the crash. Speaking truth 
to power isn’t a ticket to popularity today either. 
 
[End of London Banker’s blog.] 



 

BIOGRAPHY OF IRVING FISHER 

By Maurice Allais2 
 
Irving Fisher (1867 – 1947), was an American economist who 
had originally intended to become a mathematician. He studied 
at Yale with the eminent mathematician J. Willard Gibbs but 
was drawn toward economics under the influence of William 
Graham Sumner. 3  As Fisher himself reported, he was 
fascinated by Sumner. He was also deeply influenced by the 
astronomer Simon Newcomb, who had published a number of 
economic texts, including the remarkable Principles of Political 
Economy. 
 
From 1892 to 1895 Fisher taught mathematics at Yale, with an 
interval in 1893 and 1894, when he visited Europe, spending 
time in Berlin and Paris. After 1895 he transferred from the 

                                                 
2 Maurice Allais, "Fisher, Irving." International Encyclopedia of the 
Social Sciences. 1968. Extracts (fair use) retrieved 25 February 2015 
from Encyclopedia.com (See write-up “Maurice Allais” below.) 
3 William Graham Sumner (1840 – 1910) was a classical liberal (now 
often called "libertarian") American academic. He taught social 
sciences at Yale, where he held the nation's first professorship in 
sociology. He was one of the most influential teachers at Yale or any 
major schools. Sumner was a polymath with numerous books and 
essays on American history, economic history, political theory, 
sociology, and anthropology. He introduced the term “ethnocentrism” 
to identify the roots of imperialism, which he strongly opposed. He 
was a spokesman against imperialism and in favor of the "forgotten 
man" of the middle class and had a long-term influence on 
Conservatism in the United States.  Sumner was a staunch advocate 
of laissez-faire economics, as well as "a forthright proponent of free 
trade and the gold standard and a foe of socialism. (Wikipedia, 
“William Graham Sumner.”) 

Biography of Irving Fisher by Maurice Allais 

mathematics to the economics department, remaining at Yale 
until his retirement in 1935. 
 
A prolific writer, gifted in the most varied subjects, active as a 
mathematician, statistician, demographer, economist, 
businessman, reformer, and teacher, Fisher left behind him 
some thirty books and hundreds of papers and theoretical 
studies, as well as many popular articles dealing with a wide 
spectrum of subjects, ranging from economic theory to public 
health. 
 
Fisher made a fortune from his invention of a visible card index 
file system, which he marketed in 1910. The corporation he 
founded merged with others in 1926 to form Remington Rand, 
Inc., of which he was a director until his death. He was also a 
founder and director of several agencies for economic analysis 
and forecasting, and a director of a considerable number of 
other companies. Part of Fisher’s fortune was lost in the 1929 
stock-market crash.4 
 
He was connected with a large number of associations and 
interested in many public causes. He was concerned with the 
problems of world peace and campaigned for six months 
throughout the United States in favor of U.S. participation in 
the League of Nations. He published two books (1923; 1924) 
and many articles on the subject. He was an ardent proponent 
of prohibition (see 1926; 1928o). His objectivity in selecting 

                                                 
4 Fisher was perhaps the first celebrity economist, but his reputation 
during his lifetime was irreparably harmed by his public statements, 
just prior to the Wall Street Crash of 1929, claiming that the stock 
market had reached "a permanently high plateau". (Wikipedia, “Irving 
Fisher.”) 
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statistical data for these books has been questioned by some 
of his opponents. 
 
Fisher also devoted a good deal of his time to campaigning for 
improved hygienic, sanitary, and eugenic practices. These 
crusades were an outcome of his own severe attack of 
tuberculosis in 1898, which interrupted his work for four years 
and gave him an interest in problems of health. In 1913, 
together with H. A. Ley and ex-President Taft, he founded the 
Life Extension Institute, with a view to generating public 
awareness of the contribution that sound living and periodic 
medical examinations can make to good health. He published 
How to Live (see “Works by Irving Fisher” below, Fisher et al. 
1915), which has run into 90 editions and sold more than 
400,000 copies in the United States; it has also been 
translated into ten languages. None of Fisher’s economic 
writings was as successful. 
 
His deep concern with problems of eugenics arose from his 
belief that civilization could be saved only if the trends of 
physiological decadence of the superior elements and 
excessive reproduction of the inferior were reversed. Fisher 
served as president of the Eugenics Research Association, the 
American Eugenics Society, the Life Extension Institute, and 
the Vitality Records Office. 
 
Like Walras, and like Pareto in the earlier part of his life, Fisher 
was always actively concerned with public policy, trying to 
modify the existing situation and to protect the organization of 
the economic system. He saw clearly that economic difficulties 
are very often monetary difficulties, and he constantly 
recommended active intervention by the public authorities in 
monetary affairs. He was an apostle of managed currency and 
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of stabilization of the purchasing power of money. In his book 
on stable money he related that between 1912 and 1934 he 
prepared no less than 99 speeches, 37 letters to newspapers, 
161 special articles, 9 submissions to appropriate 
governmental bodies, 12 circulars, and 13 books, a total of 331 
documents intended to disseminate his ideas on monetary 
stabilization. Fisher was founder and president of the Stable 
Money League, a body whose aim was to make propaganda in 
favor of the “compensated” dollar. 
 
Contributions to economics 
 
The very lucidity of Fisher’s thought may have led superficial 
minds to undervalue its true worth. Since no effort is necessary 
to comprehend his meaning, there is a tendency to 
underestimate the complexity and, in many instances, the 
originality of his thinking. In contrast to Marx and Keynes, he 
could develop his ideas fully, specify them, and so strip them 
of their obscurities and contradictions that the formulas which 
emerged were extraordinarily plain and clear. Whatever the 
difficulty of the subject, Fisher excelled at distinguishing the 
theoretical from the practical, at using only perfectly defined 
concepts, at identifying problems, treating each in a concise, 
clear paragraph, and at relegating to appendixes elements that 
were accessory to the main theme. His essential contribution 
lay, first, in his reduction of the copious accumulation of 
inconsistent notions in earlier writings to a contradiction-free 
synthesis that made full use of their valid elements and, 
second, in his lucid presentation of this synthesis. 
 
The remarkable characteristic of Fisher’s work is that it 
contains no basic error. Taken as a whole, and aside from a 
few minor errors of detail, it offers only valid ideas. His work is 
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characterized by the ability to clarify, whether analytically or 
synthetically, rather than by the power of creative imagination. 
This is where Fisher’s true originality is to be found. 
 
Use of mathematics .  
 
Fisher must be considered one of those who laid the 
foundations of modern economics, particularly of econometrics. 
He contributed more than any other scholar to the introduction 
into economics of scientific methodology and mathematical 
thinking, and he played an essential role in the development of 
specific concepts and theories which lie at the base of today’s 
economics. 
 
In 1929 two young mathematical economists, Charles Roos 
[assistant professor of mathematics at Cornell University, 
professor of economics at Colorado College] and Ragnar 
Frisch [economist at the University of Oslo], proposed to Fisher 
that he join them in founding a society aimed at disseminating 
mathematical thinking in economics. Fisher welcomed the 
suggestion with enthusiasm. The international Econometric 
Society was founded the next year, with Fisher as its first 
president. By now this society has several thousand members, 
including many of the most distinguished economists. This 
may serve to indicate how much the atmosphere has changed 
since the young Fisher noted, in 1891, that mathematical 
economics was still almost as much on the defensive as it was 
during the 1870s and 1880s, when Jevons and Walras were 
pleading for it so ardently, and so vainly. 
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Theory of value and prices.  
 
In the Mathematical Investigations in the Theory of Value and 
Prices (1892), a work of his youth, Fisher’s aim was to present 
a general mathematical model of the determination of value 
and prices. He claimed to have specified the equations of 
general economic equilibrium for the case of independent 
goods (chapter 4, sec. 10), although the only mathematical 
economist whose work he had consulted was Jevons. With 
commendable honesty he recognized the priority of Walras’s 
Éléments d’économie politique pure (1874) as far as the 
equations of the general equilibrium are concerned and 
likewise the priority of Edgeworth’s Mathematical Psychics 
(1881) as regards the concept of utility surfaces. It appears 
that, although only a student, Fisher had independently 
developed a theory of general economic equilibrium that was 
identical to part of Walras’s and included the concept of the 
indifference surface, one of the fundamental bases of modern 
economic theory. 
 
Capital and income.  
 
Fisher’s study of capital and income (1906) was intended to 
place the fundamental concepts in this field on a rational and 
rigorous basis and to develop the theorems flowing from these 
concepts. According to Fisher, his aim was to supply the long-
missing link between the ideas and habits that govern 
business management and the theories of abstract economics. 
 
This aim was satisfactorily realized. The Nature of Capital and 
Income contains the theoretical foundations of accounting 
science, both at the enterprise level and for the economy as a 
whole, as well as of actuarial science. Moreover, it presents 
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these fundamentals in the framework of a general economic 
theory. Thus, Fisher prepared a rigorous foundation for the 
subsequent work on national income and wealth. 
 
With this book Fisher apparently became the first economist to 
develop a theory of capital (including human capital) on an 
actuarial and accounting basis; both disciplines are essential 
parts of any economic calculus. His theoretical constructions 
issued from a concrete examination of accountancy and 
actuarial operations; this is the only valid approach, and many 
economists (even including Keynes, in the Treatise on Money 
as well as in the General Theory) have erred by postulating a 
priori relationships between economic aggregates. 
 
Also in The Nature of Capital and Income Fisher presented a 
systematization of the two concepts of capital and income, 
both rigorously defined. He showed very clearly how these two 
concepts are linked through the rate of interest. Capital 
consists of a stock of goods; income is a flow of services. The 
value of capital is given by the present value of the future flow 
of income from it. The direction of the causal relation is not 
from capital to income but from income to capital; it is not from 
the present to the future but from the future to the present. In 
other words, the value of capital is the discounted value of 
expected income.  
 
He saw with unprecedented clarity that the economic present 
is no more than the capitalization of the future and that 
therefore the economic present is only a synthetic projection of 
the anticipated future. Fisher demonstrated convincingly that in 
economics only the future counts, and that past costs have no 
direct relevance to value. In point of fact, his research resulted 
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in a rigorous definition of the bases on which it is possible to 
ground a valid theory of interest. 
 
Monetary theory.  
 
In The Purchasing Power of Money (1911) [see citation at 
“Works by Irving Fisher below] Fisher completely recast the 
theory of money, giving a full demonstration of the principles 
that determine the purchasing power of money in the formal 
framework of the equation of exchange 
 

MV + M’V’ = PQ 
 

and applying these principles to the study of historical changes 
in purchasing power. 
 
It is impossible, without doing grave injustice to Fisher, to 
analyze or even summarize this book, which is powerfully 
original in its close association of theory and econometric 
analysis with factual data. For Fisher, the purchasing power of 
money (or its reciprocal, the general price level) depends 
wholly on five well-defined factors: (1) the stock of money in 
circulation, M; (2) its velocity of circulation, V; (3) the volume of 
deposits, M ; (4) their velocity of circulation, V ; and (5) the 
over-all volume of transactions. 
 
Long before The Purchasing Power of Money first appeared in 
1911, Walras had attempted to escape from this blind alley by 
defining the concept of “real wanted cash balances.” The 
Cambridge school, including Pigou and Keynes, did no more 
than take up Walras’s idea, but nobody was able to develop an 
operational formulation of the theory of money, and the 
coefficients that were defined could not be rendered 
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determinate. An operational formulation has only been 
developed in the recent past, for example, by the present 
author (Allais 1965b).5 The equation of exchange MV = PQ 
had already been used by Newcomb in his Principles of 
Political Economy, and indeed it was to Newcomb that Fisher 
dedicated his book on money. 
 
Theory of interest.  
 
For Fisher, the rate of interest is governed by the balance 
between the supply of capital, as determined by the 
psychology of savers, and the demand for capital, as 
determined by the possibilities of, and the outlook for, 
investment. 
 
As with some of his other works, the major contribution of The 
Theory of Interest [citation at “Works by Irving Fisher” below, 
1930a] is not so much the presentation of major new ideas as 
the clarity and rigor of exposition of an extremely complex 
subject. The fundamental theses of the book had already been 
developed before Fisher by John Rae (1834)6 and, above all, 
by Bohm-Bawerk (1884-1912).7 Fisher, indeed, underlined his 

                                                 
5 Maurice Allais. 1965b Reformulation de la theorie quantitative de la 
monnaie: La formulation heredi-taire, relativiste et logistique de la 
dentande de monnaie. Paris: SEDEIS. � An abridged version was 
published in the December 1966 issue of the American Economic 
Review. 
6 John Rae (1834) 1905 The Sociological Theory of Capital. New ed. 
annotated by C. W. Mixter. New York: Macmillan. First published as 
Statement of Some New Principles on the Subject of Political 
Economy Exposing the Fallacies of the System of Free Trade and of 
Some Other Doctrines Maintained in the Wealth of Nations. 
7 Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk (1884-1912) 1959 Capital and Interest. 3 
vols. South Holland, 111.: Libertarian Press. First published as 
Kapital und Kapitalzins. See especially Volume 1: History and 
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debt in the dedication of his book: “To the memory of John Rae 
and of Eugen Bohm-Bawerk, who laid the foundations upon 
which I have endeavored to build.” 
 
At the outset, Fisher made the distinction between nominal 
interest and real interest.8 The major part of the book (chapters 
4-18) is devoted to the theory of the determination of the real 
rate of interest. Then follows a special chapter, 19, on the 
relation of interest to money and prices.  
 
Monetary policy .  
 
Three of Fisher’s works are devoted to projects for monetary 
reform: Stabilizing the Dollar (1920), Stamp Scrip (1933b), and 
100% Money (1935). It is not unfair to say that throughout his 
life he was absorbed, even obsessed, by concern for the 

                                                                                                        
Critique of Interest Theories, 1884; and Volume 2: Positive Theory of 
Capital, 1889. 
8 ‘Fisher Effect’: An economic theory proposed by economist Irving 
Fisher that describes the relationship between inflation and both real 
and nominal interest rates. The Fisher effect states that the real 
interest rate equals the nominal interest rate minus the expected 
inflation rate. Therefore, real interest rates fall as inflation increases, 
unless nominal rates increase at the same rate as inflation.  
The ‘International Fisher effect’ (sometimes referred to as ‘Fisher’s 
open hypothesis’) is tentative explanation in international finance that 
suggests differences in nominal interest rates reflect expected 
changes in the spot exchange rate between countries. (Adrian 
Buckley. 2004. “Multinational Finance.” Harlow, UK: Pearson 
Education Limited.) The hypothesis specifically states that a spot 
exchange rate is expected to change equally in the opposite direction 
of the interest rate differential; thus, the currency of the country with 
the higher nominal interest rate is expected to depreciate against the 
currency of the country with the lower nominal interest rate, as higher 
nominal interest rates reflect an expectation of inflation. (Jeff Madura.  
2007. “International Financial Management.” Abridged 8th Ed.. 
Mason, OH: Thomson South-Western.    
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maintenance of a stable purchasing power of money—in other 
words, the avoidance of both inflation and deflation. 
 
Stabilization of purchasing power. Fisher’s first book on 
monetary policy (1920) contains a plan for a reform of the gold 
standard, intended to stabilize purchasing power. Its principle, 
which was stated as early as 1911 in The Purchasing Power of 
Money (chapter 13, sec. 5), is very simple. If prices in terms of 
gold rise by one per cent, the official price of gold should be 
lowered by one per cent in order to maintain the purchasing 
power of the dollar; conversely, if prices in terms of gold 
decline by one per cent, the official price of gold should be 
raised by one per cent. In this system, the increase (or 
decrease) of the official price of gold must apply to all 
currencies if the principle of fixed exchange parities is to be 
respected. But a single country can also apply the system, as 
long as it is prepared to accept variations in its currency 
exchange rate in line with the price fixed for gold in terms of 
national currency. Stabilizing the Dollar also contains a 
systematic bibliography on the stabilization of the purchasing 
power of money, in which Fisher cited many authors (e.g., 
Rooke 1824; 9  Newcomb 1879; 10  Marshall 1887 11 ) whose 
ideas corresponded closely to his own. 

                                                

 
Stamped money plan. The objective of Fisher’s stamped 
money plan of 1932 and 1933 was to furnish an efficient 
method of combating the hoarding of money, which has 

 
9 John Rooke.1824 An Inquiry Into the Principles of National Wealth, 
Illustrated by the Political Economy of the British Empire. Edinburgh: 
Balfour. 
10  Simon Newcomb. “The Standard of Value.” North American 
Review 129:223-237.  
11  Alfred Marshall.1887 “Remedies for Fluctuations of General 
Prices.” Contemporary Review 51:355-375. 
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extremely injurious effects in a period of depression, the more 
so as the rate of hoarding tends to accelerate. Here again, the 
original idea was not Fisher’s own but was first suggested by 
Silvio Gesell in his book The Natural Economic Order (1906-
1911, part 2) as a means of lowering the rate of interest. 
 
The proposals for monetary reform by Gesell, Keynes, and 
Fisher have not been understood. The idea of stamped money 
has been derided as an economic absurdity. Yet the only 
objection that may validly be raised is that in normal 
circumstances, i.e., when monetary policy is implemented 
reasonably, hoarding is moderate and the stamping of money 
is unnecessary.  
 
Hundred per cent reserve. Fisher’s aim in 100% Money was to 
show that economic fluctuations can be largely eliminated if 
demand deposits are totally backed by a corresponding 
amount of cash, thus depriving the banking system of its right 
— more or less erratically exercised — to create money; and 
to show that a system of this kind “would actually stop the 
irresponsible creation and destruction of circulating medium by 
our thousands of commercial banks which now act like so 
many private mints” (1935, p. xi). 
 
The fact is that the degree of potential instability of a banking 
system becomes greater as the coverage ratio departs farther 
from unity. Credit is generally the process in which a banker 
makes a loan of money he does not possess to a client who 
nevertheless considers the money as available. The system 
can continue to operate as long as depositors as a whole have 
sufficient confidence in its stability. But once confidence is 
shaken, the banks are unable to honor demands for 
withdrawals. In its basic conception this system is irrational, 
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and its only justifications are its historical acceptance and the 
savings of gold that it permitted in the nineteenth century, 
when the price of gold was fixed—the possible consequence of 
this fixity under a gold standard being long-term decreases of 
the price level. Fisher’s 100% Money sets forth a valid plan to 
rationalize the monetary system. Some of the aims of the plan 
have been implemented since 1934, when the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation was founded: since then a bank failure 
caused by  depositors withdrawing funds from the banking 
system has become a practical impossibility. [However, 
Lehman Brothers’ failure in September 2008 was caused 
exactly by that. — Editor.]12 However, the present system has 
the drawback that the management of the over-all money 
supply is less easy than it would have been under a “100 per 
cent money” system. 
 
Again, the original idea was not Fisher’s, as he acknowledged 
in his preface. He himself gave the credit for the suggestion to 
a group of economists from the University of Chicago, 
including, among others, Henry C. Simons, Aaron Director, 
Frank H. Knight, Henry Schultz, Paul H. Douglas, and A. G. 

                                                 
12 Lehman reported that it had been in talks with Bank of America 
and Barclays for the company's possible sale. The New York Times 
reported on September 14, 2008, that Barclays had ended its bid to 
purchase all or part of Lehman and a deal to rescue the bank from 
liquidation collapsed. It emerged subsequently that a deal had been 
vetoed by the Bank of England and the UK's FSA, the Financial 
Services Authority. (Will Hutton, The Observer, April 19, 2009, “You 
give bankers £1.3 trillion and do they thank you?” 19 April 2009). 
Leaders of major Wall Street banks continued to meet late that day to 
prevent the bank's rapid failure. Bank of America's rumored 
involvement also appeared to end as federal regulators resisted its 
request for government involvement in Lehman's sale. (Jenny 
Anderson, ‘Wall Street’s Fears on Lehman Bros. Batter Market,” The 
New York Times, 9 September 2009, archived from the original on 11 
September 2008.) 
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Hart. In November 1933 this group circulated an unsigned 26-
page mimeographed paper entitled “Banking and Currency 
Reform” (see Walker 1935; Hart 1935). However, the credit for 
the original idea should not go to the Chicago school. Much 
earlier, in 1898, Walras was stressing the unstable nature of 
the system of issue of banknotes and was proposing a 100 per 
cent coverage ratio (1898, pp. 348, 365, 374, 375 of the 1936 
French edition). Ludwig von Mises adopted much the same 
position in 1928 in his book Geldwertstabilisierung und 
Konjunkturpolitik. 
 
A system of 100 per cent money is perfectly feasible providing 
that banking activity is split into two clearly separated branches, 
deposits and lending. Depositors would pay charges to cover 
the cost of managing their accounts, and banks would make 
loans with funds they had borrowed for that purpose. 
Introducing the system would involve certain transitional 
problems, but they could easily be overcome, and their 
resolution would give governments a much greater mastery of 
monetary policy than could be acquired in any other way. The 
idea of this reform has generally been abandoned today; its 
only proponents are a few economists such as Milton 
Friedman in the United States (1959) and Maurice Allais in 
France (1947). 
 
Other works on monetary policy.  
 
Three other books written for the lay public should be 
mentioned among Fisher’s published works on monetary 
reform. These are The Money Illusion (1928k), Booms and 
Depressions (1932), and Inflation”? (1933a). The first and last 
of these are, by comparison with his other works on the subject, 
of limited interest. 
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Booms and Depressions is of more importance. It has three 
parts, dealing with theories, facts, and remedies, respectively. 
Nine main factors are considered: over-indebtedness, volume 
of currency, price level, net worth, profit, production, 
psychological factors, currency turnover, and rates of interest. 
Most stress is placed on the factor of over-indebtedness. 
 
When the 1929 slump occurred, Fisher was over 60 years old; 
yet he tackled the very difficult theory of economic fluctuations. 
He finally reached the conclusion — which contains a large 
element of truth — that business cycles are due on the one 
hand to the existence in the banking system of uncovered 
demand deposits and on the other to the opportunities for 
hoarding offered by the circulating monetary media. These 
views led him to recommend regulation of the demand for and 
supply of money through steadily depreciating circulating 
money and 100 per cent coverage of demand deposits as a 
cure for business cycle ills (see Fisher 1933b; 1935 below). 
 
Appraisal of monetary policy. Nowhere in his writings did 
Fisher really take up the central problem of variations in the 
demand for money with the level of economic activity, and 
despite the reservations he himself made, his approach was 
too narrowly oriented toward quantity theory. As Schumpeter 
aptly put it, “the scholar was misled by the crusader.” 
 
Together with George Frederick Warren, he persuaded 
President Roosevelt to devalue the dollar in order to stimulate 
a rise in the price level in the United States. 
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Contributions to statistics 
 
Fisher’s work on money and prices, in particular his 
propositions for stabilization of the dollar, led him to 
considerable advances in two branches of statistical science: 
price indices and distributed lags. 
 
Index numbers. The aim of Fisher’s book The Making of 
Index Numbers (1922) is to identify the characteristics of the 
best feasible index of prices for use in measuring changes in 
the purchasing power of money.  
 
Distributed lags . Fisher was the first to envisage a 
systematic dependence of the present on the past in 
economics, and thus he opened up a whole new area. The 
existence of systematic effects explains why it has been 
possible successfully to analyze economic and geophysical 
time series using autoregressive equations which when 
inverted can be written formally as in which yt is the cumulative 
effect of earlier actions, t-p, weighted by coefficients ap, which 
decline with distance in time. The accepted English term for 
this formulation, “distributed lags,” was coined by Fisher. This 
term is intended to convey that each t-p acts with a certain 
delay, so that lags of different length must be taken into 
account when studying the influence of the past. 
 
Unlike Adam Smith, John Stuart Mill, and Alfred Marshall, 
Fisher wrote no systematic treatise. The reason for this is 
doubtless that Fisher was preoccupied above all with research 
and that his manifold practical activities took much time. In 
Schumpeter’s well-chosen words, Fisher’s works “are the 
pillars and arches of a temple that was never built. They 
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belong to an imposing structure that the architect never 
presented as a tectonic unit” ([1948] 1960, p. 237).  
 
Assessment 
 
The opinion of Fisher’s work has not generally been as high as 
its merit warrants, especially in the United States, where its 
value has been grossly underestimated. To a remarkable 
extent Fisher combined within himself the eminently Anglo-
Saxon preoccupation with facts and practical action and the 
essentially Latin quality of clarity of conception and exposition. 
He was at one and the same time theorist and practitioner, 
having the characteristics, therefore, of a great engineer. 
 
When Fisher died in 1947, the present author wrote (Allais 
1947)13 that it was because of the combination of these two 
qualities that Fisher had to be given a place in the hall of fame 
of modern economics. A year later Schumpeter described him 
as America’s greatest scientific economist. The future will 
certainly confirm this judgment. Fisher opened up a new 
horizon. Others will go beyond the point he reached; they have 
done so already, for it is easier to progress when the way is 
posted with signs. 

MAURICE ALLAIS  
 
 

                                                 
13 Maurice Allais. 1947 Économie & intérét: Présentation nouvelle 
des problémes fondamentaux relatifs auróle économique du taux de 
l’intérét et de leurs solutions. 2 vols. Paris: Librairie des Publications 
Officielles. 
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Works by Irving Fisher 
 
(1892) 1961 Mathematical Investigations in the Theory of 
Value and Prices. New Haven: Yale Univ. Press. 
 
(1896) 1925 Elements of Geometry. New York: American Book 
Co. � In collaboration with Andrew W. Phillips. 
 
(1897a) 1960 A Bibliography of Mathematical Economics. 
Pages 173-209 in Antoine A. Cournot, Researches Into the 
Mathematical Principles of the Theory of Wealth. New York: 
Kelley. 
 
(1897b) 1943 A Brief Introduction to the Infinitesimal Calculus. 
New York: Macmillan. 
 
(1906) 1927 The Nature of Capital and Income. New York and 
London: Macmillan. 
 
1907 The Rate of Interest: Its Nature, Determination and 
Relation to Economic Phenomena. New York: Macmillan. 
 
(1910a) 1912 Elementary Principles of Economics. New York: 
Macmillan. � First published as Introduction to Economic 
Science. 
1910b National Vitality: Its Wastes and Conservation. U.S. 
61st Congress, 2d Session, Senate Document No. 419. 
Washington: Government Printing Office. 
 
(1911) 1920 The Purchasing Power of Money: Its 
Determination and Relation to Credit, Interest and Crises. New 
ed., rev. New York: Macmillan. 
 
1914 Why the Dollar Is Shrinking? A Study in the High Cost of 
Living. New York: Macmillan. 
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(1915) 1946 Fisher, Irving et al.. How to Live: Rules for 
Healthful Living Based on Modern Science. 21st ed., rev. New 
York: Funk & Wagnalls. 
 
1920 Stabilizing the Dollar: A Plan to Stabilize the General 
Price Level Without Fixing Individual Prices. New York: 
Macmillan. 
 
(1922) 1927 The Making of Index Numbers: A Study of Their 
Varieties, Tests, and Reliability. 3d ed., rev. Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin. 
 
1923 League or War? New York: Harper. 
 
(1924) 1926 America’s Interest in Worid Peace. Rev. ed. New 
York: Funk & Wagnalls. � A revised edition and condensation 
of League or War? 
 
1925 Our Unstable Dollar and the So-called Business Cycle. 
Journal of the American Statistical Association 20:179-202. 
(1926) 1927 Prohibition at Its Worst. 5th ed. New York: Alcohol 
Information Committee. 
 
1928a Prohibition Still at Its Worst. New York: Alcohol 
Information Committee. 
 
1928b The Money Illusion. New York: Adelphi. � Contains a 
systematic bibliography. 
 
(1930a) 1961 The Theory of Interest. New York: Kelley. � 
Revision of The Rate of Interest 1907. 
1930b The Stock Market Crash—and After. New York: 
Macmillan. 
 
1932 Booms and Depressions: Some First Principles. New 
York: Adelphi. Contains a systematic bibliography. 
 
1933a Inflation? New York: Adelphi. 
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1933b Stamp Scrip. New York: Adelphi. 
 
1933c After Reflation, What? New York: Adelphi. 
 
1934 FISHER, IRVING; and COHRSSEN, HANS R. L. Stable 
Money: A History of the Movement. New York: Adelphi. 
 
(1935) 1945 100% Money: Designed to Keep Checking Banks 
100% Liquid; to Prevent Inflation and Deflation; Largely to 
Cure or Prevent Depressions; and to Wipe Out Much of the 
National Debt. 3d ed. New Haven: City Printing. 
 
1937 Note on a Short-cut Method for Calculating Distributed 
Lags. International Statistical Institute, Bulletin 29, no. 3:323-
328. 
 
1942 Constructive Income Taxation: A Proposal for Reform. 
New York: Harper 
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Maurice Allais 
 

The author Maurice Félix Charles Allais 
(1911-2010) of much of the above 
biography was a French economist and  
the 1988 winner of the Nobel Memorial 
Prize in Economics "for his pioneering 
contributions to the theory of markets 
and efficient utilization of resources.”  

 
As an economist, Allais made contributions to decision theory, 
monetary policy and other areas.  
 
Allais’ parents owned a small cheese shop, and his 
grandfather was a carpentry worker. Thus he said, “I came 
from what is commonly known as the working class.” 
 
Allais was reluctant to write in or translate his work into English, 
and many of his major contributions became known to the 
dominant anglophone community only when they were 
independently rediscovered or popularized by English-
speaking economists. For example, in one of his major works, 
Économie et Intérêt (1947), he introduced the first overlapping 
generations model (later popularized by Paul Samuelson in 
1958), introduced the golden rule of optimal growth (later 
popularized by Edmund Phelps) or described the transaction 
demand for money rule (later found in William Baumol’s work). 
He was also responsible for early work in behavioral 
economics, which in the US is generally attributed to Daniel 
Kahneman and Amos Tversky.  
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Allais attended the inaugural meeting of the Mont Pelerin 
Society (1947),14 but alone among the attendees, refused to 
sign the statement of aims due to a disagreement over the 
extent of property rights. His name is particularly associated 
with what is commonly known as the Allais paradox, a decision 
problem he first presented in 1953 which contradicts the 
expected utility hypothesis. 
 
In 1992, Maurice Allais criticized the Maastricht Treaty 
(formally, the Treaty on European Union or TEU) undertaken 
to integrate Europe for its excessive emphasis on free trade. 
He also expressed reservations on the single European 
currency. 15  In 2005, he expressed similar reservations 
concerning the European constitution.16  
 

 
14 After World War II, in 1947, when many of the values of Western 
civilization were imperiled, 36 scholars, mostly economists, with 
some historians and philosophers, were invited by Professor 
Friedrich von Hayek to meet at Mont Pelerin, near Montreux, 
Switzerland, to discuss the state and the possible fate of liberalism 
(in its classical sense) in thinking and practice. Its founders included 
Friedrich Hayek, Karl Popper, Ludwig von Mises, George Stigler, and 
Milton Friedman.  
15 L’Humanité, 17 September 1992. 
16 L’Humanité, 26 May 2005. 



 

MONEY 
 

The Destruction of Social Capital 
 
On the high plateau of the Kalahari Desert in the country of 
Botswana, and in part of Namibia and South Africa, there lived 
an iron age clan isolated for over 40,000 years, that was 
studied in the 1960s and 1970s by anthropologist John Yellen 
– the !Kung.17 
 
The !Kung’s practice of sharing food and other goods formed 
the core of their system of values. Families welcomed relatives 
who showed up at their camps, sharing large kills outside the 
immediate family. The !Kung’s social security was obtained by 
giving rather than by hording.  
 
The layout of a traditional !Kung camp was an arrangement of 
huts in a circle with the doorways facing inward, allowing 
members to look into each other’s homes. The cooking hearths 
were outside the huts, and each person could see what food 
was being prepared to share.  
 
The !Kungs lived in a self-sustaining non-monetary system 
until in the 1970s the government of Botswana thought of 
stimulating trade with the !Kungs and more contact with South 
Africa, introducing conventional money into the !Kung tribe. 
The !Kung people used this newfound cash to purchase glass 
beads, clothing and extra blankets, which they locked up, for 
the first time, in metal trunks in their huts.  

                                                 
17 Bernard Lietaer and Jacqui Dunne. 2013. “Rethinking Money. How 
New Currencies Turn Scarcity into Prosperity.” San Francisco: 
Berrett-Koehler Publishers, Inc., Chap. 3, “Erosion of Social Capital.”  

Money 

 
“At the same time, perhaps because they were ashamed of not 
sharing, they sought privacy. The layout of the camps 
suddenly changed significantly, after having remained 
unchanged for 40,000 years! Hut openings no longer faced 
inward [towards the center of the circle], distances between the 
huts increased, and hearths were moved inside. Privacy 
played a much greater role than before, and reciprocal 
exchanges lost their importance.” (Lietaer and Dunne, 
2013:48). 
 

 

Women making necklaces. Grashek, Bushmanland in the 
northeastern corner of Namibia. Living with the Ju'/Hoansi San 
Bushmen of Namibia www.jelldragon.com/theoldways/grashoek.htm  
retrieved 2015-02-25. 

 
Since the 1950s, the !Kung’s Jul’hoansi tribe’s population had 
increased, living off of cattle ranching, having bought cows. 
Cows eat the sparse vegetation which the Jul’hoansi and their 
game animals need, as well dirtying the Jul’hoansi’s water 
holes. This water pollution, along with the disappearance of 
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native vegetation, has increased disease. In addition to the 
problems involved in sharing water with cows, the Jul’hoansi 
are less mobile than in the past.  

The current governments of Namibia and Botswana 
encourage permanent settlements with European-style 
housing. With urban employment and industrialization, 
indigenous people are changing their nomadic lifestyle. 
European-descended settlers have encouraged wage-paid 
agricultural labor, especially for men. Due to increased 
dependence on them and their access to wealth, men are 
valued more. Women, who traditionally prepared food, have 
taken up the preparing of millet, which is more difficult to 
process than traditional Jol’hoansi foods, and therefore, 
women must spend more time preparing food for their 
household, leaving less time for employment outside the home. 
 
The changing gender roles, growing inequality between the 
sexes, and transformation from a nomad hunter-gatherer 
lifestyle to life in a village has contributed to more domestic 
violence, as woman are more dependent on men and are more 
restricted from outside intervention (they now have closed 
doors). Less open houses and wealth collection also 
challenges traditional sharing customs.18 
 
These natives also face problems involving their traditional 
lands being sought after by cattle ranching peoples, European-
descended peoples, wildlife reserve organizations, and state 
governments. 
 
A similar loss of social capital by the introduction of money  
was observed by explorer Bruce Parry on the remote Solomon 
                                                 
18 Bonvillain, Nancy (2001). “Women and Men: Cultural Constructs of 
Gender.” Prentice Hall 
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Island of Anuta. 19  The only money earned by the small 
population was from the harvest of shark fins and their 
sporadic sale to freighters coming by, the money being 
distributed equally among the twenty-four families of the island. 
Soon, the former sharing of food was changed by families in 
surplus demanding money from those that did not have 
enough, until the island’s chief prohibited the taking of money 
for food. 
 
 

 
19 “Bruce Parry auf der Salomoninsel Anuta.” German television networt 
ZDF, 18.02.2015 



 

 
 

BANK MONEY 
 
 
The bank hath benefit of interest on money which it creates out of 
nothing. 

— William Paterson, 1694 
Founder of the Bank of England 

 
 
BY ROBERT H. HEMPHILL (1935) 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ATLANTA20 
 

To the “man in the street,” or to one whose wages, salary 
or income is paid in currency or coin, banking appears to be a 
remote subject, in which he can have little direct interest. To 
such a man it may be a greater surprise to read that the 
amount of his wages, salary or income depends on the total of 
loans outstanding by the commercial banks of the nation. And 
yet such is the case. 

Certainly this is the most vital question of the moment. You 
who read this [at the height of the Great Depression — Editor] 
are not buying the things you normally purchase for the very 
simple reason that you haven’t the money. Your friends and 
acquaintances seem to be in the same boat. What does all this 
add up to? 

If your personal difficulty and that of all the people you 
know or know of, is lack of money, is it not obvious that the 
central national difficulty is but the aggregate of the difficulties 
of all its citizens, that the scarcity of money is our paramount 
national problem? 

                                                 
20 “Foreword by a Banker” to Irving Fisher’s (1935) “100% Money” 
book by Robert H. Hemphill, a former Credit Manager of the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Atlanta.  

Bank Money Today 

We have ample producing and distributing facilities to 
supply everyone with an abundance of the essentials for a high 
standard of living, and we are desperately anxious to produce, 
but we haven’t sufficient money to effect the exchange of our 
goods and services. 

It is only in very recent years that we have collected 
sufficiently accurate data to calculate the amount of money 
which must be in circulation to make possible a given national 
income. We find that this ratio is about one to three, and 
persists at that figure with remarkable constancy, under widely 
varying conditions. 

To bring the significance of this important fact home to 
you—there must be one dollar in money or some usable 
substitute in circulation for each three dollars of your annual 
wages, salary or income, and there must be an additional 
dollar or circulation for each three dollars of the annual income 
of every other individual in the nation. 
__________________________  
 
Statistical information:  
 

  
U.S. 

population 
millions 

Per Capita 
GDP 

Per Capita 
money supply 

(M2) 

GDP over 
money supply 

(M2) 

1929 120 $      675 $      388 1.74 

2015 320 $ 53,125 $ 36,562 1.45 

Source: Historical Statistics of the United States; tradeingeconomics.com 
 
Note:  
 
In 2013, the relative value of $675 from 1929 ranges from $7,280 to 
$108,000, depending on Commodity, Income or Wealth, or Project. 
(MeasuringWorth.com)  
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According to my estimates, which are in substantial 
agreement with those of other students, we had in circulation 
in 1929 twenty-seven billions of dollars in cash and demand 
deposits, exclusive of an estimated amount employed in stock 
speculations. Our national income for 1929 was eighty-one 
billions of dollars. This eighty-one billions was but the total of 
your wages, salary or income and that of all other individuals in 
this nation. 

In 1932 the volume of currency, coin and bank deposits in 
circulation had shrunk to approximately sixteen billions of 
dollars, and our national income had shrunk in precisely the 
same proportion, to approximately forty-eight billions of dollars, 
and of course this means that the average personal income 
had shrunk proportionately. 

Currency and coin issued by the government play a minor 
part in the transaction of our business. The vast majority of our 
transactions are paid by checks drawn against the demand 
deposits, of checking accounts, in commercial banks. These 
deposits are created by the commercial banks and the people 
who borrow from them. The borrower gives the bank his note 
and the banker credits the fact value of this note as a “deposit” 
on the books of the bank. Checks drawn against this deposit 
are charged against the borrower’s account and credited to the 
account of the persons who receive them. This person again 
“spends” this “deposit” and it continues to circulate through an 
average of the accounts of twenty-five or more persons or 
firms per annum. In this way, these book credits operate as a 
synthetic substitute for money, performing every monetary 
function. 

The total business of the nation is simply the aggregate of 
the transactions we effect by means of these borrowed credits 
and of the trifling amount of cold cash that circulates. 
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Neither the banker nor the borrower ordinarily realize that a 
loan just completed, is putting into circulation that much new 
money, or, as our reactionary friends would say, “inflating the 
currency,” by the amount of the loan. Neither the banker nor 
the borrower ordinarily realizes that he is starting an endless 
chain of successive transactions which will continue as long as 
this credit substitute for money remains in circulation. 

When a bank loan is paid, someone draws on one of these 
deposits to pay it, and of course so much of that deposit goes 
out of existence, and a train of successive transactions which 
would otherwise have been made with that portion of that 
deposit ceases. 

If all bank loans were repaid, no one would have a bank 
deposit, and there would not be a dollar of currency or coin in 
circulation. 

This is a staggering thought. We are completely dependent 
on the commercial banks. Someone has to borrow every dollar 
we have in circulation, cash or credit. If the banks create ample 
synthetic money we are prosperous; if not, we starve. We are 
absolutely without a permanent monetary system. 

When one gets a complete grasp upon this picture, the 
tragic absurdity of our helpless position is almost incredible—
but there it is. 

If all the 14,500 banks of the nation21 begin calling their 
loans simultaneously, the aggregate destruction of this 
synthetic money is enormous. Almost immediately, practically 
no one seems to have the normal amount of money to spend. 
The business of the nation decreases so rapidly that 
merchants and manufacturers are suddenly compelled to 
decrease their forces and lower the wages of the remainder. 

                                                 
21 Number of banks in the United States (Hist. Stats. of the U.S.): 
25,568 (1929); 16,047 (1935); 6,659 (banks and savings institutions, 
Jan. 2015 according to FDIC). 
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This is a “depression.” Its severity depends on how many of 
these loans are called and paid—how much of our principal 
money is destroyed by the payment of these loans. 

It is a baffling and mysterious disappearance of money—
mysterious because, of course, the general public is unaware 
that the 14,500 banks of the nation are all busily destroying our 
principal substitute for money — bank deposits. 

As the depression deepens, prices and values decline and 
the banks are forced into further and more drastic efforts to 
preserve their solvency. Ruthless foreclosures become the 
only doctrine consistent with their self-preservation. 

Our statesmen have consistently declined to study this 
question and provide a sound monetary system, an adequate 
permanent currency, scientifically calculated to expand 
consistently with our increasing population and our increasing 
ability to produce. 

Somehow, the intelligent public of this nation must learn 
the fundamentals of this question. We can no longer depend 
upon our banking system to furnish all the money we have to 
do business with. The principal reason this depression 
continues is that the banks are not lending, and as a result, the 
money with which to expand business does not exist. It is so 
simple that business men largely overlook this fundamental 
situation and continue to search for some economic “fourth 
dimension” to explain our distressing situation, but there is no 
mysterious force defeating our efforts to exchange goods and 
services. We haven’t the money nor any substitute in 
circulation, and that is the essence of the story. 

In Professor Fisher’s book, he presents in lucid detail the 
operation of this erratic banking-monetary system, and the 
obvious remedy. It is the most important subject intelligent 
persons can investigate and reflect upon. It is so important that 
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our present civilization may collapse unless it is widely 
understood and the defects remedied very soon. 

It is your problem and mine. 



 

 

MYTH OF THE DEPOSIT MULTIPLIER EFFECT 
 
There is a myth that is taught at business schools, presented 
in text books referring to the “deposit multiplier” effect of 
deposits and the resulting fractional reserve banking, which 
erroneously holds that for every dollar that is deposited in a 
bank, the bank can lend out 90 cents, which get re-deposited 
from which another 90% or 81 cents can be lent out, etc, etc.  
(See also Appendix I, A Plan for Monetary Reform, 1939: “The 
Fractional Reserve System.”) 
 
Lietaer and Dunne try to explain:22 
 

 “The fractional reserve multiplier, as it is technically known, 
starts with the injection, for example, of 10 million units of 
high-powered money from the central bank directly into the 
reserve account of a bank. This 10 million makes it 
possible for that bank to make loans for 100 million. These 
100 million end up being deposited somewhere in the 
banking system by the recipients of these funds, which 
enables the bank that receives these new deposits to 
provide a new loan for 90 million to someone else (the 
other 10 million becoming ‘sterile reserves,’ meaning they 
remain on deposit in the reserve accounts with the central 
bank). The new loan for 90 million will, in turn, lead to 
another deposit for that amount somewhere else, enabling 

                                                 
22 Bernard Lietaer and Jacqui Dunne. 2013. “Rethinking Money. How 
New Currencies Turn Scarcity into Prosperity.”  Chapter Three: “A 
Fate Worse Than Debt.” San Francisco, CA: Berrett-Koehler 
Publishers, Inc. 
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the next bank to provide another loan for 81 million (i.e., 90 
percent of 90 million), and so on. ” 

 
The fact is that banks do not lend out anything on the basis of 
pre-existing money (including deposits), but rather, they are in 
complete control of the loan and resulting deposit-creation- 
process through the art of double-entry bookkeeping, by simply 
debiting the borrowers’ loans receivable accounts (which  
these banks report as assets on the asset-side of their balance 
sheets), and, conversely, crediting the borrowers’ demand 
deposit accounts (which these banks report as liabilities on the 
liability-side of their’ balance sheets). This creation of assets 
and liabilities “out of thin air” without an economic resource is a 
form of IFRS-prohibited self-dealing by these banks 
tantamount to counterfeiting. Pursuant to the accounting 
principle of substance over form, an asset created out of 
nothing is also nothing. 
 
When there is no loan, because no money existed at the 
lending bank to be paid out to the borrowers (but only a 
promise based on hope if and when the bank has money, 
which it may or may not have), then there is no asset and the 
whole so called borrowing and lending function is a nullity.  
 
Moreover, when there is no asset except one so created by 
prohibited self-dealing without a cost basis, then such items 
shown on the balance sheets of these banks misrepresent 
their financial positions and must be removed; 23  and as a 
consequence, unless the items are removed from the financial 
statements, the appointed auditors’ opinions on such bank 

                                                 
23  Michael Schemmann. 2011. “Accounting Perversion in Bank 
Financial Statements. Root Cause of the Ongoing Global Financial 
Crisis.” IICPA Publications.  
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financial statements attesting to their fairness are also false 
and misleading. Looking at the dilemma another way is asking 
ourselves, how can a bank — its financial statements  
“certified” as representing fairly their financial position in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in 
the United States (or other country named in the opinion) — 
only to be bankrupt three months later? What about the “going-
concern” principle of accounting? A going concern is an entity 
that functions without the threat of liquidation for the 
foreseeable future, usually regarded as at least within 12 
months. 
 
The unbridled bank deposit creation is the main cause of asset 
bubbles and crashes, the latest being the 2007 Global 
Financial Crisis24 that is still lingering to this day in March 2015.  
 
Fromer NY Fed banker and U.S. Treasury secretary Paul 
Geithner (2014:7) writes in his “Stress Test” book, “Every 
financial crisis is a crisis of confidence. Financial systems, after 
all, are built on belief.” Geithner’s advice needs to be changed  
to read, ‘Every financial crisis was a crisis of the intellect. 
Financial systems, after all, are built on misconceptions” by the 
lawmakers, regulators, and the gullible public for the benefit 
and self-interests of the creators of deposit money out of 
nothing, the commercial bankers and their cronies. 
 

                                                 
24 “At its depths, $15 trillion in household wealth had disappeared, 
ravaging the pensions and college funds of Americans who had 
thought their money was in good hands. Nearly 9 million workers lost 
their jobs; 9 million people slipped below the poverty line; 5 million 
homeowners lost home.” (Timothy F. Geithner. 2014. “Stress Test. 
Reflections on Financial Crises.” New York: Crown Publishers, p. 16.  
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John Kenneth Galbraith (1975), concluded in his book “Money. 
Whence It Came. Where It Went,” that “the process by which 
banks create money is so simple that the mind is repelled.”  
 
Coming back to the myth of the so called “deposit multiplier,” 
contrary to the above explanation by Lietaer and Dunne, the 
IMF’s researchers Benes and Kumhof 25  found that such a 
multiplier is a text book phenomenon that does not exist in 
reality:  
 

“Bank reserves held at the central bank have also 
generally been negligible in size, except of course after the 
onset of the 2008 financial crisis. But this quantitative point 
is far less important than the recognition that they do not 
play any meaningful role in the determination of wider 
monetary aggregates. The reason is that the ‘deposit 
multiplier’ of the undergraduate economics textbook 
[emphasis added by the editor], where monetary 
aggregates are created at the initiative of the central bank, 
through an initial injection of high-powered money into the 
banking system that gets multiplied through bank lending, 
turns the actual operation of the monetary transmission 
mechanism on its head.26 This should be absolutely clear 
under the current inflation targeting regime, where the 
central bank controls an interest rate and must be willing to 
supply as many reserves as banks demand at that rate. 
But as shown by Kydland and Prescott (1990), the 
availability of central bank reserves did not even constrain 
banks during the period, in the 1970s and 1980s, when the 

                                                 
25  Jaromir Benes and Michael Kumhof. 2012. “The Chicago Plan 
Revisited.” Washington: International Monetary Fund, IMF Working 
Paper WP/12/202, August 2012, p. 11. 
26  
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central bank did in fact officially target monetary 
aggregates. These authors show that broad monetary 
aggregates, which are driven by banks’ lending decisions, 
led the economic cycle, while narrow monetary aggregates, 
most importantly reserves, lagged the cycle. In other words, 
at all times, when banks ask for reserves, the central bank 
obliges. Reserves therefore impose no constraint. The 
deposit multiplier is simply, in the words of Kydland and 
Prescott (1990), a myth. 27  And because of this, private 
banks are almost fully in control of the money creation 
process.” 

 
 

 
27 Footnote 10: “This is of course the reason why quantitative easing, 
at least the kind that works by making greater reserves available to 
banks and not the public, can be ineffective if banks decide that 
lending remains too risky.” 
 

 

IRVING FISHER’S 100% MONEY SYSTEM 
 

Benes and Kumhof (2012) put Fisher’s (1935) 100% Money 
Plan to the test by way of simulation by “embedding a 
comprehensive and carefully calibrated model of the banking 
system in an SGE model of the U.S. economy” and found 
support for all four of Fisher's claims.  
 First, preventing banks from creating their own funds 

during credit booms, and then destroying these funds 
during subsequent contractions, would allow for a much 
better control of credit cycles, which were perceived to be 
the major source of business cycle fluctuations. 

 Second, 100% reserve backing would completely eliminate 
bank runs by fully reserve-backed bank deposits, 
thereby increasing financial stability, and allowing 
banks to concentrate on their core lending function.  

 Third, allowing the government to issue money directly at 
zero interest, rather than borrowing that same money from 
banks at interest, would lead to a reduction in the interest 
burden on government finances and to a dramatic 
reduction of (net) government debt, given that 
irredeemable government-issued money represents equity 
in the commonwealth rather than debt. 

 Fourth, given that money creation would no longer require 
the simultaneous creation of mostly private debts on bank 
balance sheets, the economy could see a dramatic 
reduction not only of government debt but also of private 
debt levels. 

 
“Furthermore, output gains approach 10 percent, and steady 
state inflation can drop to zero without posing problems for the 
conduct of monetary policy.” 
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“To summarize, our analysis finds that the government is left 
with a much lower, in fact negative, net debt burden. It gains a 
large net equity position due to money issuance, despite the 
fact that it spends a large share of the one-off seigniorage 
gains from money issuance on the buy-back of private debts. 
These buy-backs in turn mean that the private sector is left 
with a much lower debt burden, while its deposits remain 
unchanged. Bank runs are obviously impossible in this world. 
These results, whose analytical foundations will be derived in 
the rest of the paper, support three out of Fisher’s (1935) four 
claims in favor of the Chicago Plan. The remaining claim, 
concerning the potential for smoother business cycles, will be 
verified towards the end of the paper, once the full model has 
been developed. But we can go even further, because our 
general equilibrium analysis highlights two additional 
advantages of the Chicago Plan.”28 

                                                 
28 Benes and Kumhof, 2012:8. 
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A Short Outline of the 100% Money Plan 

 
IRVING FISHER (1935) 

 
EXTRACTS FROM CHAPTER ONE OF “100% MONEY” 

 
Irving Fisher writes in “100% Money,” Chapter 1, “A Short 
Outline.” 29 
 

Many people imagine that check-book money is really 
money and really in the bank. Of course, this is far from true. 

What, then, is the mysterious check-book money which we 
mistakenly call our “money in the bank”? It is simply the bank’s 
promise to furnish money to its depositors when asked. Behind 
the 22 billions of checking deposits in 1926, the banks held 
only some 3 billions in actual money. The remaining 19 billions 
were assets other than money—assets such as promissory 
notes of borrowers and assets such as Government bonds and 
corporation bonds. 

In ordinary times, as for instance in 1926, the 3 billions of 
money were enough to enable the banks to furnish any 
depositor all the money or “cash” he asked for. But if all the 
depositors had demanded cash at one and the same time, the 
banks, though they could have gotten together a certain 
amount of cash by selling their other assets, could not have 
gotten enough; for there was not enough cash in the entire 
country to make up the 22 billions. And if all the depositors had 
demanded gold at the same time, there would not have been 
enough gold in the whole world. 

                                                 
29 Fischer 1935, reprinted by IICPA 2011:13-24. 
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Between 1926 and 1929, the total circulating medium 
increased slightly—from about 26 to about 27 billions, 23 
billions check-book money and 4 billions pocket-book money. 

On the other hand, between 1929 and 1933, check-book 
money shrank to 15 billions which, with 5 billions of actual 
money in pockets and tills, made, in all, 20 billions of 
circulating medium, instead of 27, as in 1929. The increase 
from increase from 26 to 27 billions was inflation; and the 
decrease from 27 to 20 billions was deflation. 

The boom and depression since 1926 are largely 
epitomized by these three figures (in billions of dollars)—26, 27, 
20—for the three years 1926, 1929, 1933. 

These changes in the quantity of money were somewhat 
aggravated by like changes in velocity. In 1932 and 1933, for 
instance, not only was the circulating medium small, but its 
circulation was slow—even to the extent of widespread 
hoarding. 

If we assume that the quantities of circulating medium for 
1929 and 1933 were respectively 27 and 20 billions and that its 
turnover for those years was respectively 30 and 20, the total 
circulation would be, for 1929, 27 x 30 = over 800 billion dollars 
and, for 1933, 20 x 20 = 400 billion dollars. 

The changes in quantity were chiefly in the deposits. The 
three figures for check-book money were, as stated, 22, 23, 15; 
those for pocket-book money were 4, 4, 5. An essential part of 
this depression has been the shrinkage from the 23 to the 15 
billions in check-book money, that is, the wiping out of 8 
billions of dollars of the nation’s chief circulating medium which 
we all need as a common highway for business. 

The shrinkage of 8 billions in the nation’s check-book 
money reflects the increase of 1 billion (i.e. from 4 to 6) in 
pocket-book money. The public withdrew this billion of cash 
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from the banks and the banks, to provide it, had to destroy the 
8 billions of credit. 

This loss of destruction, of 8 billions of check-book money 
has been realized by few and seldom mentioned. There would 
have been big newspaper headlines if 8 thousand miles out of 
every 23 thousand miles of railway had been destroyed. Yet 
such a disaster would have been a small one compared with 
the destruction of 8 billions out of 23 billions of our main 
monetary highway. That destruction of 8 billion dollars of what 
the public counted on as their money was the chief sinister fact 
in the depression from which followed the two chief tragedies, 
unemployment and bankruptcies. 

The public was forced to sacrifice 8 billion dollars out of 23 
billions of the main circulating medium which would not have 
been sacrificed had the 100% system been in use. And, in that 
case, as we shall see in Chapter VII, there would have been 
no great depression. 
 

 
 

This destruction of check-book money was not something 
natural and inevitable; it was due to a faulty system. 
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Under our present system, the banks create and destroy 
check-book money by granting, or calling, loans. When a bank 
grants me a $1,000 loan, and so adds $1,000 to my checking 
deposit, that $1,000 of “money I have in the bank” is new. It 
was freshly manufactured by the bank out of my loan and 
written by pen and ink on the stub of my check book and on 
the books of the bank. 

As already noted, except for these pen and ink records, 
this “money” has no real physical existence. When later I repay 
the bank that $1,000, I take it out of my checking deposit, and 
that much circulating medium is destroyed on the stub of my 
check-book and on the books of the bank. That is, it 
disappears altogether. 

Thus our national circulating medium is now at the mercy 
of loan transactions of banks; and our thousands of checking 
banks are, in effect, so many irresponsible private mints. 

What makes the trouble is the fact that the bank lends not 
money but merely a promise to furnish money on demand—
money it does not possess. The banks can build upon their 
meager cash reserves an inverted pyramid of such “credits,” 
that is, check-book money, the volume of which can be inflated 
and deflated. 

It is obvious that such a top-heavy system is dangerous—
dangerous to depositors, dangerous to the banks, and above 
all dangerous to the millions of “innocent bystanders,” the 
general public. In particular, when deflation results, the public 
is deprived of part of its essential circulating medium through 
which goods change hands. 

There is little practical difference between permitting banks 
to issue these book credits which perform monetary service, 
and permitting them to issue paper currency as they did during 
the “wild cat bank note” period. It is essentially the same 
unsound practice. 
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Deposits are the modern equivalent of bank notes. But 
deposits may be created and destroyed invisibly, whereas 
bank notes have to be printed and cremated. If eight billion 
bank notes had been cremated between 1929 and 1933, the 
fact could scarcely have been overlooked. 

As the system of checking accounts, or check-book money, 
based chiefly on loans, spreads from the few countries now 
using it to the whole world, all its dangers will grow greater. As 
a consequence, future booms and depressions threaten to be 
worse than those of the past, unless the system is changed.  

The dangers and other defects of the present system will 
be discussed at length in later chapters. But only a few 
sentences are needed to outline the proposed remedy, which 
is this: 

 
The Proposal [Irving Fisher] 
 
Let the Government, through an especially created 

“Currency Commission,” turn into cash enough of the assets of 
every commercial bank to increase the cash reserve of each 
bank up to 100% of its checking deposits. In other words, let 
the Government, through the Currency Commission, issue this 
money, and, with it, buy some of the bonds, notes, or other 
assets of the bank or lend it to the banks on those assets as 
security. 30  Then all check-book money would have actual 
money—pocket-book money—behind it. 

This new money (Commission Currency, or United States 
notes), would merely give an all-cash backing for the checking 
deposits and would, of itself, neither increase nor decrease the 
total circulating medium of the country. A bank which 

                                                 
30 In practice, this could be mostly “credit” on the books of the Commission, as very 
little tangible money would be called for—less than at present, so long as the 
Currency Commission stood ready to supply it on request. 
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previously had $100,000,000 of deposits subject to check with 
only $10,000,000 of cash behind them (along with $90,000,000 
in securities) would send these $90,000,000 of securities to the 
Currency Commission in return for $90,000,000 more cash, 
thus bringing its total cash reserve up to $100,000,000, or 
100% of the deposits. 

After this substitution of actual money for securities had 
been completed, the bank would be required to maintain 
permanently a cash reserve of 100% against its demand 
deposits. In other words, the demand deposits would literally 
be deposits. 

Thus, the new money would, in effect be tied up by the 
100% reserve requirement. 

The checking deposit department of the bank would 
become a mere storage warehouse for bearer money 
belonging to its depositors and would be given a corporate 
existence as a Check Bank. There would then be no practical 
distinction between the checking deposits and the reserve. The 
“money I have in the bank,” as recorded no the stub of my 
check book, would literally be money and literally be in the 
bank (or near at hand). The bank’s deposits could rise to 
$125,000,000 only if its cash also rose to $125,000,000, i.e. by 
depositors depositing $25,000,000 more cash, that is, taking 
that much out of their pockets or tills and putting it into the 
bank. And if deposits shrank it would mean that depositors 
withdrew some of their stored-up money, that is, taking it out of 
the bank and putting it into their pockets or tills. In neither case 
would there be any change in the total. 

So far as this change to the 100% system would deprive 
the bank of earning assets and require it to substitute an 
increased amount of non-earning cash, the bank would be 
reimbursed through a service charge made to its depositors—
or otherwise (as detailed in Chapter IX). 
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Advantages [Irving Fisher] 
 
The resulting advantages to the public would include the 

following: 
 

 
 

A poster for the 1896 Broadway melodrama The War of Wealth 
depicts a typical 19th-century bank run in the U.S. (Wikipedia, 
“Bank run”.) 

 
1. There would be practically no more runs on 
commercial banks; because 100% of the depositors’ 
money would always be in the bank (or available) 
awaiting their orders. In practice, less money would be 
withdrawn than now; we all know of the frightened 
depositor who shouted to the bank teller, “If you haven’t 
got my money, I want it; if you have, I don’t.” 
2. There would be far fewer bank failures; because 
the important creditors of a commercial bank who 
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would be most likely to make it fail are its depositors, 
and these depositors would be 100% provided for. 
3. The interest-bearing Government debt would be 
substantially reduced; because a great part of the 
outstanding bonds of the Government would be taken 
over from the banks by the Currency Commission 
(representing the Government). 
4. Our Monetary System would be simplified; 
because there would be no longer any essential 
difference between pocket-boo money and check-book 
money. All of our  circulating medium, one hundred per 
cent of it, would be actual money. 
5. Banking would be simplified; at present, there is 
a confusion of ownership. When money is deposited in 
a checking account, the depositor still thinks of that 
money as his, though legally it is the bank’s. The 
depositor owns no money in the bank;  he is merely a 
creditor of the bank as a private corporation. Most of 
the “mystery” of banking would disappear as soon as a 
bank was no longer allowed to lend out money 
deposited by its customers, while, at the same time, 
these depositors were using that money as their money 
by drawing checks against it. “Mr. Dooley,” the Will 
Rogers of his day, brought out the absurdity of this 
double use of money on demand deposit when he 
called a banker “a man who takes care of your money 
by lending it out to his friends.” 
 In the future there would be a sharp distinction 
between checking deposits and savings deposits. 
Money put into a checking account would belong to the 
depositor, like any other safety deposit and would bear 
no interest. Money put into a savings account would 
have the same status as it has now. It would belong 
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unequivocally to the bank. In exchange for this money 
the bank would give the right to repayment with interest, 
but no checking privilege. The savings depositor has 
simply bought an investment like an interest-bearing 
bond, and this investment would not require 100% cash 
behind it, any ore than any other investment such as a 
bond or share of stock. 
 The reserve requirements for savings deposits 
need not necessarily be affected by the new system for 
checking deposits (although strengthening of these 
requirements is desirable). 
6. Great inflations and deflations would be eliminated; 
because banks would be deprived of their present 
power virtually to mint check-book money and to 
destroy it; that is, making loans would not inflate our 
circulating medium and calling loans would not deflate 
it. The volume of the checking deposits would not be 
affected any more than when any other sort of loans 
increased or decreased. These deposits would be part 
of the total actual money of the nation, and this total 
could not be affected by being lent from one person to 
another.  
 Even if depositors should withdraw all deposits at 
once, or should pay all their loans at once, or should 
default on all of them at once, the nation’s volume of 
money would not be affected thereby. It would merely 
be redistributed. Its total would be controlled by its sole 
issues—the Currency Commission (which could also 
be given powers to deal with hoarding and velocity, if 
desired).  
7. Booms and depressions would be greatly mitigated; 
because these are largely due to inflation and deflation. 
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8. Banker-management of industry would almost 
cease; because only in depressions can industries in 
general fall into the hands of bankers. 

 
 Of these eight advantages, the first two would apply chiefly 
to America, the land of bank runs and bank failures. The other 
six would apply to all countries having check-deposit banking. 
Advantages “6” and “7” are by far the most important, i.e. the 
cessation of inflation and deflation of our circulating medium 
and so the mitigation of booms and depressions in general and 
the elimination of great booms and depressions in particular. 

 
 Objections [Irving Fisher] 
 
Naturally, a new idea, or one which seems new, like this of a 
100% system of money and banking, must and should run the 
gauntlet of criticism. 
The questions which seem most likely to be asked by those 
who will have doubts about the 100% system are: 

1. Would not the transition of the 100% system—the 
buying up of the assets with new money—immediately 
increase the circulating medium of the country and 
increase it greatly? 
 Not by a single dollar. It would merely make check-
book money and pocket-book money completely 
interconvertible; change existing circulating deposits of 
imaginary money into circulating deposits of real money. 
 After the transition (and after the prescribed degree 
of reflation 31  had been reached), the Currency 
Commission could increase the quantity of money by 
buying bonds, and could decrease it by selling, being 

                                                 
31 See Chapter VI. 
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restricted in each case by the obligation to maintain the 
prescribed price level or value of the dollar with 
reasonable accuracy. 
 But it is worth noting that the maintenance of 100% 
reserve and the maintenance of a stable price level are 
distinct; either could, conceivably, exist without the 
other. 
2. Would there be any valuable assets “behind” the 
new money? 
  The day after the adoption of the 100% system 
there would be behind the new money transferable by 
check the very same assets—mostly government 
bonds—which had been behind the check-book money 
the day before, although these bonds would now be in 
the possession of the Currency Commission. 
  The idea is traditional that all money and 
deposits must have a “backing” in securities to serve as 
a safeguard against reckless inflation. Under the 
present system (which, for contrast, we are to call the 
“10% system”), whenever the depositor fears that his 
deposit cannot be paid in actual pocket-book money, 
the bank can (theoretically) sell the securities for 
money and use the money to pay the panicky depositor. 
Very well; under the 100% system there would be 
precisely the same backing in securities and the same 
possibility of selling the securities; but in addition there 
would be the credit of the United States Government. 
Finally, there would be no panicky depositor, fearful lest 
he could  not convert his deposits into cash. 
3.  Would not the gold standard be lost? 
  No more than it is lost already! And no less. The 
position of gold could be exactly what is now, its price 
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to be fixed by the Government and its sue to be 
confined chiefly to settling international balances. 
  Furthermore, a return to the kind of gold 
standard we had prior to 1933 could, if desired, be just 
as easily accomplished under the 100% system as now; 
in fact, under the 100% system, there would be a much 
better chance that the old-style gold standard, if 
restored, would operate as it was intended. 
4. How would the banks get any money to lend? 
 Just as they usually do now, namely: (1) from their 
own money (their capital); (2) from the money received 
from customers and put into savings accounts (not 
subject to check); and (3) from the money repaid on 
maturing loans. 
  In the long run, there would probably be much 
more money lent; for there would be more savings 
created and so available for lending. But such an 
expansion of loans — a normal expansion generated 
by savings — would not necessarily involve any 
increase of money in circulation.32 
  The only new limitation on bank loans would be 
a wholesome one; namely, that no money could be lent 
unless there was money to lend; that is, the banks 
could no longer overland by manufacturing money out 
of thin air so as to cause inflation and a boom. 
  Besides the above three sources of loan funds 
(bank capital, savings, and repayment), it would be 
possible for the Currency Commission to create new 
money and pass it on to the banks by buying more 
bonds. But this additional money would be limited by 
the fundamental requirement of preventing a rise of 

                                                 
32 See Chapter V. 
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prices above the prescribed level, as measured by a 
suitable index number. 
5. Would not the bankers be injured? 
On the contrary,  

(a) they would share in the general benefits to the 
country resulting from a sounder monetary system and a 
returned prosperity; in particular they would received 
larger savings deposits; 
(b) they would be reimbursed (by service charges or 
otherwise) for any loss of profits through tying up large 
reserves; 
(c) they would be almost entirely freed from risk of future 
bank runs and failures. 
 The bankers will not soon forget what they suffered 
from their mob race for liquidity in 1931-33 — each for 
himself and the devil take the hindmost. Such a mob 
movement would be impossible under the 100% system; 
for a 100% liquidity would be assured at all times and for 
each bank separately and independently of other banks. 

6. Would the plan be a nationalization of money 
and banking?  

 Of money, yes; of banking, no.  
 

The 100% proposal is the opposite of radical. What it asks, 
in principle, is a return from the present extraordinary and 
ruinous system of lending the same money 8 or 10 times over, 
to the conservative safety-deposit system of the old gold-
smiths, before they began lending out improperly what was 
entrusted to them for safekeeping. It was this abuse of trust 
which, after being accepted as standard practice, evolved into 
modern deposit banking. From the standpoint of public policy it 
is still an abuse, no longer an abuse of trust but an abuse of 
the loan and deposit functions. 
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 England effected a reform and a partial return to the 
goldsmiths’ system when, nearly a century ago, the Bank Act 
was passed, requiring a 100% reserve for all Bank of England 
notes issued beyond a certain minimum (as well as for the 
notes of all other note-issuing banks then existing). 

 Professor Frank D. Graham of Princeton, in a statement 
favoring the 100% money plan, says of President Adams that 
he “denounced the issuance of private bank notes as a fraud 
upon the public. He was supported in this view by all 
conservative opinion of his time.” 
 
In Conclusion [by Irving Fisher] 
  
 Finally, why continue virtually to farm out to the banks for 
nothing a prerogative of Government? That prerogative is 
defined as follows in the Constitution of the United States 
(Article I, Section 8): “The Congress shall have power… to coin 
money [and] regulate the value thereof.” Virtually, if not literally, 
every checking bank coins money; and these banks, as a 
whole, regulate, control, or influence the value of all money. 
 Apologists for the present monetary system cannot justly 
claim that, under the mob rule of thousands of little private 
mints, the system has worked well. If it had worked well, we 
would not recently have lost 8 billions out of 23 billions of our 
check-book money. 
 If our bankers wish to retain the strictly banking function — 
loaning — which they can perform better than Government, 
they should be ready to give back the strictly monetary function 
which they cannot perform as well as the Government. If they 
will see this, and for once, say “yes” instead of “no” to what 
may seem to them a new proposal, there will probably be no 
other important opposition 
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EDITOR’S COMMENTS 
 

Irving Fisher’s 100% Money System 
 
The following Table  “The Money Supply today – latest figures 
2014 is compiled by the Editor. 
 

The Money Supply  
today – latest figures 2014 

 
 

Populat
-ion in 

millions 

Unem
-ploy-
ment  

GDP 
per 

capita 

Money 
supply  

per 
capita 
(M2) 

Percent  
per capita  

Money 
supply 

over GDP 
Euro Area 335 11.4% €28,600 €28,800 101% 
US 317 5.7% €41,200 €30,800 75% 
China 1,361 4.1% €  3,000 €  9,700 323% 
Japan 127 3.6% €30,700 €50,400 164% 
India 1,278 5.2% €  970 €     250 26% 
Russia 146 5.5% €  5,800 €  3,200 55% 
Brazil 200 5.3% €  4,900 €  3,300 67% 
UK 64 5.7% €31,600 €32.100 102% 
Canada 35 6.6% €31,300 €26,200 84% 
Australia 23 6.5% €31,200 €52,300 168% 
Norway 5 3.7% €54,300 €46,000 85% 

 
-   Foreign exchange conversion at USD/EUR 1.20 

 -   GDP per capita sources: ECB and tradingeconomics.com 
- Money Supply M2 is broad money consisting cash and 
demand/checking deposits (M1) as well as near money. “Near 
money" in M2 includes savings deposits, money market mutual 
funds and other time deposits. Source: tradingeconomics.com  
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We see a correlation between the per capita GDP and the per 
capita M2 money supply, which, in part, is needed to settle the 
claims from the GDP’s goods and services with money, but 
also used to conduct non-GDP financial transactions.  
 
The ratio of per capital M2/GDP in the industrialized and 
developed economies of the Euro Area and the UK is at par, or 
a level of 1, or 100%.  
 
For the United States and Canada — but also by surprise, for 
high-per-capita-income Norway and its 25% of GDP activity in 
oil and gas exploration — the money supply per capita is at a 
level of between 75% and 85% of per capita GDP.  
 
Among the developing nations, China with its more equally 
distributed income stands out with a 323%, contrasted by 
India’s class system’s meager 26%. 
 
Japan’s 164% call for an explanation.  
 
Japan’s Central Bank’s Widow Guidance [Comments by the 
Editor] 
 
Research by Richard A. Werner 
 
In the 1990s the Japanese government through the central 
bank’s coaxed the country’s commercial banks into a program 
of rigorous credit expansion, called “window guidance.”  
 
Window guidance is an informal mechanism by which a central 
bank asks a bank to issue loans to specific industrial sectors or 
companies. In Japan, window guidance was at the core of the 
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Second World War economy system. Richard Werner (2003)33 
34states: “When the Japanese Army needed more tanks, the 
Bank of Japan would tell the banks which industries in the 
supply chain needed to be given loans, so that the required 
number of tanks could be produced. After the war, this system 
was adapted to the production of consumer goods. Window 
guidance was the mechanism that enabled the Japanese 
economic miracle.” 
 

“Richard Werner’s research has also shown that window 
guidance was at the heart of the Japanese bubble in the 
late 1980s. The use of window guidance during the bubble 
has been confirmed by a number of bankers and central 
bankers. 
 
“Window guidance as a monetary policy tool is not in 
dispute, almost all central banks have at one stage used 
informal guidance as a tool to direct credit to specific 
industrial sectors. However, its use can be difficult to prove, 
due to the informal nature of the mechanism, and in the 
case of Japan in the late 1980s, politically highly sensitive. 
 
“One question remains, why would banks comply with 
instructions that may be detrimental to their own long-term 
survival? 
 
“The answer to this is twofold. Firstly, economics textbooks 
give no function to money creation nor are bankers 

                                                 
33  Richard Werner. 2003. “Princes of the Yen: Japan's Central 
Bankers and the Transformation of the Economy.” Armonk, NY: M.E. 
Sharpe. 
34 “Princes of the Yen. How the central banks create money.” 
http://princesoftheyen.com/central-bank-money-creation/ visited 
2015-02-27. 
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necessarily aware that they are creating money by issuing 
loans. 
 
[Second,] “Bankers themselves are primarily preoccupied 
with short-term gains. Secondly, banks are reliant on the 
central bank. Central banks hold a monopoly position in 
relation to banks, and they can make life uncomfortable for 
individual uncooperative banks. A central bank could for 
instance impose unfavorable conditions on its transactions 
with certain banks.” 

 
Werner cautions that “the basic work horse” for financial 
programming (eg under for an IMF rescue of an insolvent 
state), namely Milton Friedman’s (1956) traditional ‘quantity 
equation’ Is true if GDP is a good value for all transactions:35  
 

PY = MV (1) 
 

where P is the price level, Y is real GDP,  V is the velocity 
of money (assumed to be stable), and M is the money 
supply. 

 
Friedman’s equation is a restricted version of Irvin Fisher’s 
(“The Purchasing Power of Money,’” 1911) transaction 
equation of exchange, which says that the money used to 
defray transactions is equal to their value 
 

PQ = MV (2) 
 

                                                 
35  Rchard A. Werner, “Enhanced Debt Management: Solving the 
eurozone crisis by linking debt management with fiscal and monetary 
policy, Journal of International Money and Finance, available online 
14 July 2014, 443-469. 
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where Q is the quantity of goods and services.36 
  

Werner adds in a footnote: ‘This is an old idea, mentioned by 
Fisher (1928), Keynes (1930) and Friedman (1956), but was 
abandoned, since ‘dollars of money are not distinguished 
according as they are said to be held for one or the other 
purpose’…” He calls for adjustments to the components of the 
equation to reflect changes in the financial system since the 
1950s when Milton’s formula was postulated: 
 

“In particular, it is not true that money is primarily and 
exclusively used to fund transactions that contribute to 
GDP, so that non-GDP transactions (such as all financial 
or asset transactions) can safely be ignored. Many 
economies experience asset transaction volumes and 
asset stock accumulations that in size amount to large 
multiples of GDP. In this case, equation (1) will deliver 
misleading results, including the illusion of a ‘velocity 
decline’. Hence a more differentiated equation of exchange 
is called for, such as proposed by Werner (1992, 1997, 
2005, 2012a). It is necessary (and possible) to 
disaggregate the credit aggregate into that credit used to 
defray GDP transactions (CR), and that credit used for 

                                                 
36 The quantity theory descends from Copernicus, followers of the 
School of Salamanca, Jean Bodin, Henry Thornton, and various 
others who noted the increase in prices following the import of gold 
and silver, used in the coinage of money, from the New World. The 
“equation of exchange” relating the supply of money to the value of 
money transactions was stated by John Stuart Mill (1848), “Principles 
of Political Economy,” who expanded on the ideas of David Hume 
(1748), (1748), “Of Interest,” "Of Interest" in Essays Moral and 
Political. The quantity theory was developed by Simon Newcomb 
(1885), Principles of Political Economy, Alfred de Foville (1907), La 
Monnaie. Irving Fisher (1911),  The Purchasing Power of Money, and 
Ludwig von Mises (1912), Theorie des Geldes und der Umlaufsmittel 
[The Theory of Money and Credit]. 
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transactions not contributing to GDP (financial transactions, 
CF): 

C = CR + CF   (3) 
 
Deploying this in a disaggregated quantity equation, we 
obtain for nominal GDP: 
 

CRVR = PRY   (4) 
 
In words, nominal GDP growth is a stable function of credit 
creation for transactions that contribute to GDP. This can 
also be called a disaggregated ‘credit counterparts’ 
approach, to use the Bank of England's terminology. 
Adding recognition of credit creation and credit rationing by 
banks, this forms the Quantity Theory of Credit. Empirically, 
it is well established that bank-created money (credit 
creation) can be used for transactions that do not 
contribute to GDP (Werner, 1992, 1997). In the case of the 
UK, the value of such non-GDP transactions (i.e. financial 
or asset transactions) is a multiple in size of transactions 
that are part of GDP.” 
 

Efficiency versus Resilience  
Writing of Lietaer and Dunne 
 
Bernard Lietaer and Jacqui Dunne (2013) see another problem 
with the noble impetus of setting up GNP, the United States’ 
Gross National Product, following the crash of 1929 and the 
Great Depression in 1932 as a base for a new national 
economic accounting scheme to avert the horror in the 
future.37 
                                                 
37 Bernard Lietaer and Jacqui Dunne. 2013. “Rethinking Money. How 
New Currencies Turn Scarcity into Prosperity.”  Chapter Two: “The 
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Lietaer and Dunne are digging deep into the “groundwork of 
conventional economic remains frozen in an outdated 
Newtonian paradigm, [where] several bright but marginalized 
economists looked into the natural ecosystems for answers. 
Biologists and complexity experts [what an appropriate 
description of the professions, of lawyers, politicians, financial 
and tax accountants! — Editor], have determined that the long-
term sustainability of any complex flow network depends on an 
appropriate balance between two opposing requirements: 
efficiency and resilience.” 
 
Efficiency is defined as a flow networks ability to process the 
throughput in an organized straightforward manner. Resilience 
copes with change while preserving its integrity.  For efficiency 
and resilience to get along, the network must be both, diverse 
and interconnected. But this dependency operates in opposite 
directions. Efficiency is increased by streamlining, which 
means reducing diversity and interconnectivity, thereby 
reducing resilience.  
 
Resilience provides options and additional choices to fall back 
on in tough times such as a drought, an attack, or a disease. 
An animal in the higher levels of a food chain such as panda 
bear which eats only one type of bamboo is at risk because it 
is lacking interconnectivity. Another example is a manufacturer 
that has only one source of critical merchandise or parts.  
 
All complex flow networks require resilience, including 
electrical power grids, the human body, and the money system 
proving choices and options to fall back on if attacked, struck 
                                                                                                        
Myth of Money. What It Really Is.” San Francisco, CA: Berrett-
Koehler Publishers, Inc.  
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by disease, or business failures. “In short, there has to be a 
minimum of diversity.” 
 
The world’s current business, finance, and economic models 
focus almost exclusively on efficiency, disregarding resilience.  
 

“Bigger is better. More is best. This has been the yardstick 
for used to measure the relative success of a system, 
whether in nature or in economics. Many economists urge 
endless growth in the size of the gross national product 
[GNP, a term which has been changed to GDP also in the 
U.S.], since they assume that growth in volume is a 
sufficient measure of health. Total system throughput (TST) 
is the equivalent measure for ecosystems. But GNP and 
TST both are poor measures of sustainable viability 
because they ignore network structure. Subsequently, the 
experts cannot for example, distinguish between a resilient 
economy and a bubble that is doomed to burst; or between 
a healthy ‘development,’ as former World Bank economist 
Herman Daly describes it, and explosive growth in 
monetary exchanges simply due to runaway speculation.”38 

 
The flaw of looking at GDP to judge the size and health of an 
economy is further deepened by the inclusion in GDP of only 
monetized exchanges of goods and services in the nation, 
non-GDP transactions being ignored. For example, the cutting 
of wood for heating a home in Greece during the short winter is 
not captured by the GDP of the Hellenic Republic, but the 
equivalent outlay of heating oil of a few thousands of Euros in 
Germany is a contribution to the nation’s GDP. While a Greek 
resident maintains his health by natural exercise during the 

                                                 
38 Lietaer and Dunne, 2013:33 
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winter, his German counterpart has his/her rheumatism treated 
by medical practitioners and consumes medications, both of 
which are paid and therefore monetized consequences of the 
rainy cold winters in the North, contributing to the country’s 
GDP.  
 

“Costs associated with psychological counseling, social 
work, and addiction treatment, which arise from the neglect 
of non-market relam, are tallied as economic gains. Crime 
adds billions to GDP due to the need for legal services, 
prisons, increased police and private security protection, 
and repair of property damage,” write the authors… “worse, 
it actually portrays breakdown as economic gain.” 
“Similarly, the depletion of our natural resources, the 
cleanup and medical treatments associated with toxic by-
products, the cost of  ecological disasters such as the oil 
spills in the Gulf of Mexico and Alaska’s Prudhoe Bay, 
relief efforts following the Haitian and Japanese 
earthquakes and subsequent nuclear meltdown, the 
devastation caused by wars, and the hundred of billions of 
dollars allocated in emergency stimulus packages all 
register as improvements to a nation’s economy by the 
curious standards of the GNP.”39 

 
“Challenging a paradigm in any field and moving thought 
and action forward beyond it is always a risky business. In 
particular, challenging the monetary paradigm can be 
interpreted as violating an academic taboo.” 
 
“The economics prize is the only one that wasn’t created 
by the will of Alfred Nobel, nor is it funded by the Nobel 

                                                 
39 Lietaer and Dunne, 2013:34-35. 
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Foundation. Its technical name is the ’“Sveriges Riksbank 
Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel,” 
and it was first awarded in 1969. It is funded by the 
Swedish central bank. Is it any wonder that none of the 69 
Nobel laureates in economics, so far, have dared to 
challenge the monetary paradigm? 
 
“New York Times columnist Paul Krugman told one of the 
authors in Seoul, South Korea, a decade ago that he has 
always followed one piece of advice that his MIT 
professors had given him: ‘Never touch the money system.’ 
Krugman was awarded the Nobel Prize for Economics in 
2008.”40 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
40 Lietaer and Dunne, 2013:34-36. 



 

 

IRVING FISHER’S OUTLINES FOR A 
STATUTE 

 
IRVING FISHER (1935) 

 
EXTRACTS FROM CHAPTER TWO OF 100% MONEY 

  
There are various possible ways of enacting into law the 
principle of 100% money. All of them would require a Currency 
Commission, or some equivalent, such as the recently 
constituted Open Market Committee of the Federal Reserve 
Board (with some suitable changes). This Currency 
Commission (or equivalent) should be empowered to issue the 
money of the nation and, under some of the plans, to regulate 
it in accordance with a legal criterion of stabilization. The 
stabilization would be accomplished by open market 
operations, that is, buying and selling United States bonds and 
any other items made eligible, as well as gold and foreign 
exchange — also by changing the price of gold, silver and 
foreign exchange. 
 

Fixed Total Supply 
 
 The first outline of a statute embodies the simplest possible 
100% reserve plan. 
 It is followed by a brief description of compromise plans, 
not quite so simple, but designed partly to occasion less 
disturbance in the status quo. 

1. Authorize and direct the Currency Commission 
to issue new currency and to use this new money: 
(a) to purchase of the 12 Federal Reserve Banks 
sufficient United States bonds (or other eligible items) 

Fisher’s Outlines for a “100% Money” Statute 

to provide each of these banks with a 100% reserve in 
actual physical money against all their demand 
liabilities; 
(b) to purchase from all other existing banks carrying 
checking accounts sufficient United States bonds to 
provide each bank with a similar 100% reserve in 
actual money against such accounts; 
(c) to purchase from the general public Government 
bonds sufficient to bring the total circulating medium of 
the nation (all in actual money) up to a specified figures 
(such as 30 billion dollars). 
2. Thereafter, leave this total money supply 
unchanged. 

The above two provisions — for reflation and for 
subsequent fixity of amount — cover the essentials of the 
100% money plan in its simplest form — and a form more 
automatic, even, than the old-fashioned gold standard. For, 
after issuing and allocating the new money, the Currency 
Commission would have nothing further to do, so far as 
concerns the creation and destruction of money. Neither 
they nor the banks (at present the great disturbers of the 
money supply) nor any other agency would have the power 
to alter the nation’s supply. 
 This plan should be implemented with two other 
requirements: 

3. Prohibit all substitutes for check-book money 
and all other evasions of this law (such as checks 
against savings deposits). 
4. Under suitable regulations, permit banks 
carrying checking accounts to make warehouse and 
service charges, thus reimbursing them for any loss of 
earnings incurred by surrendering earning assets. 
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It should go without saying — although it might be legally 
advisable to make it a specific declaration — that all banks 
carrying deposits subject to check would be required to 
treat these deposits as trust funds of money held for the 
depositors. The reserves, instead of belonging to the bank, 
as they do now, would automatically become, on reaching 
100%, identical with the deposits. This simplest version of 
the 100% plan may appeal to those who fear the 
discretionary feature of a “managed currency.” 
 But, in my opinion, the amount or supply of circulating 
medium should not be fixed so simply — once and for all 
time. With a growing population and growing business, it 
might lead to a harmful and progressive deflation. 
 In order to provided needed elasticity some continuous 
management of the money supply would be necessary, 
though this management need not require any more 
discretion than the discretion of a chauffeur who is ordered 
to drive a definite, prescribed course. 

 
Fixed Per Capita Supply 

 
 For instance, if we wish, not a fixed total amount of 
circulation, but a fixed per capita amount, the Currency 
Commission would be authorized and directed continually 
to buy and sell (usually buy) bonds and other eligibles in 
order to keep the money supply in pace with population. 
 In order to obtain and maintain such a fixed per capita 
amount of money the only change needed in the four 
provisions above formulated would be to replace the 
second (“thereafter, leave this total money supply 
unchanged”) by: 

Thereafter, purchase securities (from banks or public) 
whenever the per capita supply of money falls below a 
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stipulated figure (such as $250) until that figure is again 
reached and, reversely, sell whenever the per capital 
supply rises above that figure. 

 
Fixing Purchasing Power 

 
If we wish, as our criterion, neither a fixed total supply nor a 
fixed per capita supply of money but a fixed purchasing 
power of the dollar — exactly the same procedure would 
apply as in the last case. The Currency Commission would 
be required: 

 To buy securities when the index is below the 
official par and to sell when above. 

 This last is, of course, precisely what Sweden has been 
doing through her Riksbank ever since September 1931 in 
connection with suitable adjustments in the price of gold 
and foreign exchange. Her success in keeping almost 
constant her official index number (an index of the internal 
cost of living), thereby also keeping almost constant its 
reciprocal, the purchasing power of the krona, is the most 
convincing answer to those who fear currency 
management, especially as Sweden has been foremost in 
recovering from depression. 
 

Other Criteria 
 
 There are, of course, numerous other criteria which are 
possible (see Chapter VI). To all of them the same 
technique of management applies. That is, the Currency 
Commission would increase or decrease the supply of 
money in order to meet whatever type of stabilization 
requirement should be prescribed in the law. 
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 I have often expressed the opinion that theoretically 
one of the best criteria for the dollar, whenever statistics 
shall be adequate for the purpose, would be a fixed fraction 
of the per capita income of the country — such as the one-
thousandth part. 
 There is a growing opinion among specialists in this 
field that the per capita money income is approximately 
equal to three times the per capita money in circulation. 
Should this opinion be confirmed — that money and money 
income maintain an approximately constant ratio or even 
that this would be true in the absence of great booms and 
depressions — we would reach the rather startling 
conclusion that to maintain the dollar as a fixed fraction of 
per capita income would amount to the same thing as fixing 
the per capita supply of money and that the only statistics 
needed by the Currency Commission would be those of 
population. We cannot, as yet, be sure that the two criteria 
— a fixed per capita quantity of money and a dollar as a 
fixed fraction of the per capita income — are so nearly the 
same; but we can at least be sure that the per capita 
quantity plan would not be a bad solution of the money 
problem. 
 Naturally, the Currency Commission should study all 
available criteria or indexes and report its 
recommendations to Congress. But at present and all 
things considered, my own preference would be to do what 
Sweden has done: fix the monetary unit in terms of the cost 
of living. 
 To be most efficient, the Currency Commission should 
have no other function that the regulation of the value of 
the dollar. 
 Nevertheless, as the reader will note and as is 
emphasized elsewhere in this book, the question of what 
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criterion to sue in managing the nation’s money is really 
separate from the question of whether or not to have a 
100% reserve. The criterion of stability does not directly 
concern us in this book. 
 It would greatly simplify the problem of money in the 
mind of the general public to separate it entirely from that 
of loan banking, exactly as the Issue Department of the 
Bank of England was separated in 1844 from the Banking 
Department. Each commercial bank should be thus split 
into two, a Check Bank and a Loan Bank. 
 

Compromise Forms 
 
 So much for the simpler plans, but the simplest way to 
accomplish a purpose is not always the best nor politically 
the most practical. For instance, the retirement of existing 
money which, from the standpoint of simplicity would be 
desirable, would in practice be fiercely resisted. This would 
be true of our silver certificates and of the useless silver 
now “behind” them, as well as of the Treasury notes, the 
greenbacks, and the Federal Reserve notes. 
 Fortunately, there is no urgent practical need of 
abolishing any part of our thirteen 41  sorts of circulating 
media, however awkward and superfluous many of them 

                                                 
41 Namely: (1) gold; (2) gold certificates; (3) silver dollars; (4) silver certificates; (5) 
U.S. notes or greenbacks; (6) currency (greenback) certificates; (7) Treasury notes; 
(8) National Bank notes; (9) Federal Reserve notes; (10) Federal Reserve Bank notes; 
(11) subsidiary silver; (12) minor coins; (13) deposits subject to check. Of these, 
items (5), (6), (7), (8), (11), (12) could be let alone entirely. If we retain the gold 
standard (items [1] and [2]), the President or other authority would have to make 
occasional changes in the price of gold. Some similar regulations would be required 
as to (3) and (4), concerning silver. The best way to treat (10) would seem to be to 
stereotype the amount now outstanding just as, sixty years ago, we stereotyped (5). 
This leaves (9) (Federal Reserve notes) to serve as the “Commission Currency” 
above mentioned and to be varied in amount as required to maintain the right total of 
the circulating medium. The reserve behind (13) could consist of any lawful money 
whatever, from among the twelve sots of pocket-book money. 
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are. The only important requirement is to regulate the 
demand deposits. 
 Even if, in our 100% plan, we used only paper money, 
we would not need so much of it as above provided for. 
The reserves behind the deposits of the public in member 
banks could consist not wholly of this actual paper money 
but chiefly of “credit” or demand deposits held by those 
member banks in Federal Reserve Banks, so long as the 
total were kept equal to 100% of the public’s checking 
deposits. It would be (to trace backwards) as if the member 
banks originally had possessed the actual money in their 
own vaults and had then, for safety, re-deposited most of it 
in the Federal Reserve vaults. Nor would it even be 
necessary to have all this money in the Federal Reserve 
vaults so long as it was available somewhere. In fact, it 
would not even be necessary to have all of it printed and 
extant — certainly not actually signed — so long as the 
Bureau of Engraving stood ready to supply it promptly on 
request. Canadian banks are allowed to have unsigned 
bank notes on hand ready to be converted, when 
authorized, into actual money by a stroke of the pen. 
 Under such a regime, the reserves of member banks 
could remain in the form of credit as now and not become 
actual money. 
 

Like the Bank of England 
 
 Furthermore, we would not have to keep all the 100% 
reserve in the form of either money or credit. To lessen the 
opposition of bankers, we could allow part of the reserve —  
in fact the bulk of it — to remain in the form of Government 
bonds (or other eligibles) in the vaults of the banks, 
provided, however, these bonds or other eligibles were 
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made convertible into money or Federal Reserve credit on 
demand of a member bank; and also provided that the total 
reserve, that is, the total of the bonds and the money, 
should not exceed in value the total check-book money 
required under the criterion adopted. 
 As a result, demand deposits would merely become a 
trust fund, invested partly in “cash” and partly in 
Government bonds, exactly as was required by President 
Roosevelt in 1933 in the case of the new deposits 
reopened and “restricted” banks. In principle, this mixed 
reserve system would also be like the English provision for 
Bank of England notes. These are backed 100%, partly by 
“cash” (Government paper money) and partly by (a fixed 
amount of) Government securities. In fact, the 100% plan 
for Bank of England notes adopted in 1844 seems to have 
been arrived at as a compromise, an effort to avoid the 
opposition of bankers by disturbing the 1844 status quo as 
little as possible. 
 With these provisions it would be found that the 
inauguration of the 100% system would scarcely cause any 
disturbance in the status quo today, since most banks 
already have substantially 100% behind their demand 
deposits, if Government bonds be counted in. There would 
only be a slight change in the status of these bonds — 
namely, they would be made convertible into cash and their 
total amount would be limited. 
 But for simplicity of exposition, the following chapters 
ignore any such practical compromises and assume a 
literal 100% reserve in actual money, the bonds having 
been bought outright by the Currency Commission. 42

 
42  Since the above was written, Professor James W. Angell has proposed a version 
of the 100% plan (see Appendix V). 
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CHAPTER III OF 100% MONEY 

THE RESERVE PROBLEM 
 

The Bank of Amsterdam and the Old 100% System 
 
 The two preceding chapters have briefly outlined the 
proposal for a 100% reserve against checking deposits — 
Chapter I for the layman in general, and Chapter II for the 
legislator in particular. 
 Many will want further explanations. Parts II and III are 
presented for that purpose. This chapter is devoted to the 
reserve problem in its relation to the principles and history of 
banking. 
 The very earliest banking system seems to have been a 
100% system. It originated in the custom of depositing gold 
and other valuables for safekeeping with goldsmiths or with 
others having facilities for safety deposit. The gold and other 
valuables thus deposited were transferred through paper 
evidences called “bank money,” which were, in effect, checks. 
As long as 100% of the gold was kept in vault, this old system 
was evidently a 100% money system, much like that here 
proposed. It began to change when some of the gold was lent 
out. In England, this change occurred about the year 1645. 
 The Bank of Amsterdam (owned by the City of Amsterdam) 
began in the same way and made the same change of policy 
at about the same time. Of this bank the late professor Charles 
F. Dunbar of Harvard University said: 

Banking 

 
 “It is clear that the original theory of the bank as a bank of 
deposit did not contemplate lending as one of its functions. 
Established without a capital, it was understood, both by the 
ordinance which created it and by the public, to have actually 
in its vaults the whole amount of specie for which bank money 
was at any time outstanding.”43 
 
 The lending function developed gradually and 
surreptitiously. It was an abuse, made easy by the fact that no 
public reports were required of the bank. Professor Dunbar 
says: 
 
 “How completely the transactions and conditions of the 
bank were kept in secret is shown by the general ignorance 
which prevailed as to the real extent of its business.” 44 
 “At intervals, for the last century of the existence of the 
bank, doubts were raised as to the actual presence of all the 
specie presented by the bank money, but these appear to 
have been easily satisfied, or dismissed as unimportant, 
although it is now certain that, in some cases at least, they 
were well founded.”45 
 “It does not appear, however, that serious alarm was felt as 
to the safety of the bank before the disclosure of 1790 and 
1791.”46 
 
 The bank then failed “after a career of 182 years.” It was 
found that it had lent money to the City of Amsterdam, 

                                                 
43 The Theory and History of Banking, by Charles F. Dunbar, New 
York (Putnam), 1901, p. 103. 
44 Ibid, p. 110. 
45 Ibid, p. 112. 
46 Ibid, p. 113. 
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replacing the cash loaned with public obligations deposited by 
the City, and that this practice “had existed for not far from a 
century and a half” without the knowledge of the public. 
 
 “For generations the peculiar constitution of the bank had 
enabled the administration to hide this guilty secret and to stifle 
suspicion. A system of banking of great utility, under which, 
with a faithful management, failure was impossible, thus ended 
in discredit and ruin, from a lack of any public knowledge of the 
real condition of affairs, and of any responsibility of the 
managers to public opinion.”47 
 
 For our present purposes the only important difference 
between the abuse which ultimately wrecked the Bank of 
Amsterdam and the modern way of lending depositors’ money 
(which has nearly wrecked capitalistic civilization) is that the 
modern system is not secret but is practiced openly, with the 
consent of all concerned, and is supposedly safeguarded by 
legal and other restrictions, especially as to the reserves. 
These restrictions are extremely complicate, as everyone 
knows who has pored over our voluminous banking laws, 
including the Glass Banking Act of 1934 and the Omnibus 
Banking Act of 1935. They are mostly efforts to remedy defects 
in our banking system traceable to the lack of a full 100% 
reserve. Most of them would be dispensed with the instant 
100% reserves were provided. 
 

Lending Reserves Ten Times Over 
 
 Under the present, 10% system, the cash is lent not once 
but over and over again. The following is a simplified imaginary 

                                                 
47Ibid, p. 116. 
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illustration of the process by which this is done, resulting in the 
modern intimate tie between deposits and loans — a tie far 
more intimate than that which wrecked the Bank of Amsterdam. 
 On, say, June 1 a bank is started — the only one, let us 
supposed, in the community — with one million dollars of 
capital consisting of actual money in vault. This bank then 
proceeds to lend this money. The first customer borrows, say, 
$10,000, giving his promissory note. The $10,000 of actual 
money is, let us suppose, actually pushed through the teller’s 
window to the customer; but the customer immediately pushes 
it back again, that is, “deposits” it. The same is done by other 
customers so that, by the end of the day, the whole million has 
been lent out and redeposited. 
 Thus far the bank has lent only its own capital to its 
customers; and its customers, after receiving it (the million 
dollars), have redeposited it. 
 These customers now think of it as their money. And, at 
this stage, it practically, though not legally, is their money 
rather than the bank’s; for they are secured by a 100% reserve 
against the million dollars of deposits recorded on the stubs of 
their check books. 
 Our imaginary bank, then, has one million of deposits 
(which are its liabilities due to the depositors) and it has assets 
of two millions — one million consisting of deposited cash, the 
other consisting of promissory notes. 
 If the cash can be called the property of the depositors, the 
promissory notes must be considered as the property of the 
bank. It is true that legally both millions belong to the bank, but 
practically, as just indicated, the former — the million of cash in 
vault — belongs to the depositors. It may be thought of as, in 
effect, held in trust for them, by the bank. 
 The depositors can, by check, shuffle about, from person to 
person, their respective shares in this million dollars, in 
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payment for groceries and everything else for which checks 
customarily circulate. So far, the situation is almost exactly like 
that of the old Bank of Amsterdam before the period of its 
secret manipulation. 
 On June 2, the same thing happens as on June 1. That is, 
the bank proceeds to loan out actual money from its vaults to 
the second day’s borrowers — the very same million dollars, 
the million which practically belonged to yesterday’s depositors, 
though legally to the bank; and then these borrowers of today, 
like those of yesterday, as fast as they get it, redeposit that 
money — the same million dollars. At the end of the day there 
are bank liabilities two millions (recorded as cash on the stubs 
of check books) and assets of three millions of promissory 
notes representing the two days’ loans. 
 Here the danger has begun. The deposits are now two 
millions but the assets, though they are three millions, include 
only one million of cash. The bank has done what the Bank of 
Amsterdam did surreptitiously, replaced cash with promissory 
notes. Half of the deposits are now backed by these 
promissory notes. Yet the two millions of deposits count for 
cash so far as the depositors are concerned. They have on the 
stubs of their check books a total of two million dollars, and call 
all of it their “cash in bank”; they circulate this entire two 
millions by check, just as if it were real pocket-book money, 
turning it over, according to estimates, at about the rate of 
once a fortnight. 
 The bank is no longer in the position of a mere custodian. It 
has assumed a more serious responsibility — that of furnishing 
cash which it does not possess. It is in the position of a person 
who has sold a commodity short. It trusts to good management 
(and to good luck) to get that commodity, cash, when needed. 
As already noted, legally the million of cash, as well as all the 
other assets, belongs to the bank. The depositors’ ownership 
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of two millions of “cash in bank” has become a fiction. It is not 
there at all. The depositors do not own two millions of cash, 
although ordinarily they think they do and their books say so. 
All they really own is the right to demand cash—two millions of 
it. 
 By allowing the second set of depositors to circulate by 
check what is not real money, the bank has, in effect, 
manufactured (by mere promises to furnish cash on demand) a 
million dollars of new circulating medium. Each dollar of the 
deposits is a  mere promise to furnish a dollar on demand of 
the depositor. These promises to pay its depositors instantly 
are made partly on the strength of the counter-promise of the 
borrowers to pay the bank sometime. These latter, the 
promissory notes of the depositors, are the basis for half their 
deposits, the other half being backed by the solitary million of 
cash. 
 On June 3 the bank lends out that solitary one million of 
cash for the third time and again receives it back as the 
borrowers redeposit it. 
 In practice, of course, the cash seldom really passes 
through the teller’s window and back again, but simply stays 
undisturbed in the vaults. All that usually happens is that the 
depositors are told to record the successive “deposits” — the 
proceeds of loans — on the stubs of their check books, and 
each is assured that he may feel safe in drawing checks 
against it up to the full amount of his particular deposit. 
 On June 4, the million is lent and deposited a fourth time; 
and June 5, a fifth time; and so on, until June 10, inclusive, 
when the deposits become $10,000,000 while the cash is still 
$1,000,000 (and the promissory notes are $10,000,000). Then 
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(if the bank hasn’t stopped earlier) the law steps in — the legal 
limit of 10 per cent reserve has been reached.48 
 The legal reserve requirement in the United States is not 
uniformly 10%, but, for convenience, the whole of our present 
system, that of short reserves, will hereafter be referred to as 
the “10% system,” as already stated. 
 

“Cash” Which Is Not Cash 
 
 Most deposits are created in the curious way just described 
— by lending. Sometimes a little actual cash passes through 
the teller’s window in one direction or the other — is borrowed 
and actually withdrawn, as for a payroll, or is deposited, as by 
a retail store which does a cash business. But typically and for 
the most part, checking deposits are manufactured out of loans, 
as in the imaginary example. In other words, some nine-tenth 
of the depositors’ deposits can be made out of their own 
promises, with the help of the bank. 
 Besides loans (promissory notes) and cash, the assets of 
the bank usually include “investments” such as bonds. The 

                                                 
48 Strictly speaking, the example given does not fully apply to an 
individual new bank in a community in which there are other deposit 
banks. The million, when lent and then transferred by check to others, 
would not all be redeposited in the same bank; and the others, would 
not all be redeposited in the same bank; and the other banks, as they 
receive their part, would draw out some of the million from the vaults 
of the new bank into their own vaults. This spilling over of the reserve 
from one bank’s vault to another’s hides the fact above stressed of 
relending the same money many times over—usually hides it even 
from the banker. 
 The multiple lending is more evident when there is only one bank 
to consider. But, even where there are many banks, the same fact 
holds true for them all as a group. The spilling over from one bank to 
others merely shifts to these others parts of the additional lending. 
 This banking paradox by which what is true for banks as a whole 
is not true for the individual bank was first clearly pointed out by 
Chester Phillips, now Dean at the University of Iowa. 
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above principles apply to these investments just as to the 
loans; that is, a bank may buy bonds, say from investment 
firms, by merely granting deposits, that is “extending credit” to 
those firms without the use of any cash at all, exactly as when 
it grants loans. The result is that the checking deposits are 
increased by increased investments, just as by increased 
loans — and so by increased loans and investments taken 
together. Also, of course, deposits are decreased by 
decreased investments, by decreased loans and by decreased 
loans and investments taken together. 
 Loans (and investments) will be considered in Chapter V. 
Here what interests us chiefly is the checking deposits — the 
alleged “cash in bank,” or what has been called check-book 
money — and the extent to which this “cash” is not really cash. 
 As already said, each depositor still calls his “deposit” his 
“cash in bank.” But the only justification for this is that he feels 
sure he can get “his” cash when he wants it — and so he can, 
provided not too many others want to draw out “their” cash at 
the same time, or provided sufficient cash is deposited by 
others. As long as the bank can thus supply all the cash the 
depositors call for, the $10,000,000 of deposits can circulate 
by check as merrily as if there was really that much money 
behind them. Checks which pass from one depositor to 
another within the same bank simply transfer deposits — rights 
to demand cash — without any of the cash in vaults being 
touched; and, as between depositors in different banks, the 
checks largely cancel each other through the clearing house; 
so that, both as between depositors in the given bank and as 
between depositors in different banks, little cash is required — 
in fair weather. 
 Thus, being largely exempt (in fair weather) from large calls 
for cash, our illustrative bank has been able to perform a 
miracle. It has made $10,000,000 grow where $1,000,000 
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grew before. That is, it has inflated the circulating medium. It 
has manufactured $9,000,000 out of promissory notes or debts. 
This “money” is called by various names, all of which have 
practically the same meaning: “credit,” “credit currency,” 
“deposit currency,” “cash in bank,” “the money I have in the 
bank,” “demand deposits,” “deposits subject to check,” 
“checking deposits.” In Chapter I, it has been called “check-
book money.” 
 With a 10% reserve, only 10% of the check-book money 
can properly be called real deposits of money. The other 90% 
of check-book money is a synthetic substitute for pocket-book 
money, created by a sort of sleight-of-hand. The customer 
thinks he has obtained a loan of pre-existing money of the 
bank and then deposited that money. He does not see that the 
“money” he deposited was, in effect, created by the bank out of 
his loan itself — his own debt. He has helped the bank 
manufacture money and this manufacture of money concerns 
not only himself and the bank but the whole nation exactly as 
gold miner’s manufacture of money when he takes his gold to 
the mint concern the whole nation. 
 

Destroying “Check-Book Money” 
 
 Not only can the commercial banks create such synthetic 
money; they can also destroy it, simply by reversing the above 
process. Take the first customer who, on June 1, borrowed 
$10,000. By September 1, after using it in trade, that is, 
expending it for labor, materials, equipment, he has earned 
thereby $10,000, together with a profit, and deposited this 
intake (chiefly in the form of checks). He now pays his note of 
$10,000 by a check which he draws on the bank against his 
deposit in the bank. This payment destroys that much ($10,000) 
of circulating medium of the United States; for it reduces by 
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$10,000 the balance on the stub of his check book and does 
not increase anybody else’s check-book balance. The deposits 
shrink by $10,000, as do the loans also. 
 That is to say, just as check-book money is manufactured 
by loans incurred, so check-book money is destroyed by loans 
paid. In both cases the public interest is affected.  
 This is the basis of the statement in Chapter I that banks 
are virtually private mints. However, Mr. Edmund Platt, former 
Vice-Governor of the Federal Reserve Board, reminds us 49  
that it takes two to make a loan. “The banks are powerless,” he 
says, “if because of lack of confidence or for any other reason 
borrowers fail to come forward.” This is perfectly true, but all 
the more unfortunate, for it shows our circulating medium to be 
at the mercy not merely of 14,500 private mints but also of 
millions of individual borrowers; and Mr. Platt quotes the 
English economist Keynes as saying that it is “most 
unfortunate that depositors should be able to take the initiative 
in changing the volume of the community’s money.”  
  

 
 
A Bennett buggy was a term used in Canada during the Great 
Depression to describe a car which had its engine and windows 
taken out and was pulled by a horse. In the U.S., such vehicles were 
known as Hoover wagons, named after then-President Herbert 
Hoover. (Wikipedia, “Bennett Buggy”) 
 

                                                 
49  New York Herald Tribune, January 2, 1935. 
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But the important point is that it is the 10% banking system 
which gives these two parties, the bank and the borrower, the 
power to inflate and deflate the circulating medium — an 
unintended power which attaches unnatural and nation-wide 
consequences to an otherwise innocent transaction. 
 

Banking on a Shoe String 
 
 If the two parties, instead of being a bank and an individual, 
were an individual and an individual, they could not inflate the 
circulating medium by a loan transaction, for the simple reason 
that the lender could not lend what he didn’t have, as banks 
can do. An individual cannot lend $10 from his pocket unless 
there is that much money in his pocket to lend. And if he lends 
it, it is no longer in his pocket. He cannot keep $10 in his 
pocket while lending it successively to ten different people, 
merely promising each person to furnish on demand the $10 
lent. But if he incorporates himself into a commercial bank (and 
is the only bank in the community) he can do this very thing — 
he can hold ten notes aggregating, say $100,000 and expect 
the borrowers to keep circulating the $100,000 ($90,000 of 
which is imaginary) by drawing check against him, while he 
trusts to luck that they will never cash more than $10,000 of 
these checks at one time. 
 Only commercial banks and trust companies can lend 
money which they manufacture by lending it. The savings bank 
does not create its deposits. It lends the funds deposited in it. 
 And by the same token, two individuals cannot deflate the 
circulating medium by liquidating; neither can a savings bank 
and an individual. 
 What about the dangers to the banks themselves? 
 Just because the commercial banks and trust companies 
are always carrying a vast and varying volume of “credit” or 
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check-book money on a small cash basis, they find themselves 
in a predicament like that of a teamster carrying an enormous 
load of hay on a very small and narrow wagon. On a smooth 
road all goes well; but not when the road is rough. 
 

The Essential Defects of the 10% System 
 
 There is irony, unconscious or not, in the “conservative” 
banker advising his customers not to pyramid; not to do 
business on a shoe string; not to speculate with other people’s 
money; not to sell short. 
 A banker of wide experience, which made him a believer in 
the 10% plan, said to me, “No real business man would think 
of running his business with such a balance sheet as that of an 
ordinary commercial bank, and if he tried it, no commercial 
bank would lend him any money. If you don’t believe it, try it 
with any commercial bank. Take its own balance sheet 
disguised enough to apply to a business and ask the loan 
officer of that bank how much credit he would extend to a 
concern with demand liabilities ten times its cash, and its 
assets largely frozen even when nominally quick or liquid!” 
 Granted that such banks can escape shipwreck in fair 
weather or, in England and Canada, even in foul weather, they 
save themselves only by injuring the public; that is, by deflating 
the circulating medium. So that not only would the banker 
refuse to sanction his business customers’ doing business on 
so small a shoe string as that which he himself uses but he is 
even less justified than the customers in doing business on a 
shoe string; or rather we are less justified in permitting the 
banker such dangerous practices. For a shaky bank reserve 
shakes the whole business structure. Through inflation and 
deflation the 10% system hurts us all, including the innocent 
bystander. 
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 As is well said in a memorandum written by some of the 
economists of the University of Chicago favoring the 100% 
system, “If some malevolent genius had sought to aggravate 
the affliction of business-and-employment cycles, he could 
hardly have done better than to establish a system of private 
deposit banks in the present form.” 
 The smallness of the reserve and, growing out of that, the 
connection between checking deposits and loans, constitute 
the great defects in our present banking system. These, and 
their fatal consequences may be summarized in the following 
four propositions which will be discussed more fully in Chapter 
VII: 
(1) The 10% system ties check-book money to bank loans 

(and investments). 
(2) This system and this tie-up results in runs and failures. 
(3) They also result in the inflation and deflation of our chief 

“money” (“check-book money”) according as bank loans 
(and investments) are inflated or deflated. 

(4) Inflation and deflation of bank loans and so of “check-book 
money” are largely responsible for great booms and 
depressions. 
 Putting these four propositions together, we are 
justified in saying that the 10% system of banking is a 
major aggravating factor in such terrible calamities as we 
have recently experienced. 

 
The Federal Reserve System as Remedy 

 
 The Federal Reserve System was established in 1914 to 
remedy some (not all) of the faults in this 10% system in the 
United States. 
 In the Federal Reserve System there are 12 districts, each 
with one central bank (the Federal Reserve Bank of the district) 
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and a group of so-called “member banks.” The business public 
of a given district borrows of, and deposit in, the member 
banks; the member banks borrow of, and deposit in, the 
Federal Reserve Bank. Moreover, the deposits of the member 
banks kept in the Reserve Bank constitute the reserves of the 
member banks. That is, today the banks with which we deal 
need, themselves, keep no cash reserves at all! They need 
only keep credit reserves, i.e. the promises of the Federal 
Reserve Bank to furnish cash on demand. 
 These reserves are required by law, according to the 
location of the member bank, to be equal to at least 7 per cent, 
10 per cent, or 13 per cent of the deposits of the public in the 
member banks. The law also requires the Federal Reserve 
Bank to keep a 35 per cent reserve against the member bank 
deposits. Only this reserve — the Reserve kept by the Reserve 
Bank — must be in cash or bearer money. “Lawful money” is 
the statutory expression. Thus, a small town, a bank with 
checking deposits of $100,000 must keep a reserve of 7% or 
$7,000, all of which is deposited in the Federal Reserve Bank. 
Behind this deposit, in turn, the latter bank must keep a 35% 
reserve, or $2,450, in actual cash. This is 2 45/100% behind 
the $100,000 deposits held by the public, or about 2½%. In 
short, in small towns, the checking deposits need have a cash 
reserve of only 2½% (i.e. 35% of 7%). Similarly a bank in a 
middle sized town with $100,000 deposits must keep a reserve 
$10,000 of deposits in the Federal Reserve Bank which, in turn, 
keeps as a reserve $3,500 cash or 3½% of the $100,000. For 
the large towns, the cash requirement works out at 35% of 
13%, or about 4½%; that is, $4,500 cash behind $100,000 
checking deposits. 
 Our American check-deposit system, therefore, which we 
call in this book a “10%” system is much worse than a literal 
10% system. Under our Federal Reserve laws, it is really a 
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2½% system, 3½%, and 4½% system! Moreover, it is, in 
respect to reserves, worse than it was before the Federal 
Reserve System was established.  
 

 
 

THE 10% SYSTEM’S INVERTED PYRAMID 
 
One billion cash supporting thirty billion checking deposits. 
This is top-heavy and unstable so that the check-book money 
can shrink to 3 billions (or theoretically even to 1) and then 
expand again. Under the 100% system the base would be as 
broad as the top 
 
 
 The idea then was to make bank reserves safer by pooling 
them. But this added element of safety was afterward 
neutralized by weakening the reserve requirements. This 
weakening was objected to by some bankers, including Mr. 
Hemphill of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta. He would 
have changed the reserve requirements in the opposite 
direction. 
 A member bank may create a part of its reserve by 
“rediscounting.” That is, after a customer has his note 
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discounted by a member bank, the member bank may have it 
rediscounted by the Federal Reserve Bank. Also, if the 
member bank sells securities to the Federal Reserve Bank, it 
may leave the purchase money on deposit in the Federal 
Reserve Bank and thus increase the member bank’s reserve.  
 Moreover, the Federal Reserve Bank may initiate or 
influence these transactions and so cause  the member banks 
to increase or decrease their reserves; that is, the Reserve 
Bank may 
(1) raise or lower its rediscount rates; 
(2) buy securities of, or sell securities to, the member banks. 
This second expedient (i.e. buying or selling) constitutes what 
is called “open market operations.” 
 These two devices can theoretically be used, and have 
been used, to meet the dangers of the 10% system — the 
danger of runs and failures and the danger of inflation and 
deflation. 
 Yet, under the Federal Reserve System, we have had 
worse failures and also worse inflations and deflations than we 
had before that system was introduced! Until it happened, no 
one imagined possible such a sudden, sharp, and great 
deflation as that of 1920. And that which came a decade later 
was worse. 
 The recent attempts to reform, or “restore,” the Federal 
Reserve System, merely by regulating the kinds of loans, miss 
the main point. It is of comparatively little consequence what 
kinds of loans are permitted. The important point is the 
inadequacy of the reserves. 
 The essential trouble is that American banking has been 
trying to do the business of the country on a shoe string of real 
money. 
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A Record of See-Saw in the Reserves 

 
 Thus the whole history of banking seems to have been a 
see-saw in reserve requirements. There has been a cycle of 
abuse, remedy, evasion. The individual banker is tempted by 
the lure of profits to reduce his “idle” reserves; the law then 
applies, as remedy, higher reserves or consolidation of 
reserves; the banker responds by finding a way to evade these 
safeguards, which brings us back to the original abuses in 
some new form. 
 For instance, beginning several centuries ago with the full 
100% reserves of the goldsmiths and the first deposit banks, 
bankers, in order to use the “idle” gold, “progressed” to the 
“free” or wild cat banking of a century ago, due largely in 
America to state bank notes being inadequately secured. This 
abuse was remedied in America, as far as our state bank note 
problem was concerned, by taxing state bank notes out of 
existence and substituting National Bank notes, better secured 
under Government auspices and safeguards. Later we added 
the Federal Reserve notes, which are ostensibly Government 
obligations. 
 In England, the same sort of abuse (although less in 
degree) was better solved. In 1844, the Bank of England, 
through a great statesman, Sir Robert Peele — following 
earlier recommendations of the banker-economist, Ricardo50 
— was required to revert, in part at least, to the 100% reserve 
system. 
 While the early abuses related to bank notes redeemable 
in gold, the latter abuses related, and still relate, to deposits 
redeemable in lawful money. But the trouble has almost 

                                                 
50  Works, p. 499. 
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always been the same — reserves inadequate to prevent 
inflation and deflation of our circulating medium. 
 Short bank reserves are always a menace. 
 
Check-Book Money Has Escaped the Reserve Restrictions on 

Notes 
 
 In England the inadequacy of reserves against notes had 
scarcely been remedied in 1844 when it reappeared in the 
form of inadequacy of reserves against deposits. When Sir 
Robert Peele applied essentially a 100% principle to a part of 
the English note issue, checking deposits had not yet become 
a problem. They scarcely existed. But they speedily became a 
problem through the same abuse which had previously made 
bank notes a problem. True, the banks could no longer print 
and loan to their customers ill-secured bank notes, but they 
could furnish them with ill-secured bank deposits, or check-
book money, a synthetic substitute for money, and this quasi-
money could circulate by handwritten checks almost as freely 
as the older form of money circulated by printed notes. 
 Instinctively, checking deposits were resorted to by the 
banks as a way of circumventing the restrictions on note 
issues. This modern deposit peril thus takes the place of the 
old bank-note peril. From the standpoint of public policy, the 
modern form deserves, even more than the ancient form, the 
opprobrious epithet, “wild cat banking.” 
 The growth of this peril has been particularly insidious 
because checking deposits were at first associated in men’s 
minds with time “deposits” and savings “deposits” (which are 
not used as a circulating medium) rather than with bank notes 
to which checking deposits are more analogous. It is true that 
a check is not “lawful money” nor legal tender. It does not 
circulate from hand to hand except with the special consent of 
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the person receiving it. It is, therefore, not — like a National 
Bank note  — of equal use to any and every bearer.  
 But this very fact (that it is not bearer money) is a large part 
of the trouble; for it conceals the essentially monetary status of 
bank deposits subject to check. While the average depositor 
imagines he has “cash in the bank,” bankers know that this 
“cash” is really only “credit,” that is, a debt of the bank to the 
depositor. The result is that we mentally play fast and loose 
with “cash” as money and “cash” as credit. Now you see it and 
now you don’t! This explains why so few today realize that the 
destruction of 8 billions of check-book money was a major 
cause of this depression. 
 Had it been realized more fully and more promptly that 
checking deposits are virtually money, they would long since 
have been treated as such. Yet, even when the Federal 
Reserve System was established, and established for the very 
purpose of making reserves more effective, the problem of 
regulating reserves against deposits was relatively neglected. 
The result has been that, under the Federal Reserve Act, 
notes must be backed by a 40% reserve (and all in gold or 
gold certificates), while the demand deposits, as already 
indicated, need be backed by only 2½%, 3½% and 4½%  — 
not necessarily in gold, but merely in “lawful money.” 
 

The Federal Reserve Problem 
 
 This quasi-money (checking deposits) has now come to 
constitute our principal circulating medium, while bank notes 
now furnish merely our small change, so to speak. The Annual 
Report of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York for the year 
ended December 31, 1933 (pp. 18–19), says: 
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 “… the unimportance of currency in the money supply of 
the United States had been declining almost without 
interruption for more than fifty years prior to 1930, while the 
importance of bank deposits as a means of payment had been 
steadily rising. In 1873 and 1874 the amount of currency 
outstanding was approximately equal to the total deposits in all 
commercial banks. By 1880 the ratio of currency to deposits 
had dropped below 50 per cent, by 1910 to less than 25 per 
cent,  and in 1930 to about 10 per cent. Subsequently the ratio 
has increased in currency outstanding as a result of hoarding, 
and partly to the rapid shrinkage in bank deposits between 
1930 and 1933.”51  
 Separate statistics for individual deposits subject to check 
without notice were not even available until, at my suggestion, 
the Aldrich Commission dug them out, at great expense, from 
the then unpublished records of the office of the Controller of 
the Currency. This was in 1910 when those statistics were 
wanted for filling out what I called the “equation of 
exchange”.52 Since then (though with some ambiguities) such 
statistics have been published regularly. Yet, only a few years 
ago, a Governor of the Federal Reserve Board admitted that 
he did not even know of their existence, to say nothing of their 
significance. So careful have we been in regulating and 
watching “currency,” or pocket-book money, and so careless in 
regulating and watching check-book money! 
 

 
 
 

                                                 
51 It should be said, however, that the above figures, while correct as to trend, 
exaggerate somewhat the relative importance of deposit currency, as they 
include more kinds of deposits then those subject to check. 
52 The Purchasing Power of Money, New York (Macmillan), 1911. 
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Deposits Need Reserves More Than Notes Do 
 
 Check-book money really needs big reserves behind it 
much more than pocket-book money does, both because it is 
usually some six or seven times as large in volume and 
because check-book money is not bearer money. On their 
merits, the contrast between 2½%, 3½% and 4½% minimum 
reserves for deposits and the 40% minimum reserve for 
Federal Reserve notes ought to be reversed, because (for one 
thing) there is less practical need of redeeming Federal 
Reserve notes than of redeeming deposits. The notes are real 
money capable of circulating generally from hand to hand so 
that their redemption merely means substituting one form of 
real money for another. But the deposits are not real money — 
and are not capable of circulating generally from hand to hand. 
Every day someone needs to substitute real money for them, 
as in “cashing a check” for a payroll. 
 Consequently, if  2½% or 4½% is an adequate reserve for 
deposits, 1% or 2% ought to suffice for Federal Reserve notes. 
Or if 40% is necessary for the notes, much more than 40% 
ought to be required for deposits. The reason why the two 
reserve requirements are so inconsistent is doubtless to be 
found in ancient history. Bank notes had been subject to long 
abuse — “wild cat banking” — the memory of which now 
deters the bankers from exploiting notes; but deposits have 
behind them no such history or memory. So deposits are 
exploited by the bankers of today as their forefathers exploited 
notes. The present depression is the logical result. 
 But the chief reason why, for deposit currency, a 100% 
reserve requirement is needed is to be found in the fluctuations 
in the quantify of money under our present system. This does 
not apply in the same way to reserves behind bank notes. 
Printed bank notes after redemption still exist and can be put 
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back into circulation. But the pen-and-ink check-book money, 
when redeemed, no longer exists at all and so cannot be 
reissued until the bank can make a new loan or investment. 
Under the 100% system, the dependence or our volume of 
circulating medium on loans would cease. This is the essential 
merit of the 100% system; and the quest for non-dependence 
of money on loans was what started the present writer on the 
100% system. A congressman had asked him: “Can’t you find 
a system such that to have the money of the Nation adequate 
does not require somebody to swap debts at a bank?” 
 The foregoing, in brief, are the reasons why our modern 
reserve problem as to bank deposits is so much more serious 
than was the ancient reserve problem as to bank notes. 
 Among the few efforts to meet this modern problem of 
reserves — of how to accomplish the interconvertibility of 
check-book money and pocket-book money — was the effort 
made by Canada under the Act of June 28, 1934. Under that 
act, any bank in Canada may, with certain restrictions, lodge 
with its branches surplus supplies of its own notes which are 
then held in safekeeping to be used for emergency redemption 
of deposits. This is not the 100% system, but it is a step in that 
direction. The same law also provides that notes of a Canadian 
bank, issued beyond a certain point, must be backed 100% by 
government currency. This is analogous to the Bank of 
England 100% provision, and even more analogous to the 
proposals of this book. 
 We have seen an age-long see-saw between adequate 
and inadequate reserves. The inadequacy is now at its worst. 
Our 100% principle, already partially invoked, would, if invoked 
fully, put an end to the see-saw altogether. 



 

 
BANKING — DEPOSITS 

 
BY IRVING FISHER (1935) 

 
CHAPTER IV OF 100% MONEY 

HOW THE 100% SYSTEM WOULD WORK AS TO 
DEPOSITS 

 
Introduction 

 
 Modern banking includes four chief functions: first, money 
changing, as exemplified by the business of foreign exchange; 
second, the issuance of bank notes; third, check-deposit 
banking, which provides facilities to depositors for payment by 
check; fourth, borrowing, loaning, and investing generally. 
Many banks in the United States do all four sorts of banking; 
some, such as investment banks, savings banks, and trust 
companies, emphasize one function more than another; 
“commercial” banks emphasize short term loans and checking 
deposits. 
 It is clear that money changing would not be greatly 
affected by the 100% system, so that it need not be discussed 
here. As to note issue, the 100% system could be applied to 
notes, just as to deposits.53 
 Check-deposit banking will be considered in this chapter, 
and loaning in the next. Check-deposit banking would be so 
simple and easily understood under the 100% system as to 
require no special banking talent. The money subject to check 
would, as elsewhere stated, be kept I a separate “Check Bank” 

                                                 
53  But see Chapter IX. 
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which would be a department of the original bank, or affiliated 
with it. Each original commercial bank would thus be split into 
a Check Bank or Department and a Loan-and-Investment 
Bank or Department. 
 The Loan Department, could, or course, like any other 
depositor, deposit its own cash in the check bank or 
department, and draw out this cash or transfer it by check. 
 The process by which the Currency Commission would 
bring all reserves of checking deposits up to 100% has already 
been described, namely, by buying some of the banks’ non-
cash assets and paying for them with credits on the books of 
the Currency Commission. 
 The Commission could best do this through the Federal 
Reserve Banks, as its agents in dealing with member banks. 
As already stated, it would also, and in the same way, provide 
the Federal Reserve Banks themselves with a 100% reserve. 
 In what follows, we shall, merely for simplicity of exposition, 
ignore banks outside the Federal Reserve System, of whatever 
sort. (We shall also ignore the money now issued by, and the 
money and bank deposits belonging to, the United States 
Treasury.)  
 

The First Day After the 100% System Is Installed 
 
 After the transition to the 100% system, what would be the 
picture of our banking system? It would now have three stages 
or strata: thousands of member banks, twelve Federal Reserve 
Banks, and the Currency Commission at the top. 
 Let us, for convenience, suppose that the new system was 
installed all at once, overnight. The day after the transition, 
there would be outstanding precisely the same loans, the 
same deposits, and the same total of public circulating medium 
as the day before; there would also be the same assets, but 
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the non-cash assets would be differently distributed. Of these 
non-cash assets the Currency Commission would now hold 
some which had previously been held by the Federal Reserve 
Banks and member banks; and the Federal Reserve Banks 
would hold some which had been previously held by the 
member banks. 
 Thus, there would be varying shifts of assets up-stream, 
either two stages at a jump or one or the other of the two 
stages alone. In all three cases, there would be inserted 
between these non-cash assets and the deposits, a layer of 
money (cash), so as to bring the cash backing up to the newly 
required 100%. (This new money, thus sandwiched in, would 
count both as assets and liabilities—assets for the banks 
holding it and liabilities against the Currency Commission—i.e. 
the liability of the Commission to said banks.) 
 

Illustrative Balance Sheets 
 
 Those accustomed to studying balance sheets may be 
interested in the hypothetical accounts set out below. They 
show how each main item would be affected overnight by the 
introduction of the 100% system. The assets undergo 
change—the liabilities remain unchanged. 
 The first table is for the 12 Federal Reserve Banks. 
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Note 1: No account is here taken of the effect of reimbursement 
for loss of profits. 
 

 The first two items on the liabilities side, deposits and notes, 
represent everything (so far as issued by the Federal Reserve 
Banks) usable as money before or after the change. The total 
amount of these two items (in this imaginary case) is 6 billions, 
while the cash (see asset side) behind this 6 billions of 
circulating credit is (before the introduction of the 100% system) 
5 billions. This requires an addition of only 1 billion to make up 
the required 6 billions — i.e. to bring the reserve of these 12 
Federal Reserve Banks up to 100%. This addition to cash is 
accomplished by the Currency Commission purchasing from 
the 12 Federal Reserve Banks 1 billion of their United States 
securities. The only changes, the total (6 billions) of deposits 
plus notes is backed 100% — i.e. by the 6 billions of cash. 
 Table II on [the following page] shows how the member 
banks of the country would be affected. 
 The Currency Commission would (see assets side) add 12 
billions to cash, 10 of which would be from the sale of United 
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States securities and 2 from rediscounting54 loans. The result 
would be to bring the “cash” (sum of the first two items) in 
member banks up from 4 billions to 16 billions, which would 
match, on the liabilities side, the total circulating medium 
(checking deposits and National Bank notes) issued by 
member banks and circulating among the public, that is, 
circulating outside of the banks. (Table I shows 3 billion 
Federal Reserve notes making, in all, 19 billions public 
circulation.) 
 

 
  
The first two lines of liabilities and assets, representing 
respectively the 16 billions in public circulation, and the 100% 
cash reserve of 16 billions (after the transition), would 
constitute the combined balance sheet of the check 
departments of the banks. All below those two lines would 
constitute the combined balance sheet of the remaining, or 
Loan Departments of the banks. 

                                                 
54 In practice I would prefer not to allow the Currency Commission to rediscount 
loans, i.e. to buy promissory notes, but would restrict their purchases entirely to 
Government obligations. In this chapter, however, I wish to illustrate all possible 
operations. 
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  The following table shows the resulting balance sheet of 
the Currency Commission: 
 

 
 
*)  See the “– 1” of Table I (asset side, middle column)  
and the “– 10” of Table II (asset side, middle column). 
**) See “– 10” of Table II (asset side, middle column). 
***) See the “+1” of Table I (asset side, middle column), 
and the “+12” of Table II (asset side, middle column). 

 
 

The Essential Figures 
 
The total public55 circulating medium accounted for in these 
tables would amount to 19 billions. This would be true both 
before and after insertion of the 13 billions of Commission 
Currency (i.e. insertion of 1 in Federal Reserve and 12 in 
member). This 19 billions would consist of three parts: the 3 
billions of Federal Reserve notes (see Table I, liabilities side); 
the 1 billion of National Bank notes (see Table II, liabilities side) 
and the 15 billions of checking deposits (see Table II, liabilities 
side). 
 We may tabulate these three figures, which are the 
essential ones for this chapter, as follows: 
 

 
 

                                                 
55  The member bank deposits in the Federal Reserve Banks are, of 
course, not included here, being merely inter-bank items. 
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Thus, as recorded in the foregoing hypothetical tables, the total 
money of the nation (pocket-book money) in public circulation 
would be (both “before” and “after”) 4 billions; and (also in both 
cases) the check-book money would be 15. Bu the status of 
this check-book “money,” “after,” would be very different from 
what it was “before.” After the 100% reserve was adopted, we 
might as well omit the quotation marks from the word “money”; 
for, to all intents and purposes, this check-book money would 
then all be money — money on deposit and not, as before, 
only partly money and mostly mere promises to furnish money 
on demand. 
 Evidently, in this illustration, the insertion of the 13 billions 
of Commission Currency does not add a dollar to the public 
circulation outside of banks’ it merely inserts a new and 
essential gear inside the banking machinery, to insure that this 
machinery will work smoothly at all times, especially when 
redemption is called for. Before this insertion, the only cash in 
banks, as shown in the tables, was 6 billions, of which 5 
billions were in the Federal Reserve Banks (see Table I, asst 
side). These inadequate reserves of 6 billions are now brought 
up to 100%, i.e. to 19 billions, by means of the 13 billions of 
Commission Currency, 12 going to member banks and 1 to 
Federal Reserve. 
 Neither the reserves of 19 billions before the change, nor 
the reserves of 19 billions after the change, are part of the 
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public circulation but merely afford the backing, lying in the 
bank, for that circulation. Before the change, a cash reserve of 
only 6 (of which 5 were in the Federal Reserve Banks and 1 in 
the member banks) backed a public circulation of 19 outside of 
the banks; after the change, a reserve of 19 inside backs 19 
outside. 
 

Deposit Operations After the First Day 
 
 So much for a picture of the first day. 
 After the first day, the loaning function and the deposit 
function of any former bank would be separate, conducted by 
two separate banks (or departments of the same bank), once 
being the new check bank, or department. The loan 
department, as has been observed, would deposit its own cash 
in the check department and would transfer it by check just like 
any other depositor. The operations of the private depositor 
would be precisely the same as before. He would draw checks, 
receive checks, cash checks, and deposit either checks or 
cash in the check department, exactly as before. But neither 
he nor the banks could any longer increase or decrease the 
total circulating medium of the nation, all of which would now 
be real money and none imaginary. 
 Any checks drawn by Smith would be solely against 
Smith’s share of the money in the bank vaults, never, even in 
part, against somebody else’s; any checks he receives from 
Jones would likewise represent what had been part of Jones’ 
share of vault cash but now transferred to Smith; if Smith 
deposited these checks, he would simple be authorizing the 
bank to record this transfer of ownership of vault cash; if he 
cashed a check he would simply be taking out some of his own 
cash now in vault to put it into his pocket or till; if, finally, he 
deposited cash he would be taking cash out of his pocket or till 
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and placing it in vault to lie there in storage subject to his order 
by check. 
 This interflow between check-book money and pocket-book 
money would merely be changing the place where the money 
was kept. It could go to any extent without affecting the total 
money of the nation. For instance, to go back to the illustrative 
tables (see, especially, Table IV): if, all at once, 10 billions of 
deposits were redeemed in cash — Commission Currency — 
the pocket-book part of the circulation would be increased by 
10 billions (changed from 4 to 14); but the check-book part 
would be decreased by this same 10 billions (changed from 15 
to 5). The total public circulation (i.e. outside the banks) would 
remain 19 (i.e. would change from 4 + 15 to 14 + 5). No loan 
operation of the bank, nor of their customers, could change 
this total public circulation either way. Only the Currency 
Commission could do that. Nor could the redemption or 
withdrawal of deposits weaken the bank reserve behind the 
remainder. It would always stay 100% for such deposits as 
remained. A withdrawal of 10 billions would mere change the 
check situation from checking deposits of 15 backed by 15 in 
actual money to checking deposits of 5 backed by 5. 
 

Withdrawing Money Under the 10% System 
 
 How different all this would be from the present 10% 
system of short reserves is obvious. Under the 10% system, 
the acts of the bank and of its customers affect the reserve 
ratio and, what is of far greater consequence, affect the total 
amount of public circulation; for the deposits (liabilities side) go 
up and down with the loans (asset side). 
 Although this last proposition has been emphasized many 
times already, it is so vital a part of the picture that it is set forth 
once more in terms of figures taken from the foregoing 
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illustrative tables. The reader who wishes can readily make up 
for himself the appropriate balance sheet for each supposed 
step in the following analysis. 
 At the outset, it is clear that, according to the first two 
tables, under what has been called the 10% system (first 
assets column), the withdrawal of 10 billions of cash all at once 
would be an impossibility — no such amount of cash exists in 
the System. But let us imagine a more gradual withdrawal, first 
of one billion and then another; and follow the results of the 
equal changes on both sides of the balance sheet. 
 Evidently 1 billion could be withdrawn easily. It might 
exhaust that 1 billion of cash in vaults of the member banks 
themselves (Table II), but they would still have 3 billions on 
deposit with the Federal Reserve Banks which these latter 
could readily furnish out of the 5 billions in their vaults (see 
Table I).  
 The member banks would then have these 3 billions of 
cash but would have outstanding checking deposits of 14 
billions (i.e. 15 — Table II, liabilities side — less the 1 just 
withdrawn). The total actual pocket-book money in public 
circulation would then be 1 more than formerly or 5 (formerly 
was 4; see Table IV). 
 The total circulating medium, however, would remain 
undisturbed (19, or 14 plus 5). Nor would the volume of loans 
need to be disturbed. 
 But, although the total circulation would, in this case, be as 
unaffected under the 10% system as under the 100% system, 
there is a little fly in the ointment: the reserve ratio would be 
reduced.56 

                                                 
56  For the benefit of any readers who may wish to follow, 
microscopically, the numerical illustrations showing how the reserve 
ratio is affected, the following is included: 
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Under the 100% system, the reserve would, as has been seen, 

remain 100%. For instance, under this system, the reserve ratio of 
the member banks would be, before the withdrawal of the 1 billion 
cash, 15 to 15, and after the withdrawal 14 to 14 — both 100%. 

Under the 10% system, on the other hand, this reserve ratio 
would be, before the withdrawal, 4 to 15 (or 27%) and after the 
withdrawal, 3 to 14 (or 21%). 

The mathematical reason for the difference in reserve behavior 
under the two systems is evident. An equal reduction from two 
equals (15 and 15) does not change their ratio; but an equal 
reduction from two unequals (4 and 15) does change their ratio.  

A second billion could likewise be withdrawn without affecting the 
public circulation medium; this would still be 19 (the money now 
being 6; and deposits, 13). But the reserve ratio (already down to 3 to 
14, or 21%) would now sink to 2 to 13 (or 15%). 

A third billion withdrawn would bring the reserve ratio down to 1 
to 12, without reducing the total circulating medium of the nation. But 
this ratio of 1 to 12 (about 8 %) is below the legal minimum of 10% or 
more; for the Federal Reserve Banks, by “open market operations,” 
could buy 1 billion of bonds of the member banks, paying, let us say, 
cash (thus reducing their own reserve). The reserve of the member 
banks would then become 2 again; the deposits would, of course, 
remain 12; so that the reserve ratio would be brought up to 2 to 12 or 
17%).  The total public circulation would still remain 19 (money 7; 
deposits 12). 

The member banks could then, with the added cash, pay off still 
another billion of deposits, and so increase the public’s cash by a 
billion, without changing the total circulating medium. Their reserves 
would sink again to 1, the deposits sinking to  and the reserve ratio to 
1 to 11 (or 9%); the public circulation would remain 19 (money 8; 
deposits 11). 

The reserve ratio would again be too low to comply with the law. 
To remedy this, still another billion could, if necessary, be spared by 
the Federal Resereve by means of open market operations. Then the 
member banks’ cash would be brought up again to 2; the deposits 
would remain 11; the reserve ratio would be 2 to 11 (or 18%); public 
circulation, 19 (money 8; deposits 11). But each successive billion 
thus spent by the Reserve Banks would now dangerously weaken 
their own reserve ratio, that is, the ratio of their cash to their deposit 
liabilities. 

Let us suppose, then, that the Federal Reserve refused to help 
beyond the last mentioned billion. We may still suppose that the 
member banks let another billion go out to insistent depositors. The 
cash of the banks would now be 1; the deposits, 11; the reserve ratio, 
1 to 10 (i.e. 10%). Now, however, the banks could simply go no 
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 Thenceforth, the only recourse of the member banks for 
more cash would be to get it from the public. But the whole 
trouble has been that the public itself wants to get more cash 
from the banks! A contest between the banks and public for 
cash now begins. 
 The banks get cash from the public by calling such loans 
as are call loans, or by refusing to renew loans coming due, or 
by selling to the public some of their investments. They 
demand cash in order to meet demands for cash by their 
depositors, so that the actual cash they pay out now adds 
nothing at all to the public’s net total volume of cash, since it 
must come out of the public in the first place. The bank simply 
robs Peter to pay Paul. But the deposits, of course, shrink with 
every pay-off of deposits, so that the total circulating medium 
in the hands of the public shrinks by this shrinkage of deposits. 
 In this example, from the time they begin to call in cash 
from the public in order to pay out cash to the public, the banks 
cause deflation. If, by selling non-cash assets for cash, they 
get 1 billion from the public in order to pay it back to the public 
for cashing deposits, these deposits shrink by 1 billion, from 10 
to 9, while, this time, there is no compensating increase in the 
pocket-book money, which remains 9. That is, check-book 
money shrinks by 1 while pocket-book money remains 
unchanged, so that the total circulation is lessened by 1 billion, 
from 19 to 18. The results will then be: reserve, 1, deposits, 9; 
reserve ratio, 1 to 9 (or 11%); public circulation, 18 (cash, 9; 
deposits, 9). 
 

 

                                                                                                        
further. All their slack would be used up. They would be down to a 
10% reserve; and, as stated, the Federal Reserve would help no 
further. 
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Illustrative Tables 

 
 We may now review the preceding series of steps as to 
cash withdrawals, etc., by means of the following tabulation, 
which has also been continued a few steps further. 
 

 
 
The above table illustrates the kind of deflation which took place in 
the United States since 1929. 
  
 Table VI (below) shows that, under the 100% system, no 
such deflation would occur, nor would there be any need either 
of Federal Reserve aid or of the banks’ taking money from the 
public in order to furnish it to the public. 
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 These long tables are given in order to clinch beyond all 
doubt the supremely important fact that it is the short reserve 
(10%) system which (after a lag, during which the reserve ratio 
falls) compels deflation of the circulating medium under certain 
circumstances, while no such compulsion ever exists under the 
100% system. In spite of any disturbances whatever, the 
circulating medium would remain 19 billions — in spite, for 
instance, of over-production, over-indebtedness, mal-
adjustment between agricultural and industrial prices, over-
confidence, bad banking, bank failures. No matter what else 
might happen, no such tragedy as the recent destruction of 8 
out of 23 billions check-book money could occur, with its 
consequent interruption of our creation and exchange of 
wealth, and the long train of unemployment and bankruptcies. 
In a word, the 10% reserve I our banking system is the loose 
screw in our monetary system. 
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The Contest for Cash 
 
 Under the 10% system, once deflation begins, it tends to 
go on and on. The public’s circulating medium shrinks from 19 
to 18, from 18 to 17, from 17 to 16, and so on, because of the 
wiping out of deposits; and the shrinkage will be accelerated 
by the action of the banks in their contest with the public for 
cash. 
 In this contest the banks will not be content to get money 
from the public merely fast enough to pay it back to the public. 
They will, in most cases, get it faster than that, so as to be in a 
“more liquid” position to weather the storm. They will naturally 
tell a customer that they must do this to protect him, which is 
partly true. But the dominating motive of the banks is to save 
their own skins, and the net result is to increase their cash 
reserve at the expense of the circulating medium of the public. 
In effect, they, for the time, become the enemies of the public. 
 They not only “rob Peter to pay Paul”; but they rob Peter of 
$10 on the average to pay Paul $1. That is, for every dollar of 
cash which they public gets it loses $10 in deposits because of 
the 10-fold lending of each dollar, as explained in Chapter III. 
 And the banks cannot help it. The public is quite wrong 
when, in the depression, they blame the individual bankers. It 
is the banking system — the 10% system — which is at fault. 
Under this system, the bankers cannot help destroying money 
when it should be created, namely in a depression; while in a 
boom they create money when it should be destroyed. 
 In Chapter II it was pointed out that between 1929 and 
1933 the public’s pocket-book cash expanded about a billion 
dollars while their check-book money contracted 8 billions. But 
reducing the quantity of money is not the only sort of deflation. 
Besides deflating the quantity of circulating medium, this 
contest for cash results in a slowing up of its velocity — 
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another form of deflation. What we call “hoarding” is merely 
near-zero velocity. Hoarding is not an independent form of 
deflation. It is chiefly caused by the contest for cash. If there 
were no contest for cash there would be very little inducement 
to hoard. 
 The serious consequences of the two-fold deflations — of 
quantity and velocity (including hoarding) — will be noted in 
Chapter VII. 
 

Depositing Money Under the 10% System 
 
We have now seen how widely different are the 10% and the 
100% systems as to the effects of money withdrawals from 
checking deposits. One system involves deflation, the other 
does not. 
 The two systems are just as widely different as to money 
deposited in checking accounts. One system involves inflation, 
the other does not. 
 Under the 100% system, of course, depositing actual cash 
in checking accounts is purely a matter of convenience and 
safety deposit. It merely takes money out of the pocket-book 
and puts it into the check-book, as it were. The quantity is not 
changed. 
 But, under the 10% system, there may be dynamite in such 
deposits of cash. The effect depends largely on the loan 
market. If, for any reason, the bank is unable or unwilling to 
loan, it may pile up the cash so that, for a time, the only effect 
is to increase the reserve ration instead of increasing the 
circulating medium. 
 But, after the bank has a substantial excess reserve above 
10%, it will be likely to yield to the lure of making a profit out of 
these idle funds. As soon as this happens, loans (or 
investments) will expand and, with them, checking deposits will 
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expand too. This means inflation; and with this inflation of the 
volume of circulating medium goes an inflation of velocity. The 
serious consequences of the tow-fold inflation — of quantity 
and velocity — will be noted in Chapter VII. 
 The whole situation is the opposite of that just described for 
withdrawals of cash; and, were it worth while, the 
corresponding illustrative figures and tables could be given. 
 The 10% system, then, is calculated to swing first one way 
and then the other, making one form of a “business cycle,” the 
central feature of which is the taking up and the letting out of 
excess reserve. A friend puts it in expressive slang: “The10% 
system booms the booms and busts the busts.” The way to 
avoid this back and forth movement is evidently to have no 
slack to be taken up and let out — in short, to raise the reserve 
from 10% to 100% and to keep it there. 

 

 
BANKING — LOANS 

 
BY IRVING FISHER (1935) 

 
CHAPTER V OF 100% MONEY 

HOW THE 100% SYSTEM WOULD WORK AS TO LOANS 
 
 We have seen how deposit operations would go on under 
the 100% system and have contrasted these with the deposit 
operations as they go on to-day under the 10% system. But 
little as yet has been said concerning loans under the 100% 
system. 
 The detailed operations of incurring debts and paying them 
off would be substantially the same as now. The borrower, to 
get his loan, would hand in his promissory note to the loan 
department of a bank and receive a check on the check 
department which he would deposit. When later he paid his 
loan he would hand in his check at the lending department and 
receive back his note, cancelled. Then the lending department 
would deposit this check which would transfer to the lending 
department the title to the borrower’s money lying in the bank. 
 There remains one important question. Where are the loan 
funds to come from after the first day — i.e. where will the 
lending department of a bank get its loan funds? True, as 
already pointed out, there would still be (1) capital of the Loan 
Bank, (2) savings of some depositors, (3) the repayments by 
some borrowers; but would these be flexible enough? In a 
word, if banks are no longer to be allowed to manufacture 
money to lend, will not the supply of money to lend necessarily 
shrink or, at all events, fail to expand as required by business? 
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 The answer is: No; the volume of the nation’s loans, 
besides being set free from capricious increases and 
decreases, as already set forth, would: (1) not necessarily 
shrink; and (2) be capable of any legitimate expansion — and 
this independently of the expansion of the check-book money. 
Let us see how. 
 

The 100% System Would Not Shrink the Bank Loans 
 
 As to the first of thee two points: the existing volume of 
loans, in order to be maintained undiminished, would require 
no manufacturing by anybody. The funds newly lent out from 
day to day would be (as they are, in fair weather, under the 
10% system) equal to the funds paid in from old loans. 
 It will be remembered that the new system starts off with 
just as large a volume of loans as there was at the close of the 
day before, under the old system. 
 To fix our ideas by illustrative figures, let us suppose that, 
on the day after the 100% system was installed, the total 
money in circulation in the country was 19 billions (of which 15 
billions were in checking deposits) and suppose, further, that 
the bank loans are 20 billions. Let us see how the loans could 
be maintained, without change, at 20 billions. 
 The flow of funds from old loans to new is usually very 
direct — within the same bank. But we shall here, to display 
the whole of the machinery under the 100% system, begin with 
the most indirect case possible. 
 Two billions of the 20 billions of promissory notes are here 
supposed to have been bought (rediscounted) by the Currency 
Commission and to be now in its possession. We shall first 
note here how these two billions can be maintained without 
change in amount. 
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 A Mr. Smith asks the lending department of his bank in 
New Haven, Connecticut, for a loan of ten thousand dollars. 
The New Haven bank decides to accommodate Mr. Smith but, 
as it has, let us suppose, already lent out all its own capital and 
knows no other immediate source of funds except the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Boston, it asks this Federal Reserve Bank of 
Boston to rediscount Mr. Smith’s note. The Federal Reserve 
Bank of Boston, in turn, finds that it has to apply to the 
Currency Commission in Washington in order to rediscount Mr. 
Smith’s note. The Currency Commission, let us suppose, 
already has the funds conveniently in hand, and sends them to 
the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston which, in turn, sends 
them to the New  Haven bank, which, in turn, deposits them in 
the check department of its bank and, by check, transfers them 
to Mr. Smith, the borrower. 
 But where did the Currency Commission get those funds? 
We here suppose it got them not from manufacturing new 
money but from the payment of loans which the Currency 
Commission had taken over when the new system was 
installed. 
 Among the payments of loans owed to the Commission, 
was, say, $10,000 from Mr. Jones in Oakland, California. That 
is, when Jones’ note came due, he repaid the Oakland bank, 
which repaid the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco 
(which had formerly rediscounted it for the Oakland bank) and 
this Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco repaid the 
Currency Commission in Washington (which had rediscounted 
it for the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco — i.e. bought 
it when installing the new system). 
 Thus, in effect, Jones of Oakland, by paying his loan, 
provides, in the circuitous way here assumed, the funds to be 
lent to Smith in New Haven, the funds traveling up from Jones, 
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through two banks, to the Currency Commission and then 
down, through two other banks, to Smith in New Haven. 
 Evidently such payment of old loans, via the Currency 
Commission, could provide the funds to furnish enough new 
loans to keep up the Commission’s total of 2 billions of loans 
indefinitely. 
 The remaining 18 billions of loans, located, not with the 
Currency Commission, but with the Federal Reserve Banks 
and the member banks, could be perpetuated in the same way, 
namely by relending to new borrowers the return flow of funds 
used in payment of the old loans in whatever bank situated. 
 There would, therefore, be no difficulty in getting sufficient 
money to lend for new loans simply out of old loans — 
sufficient, that is, to maintain the pre-existing volume (20 
billions) of loans. 
 It is not, of course, necessary, in order thus to maintain 
unchanged the pre-existing volume of loans, to match 
specifically a particular Jones’ old loan with a particular Smith’s 
new loan, so long as the total volume of all old loans paid 
matches the total volume of all new loans extended. 
 Even under our present (10%) system, the vast majority of 
new loans are either mere renewals of old loans to the same 
borrowers or else, what amounts to the same thing here, 
continuations of old loans by transferring them, when paid, to 
new borrowers. 
 But, under the present (10%) system, we trust to luck that 
the old and new loans will be properly matched, and so we 
leave the banks free to spoil this matching. They can even 
almost stop lending altogether — not because business 
doesn’t need the money but because the banks need it 
themselves to strengthen their short reserves, as shown in the 
preceding chapter. 
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 Under the 100% system there would, as has been seen, be 
no such interference and no such contest for cash between the 
banks and the public. For these reasons alone the 100% 
system would better supply needed loan funds (and with more 
profits to banks) than the 10% system. It is under the 10% 
system, not the 100%, that there is so often a collapse of 
loanable funds. 
 

Short Circuiting 
 
 We have seen how the Currency Commission could 
function to use the money paid on old loans for lending to new 
borrowers. But, in practice, the Currency Commission would 
seldom need to function in this way. We have, as stated, put 
the Commission prominently into the picture chiefly for 
purposes of exposition. But it would, in practice, have no such 
prominence; and even if it started off as here pictured, it would 
soon fade out of the picture almost completely. A tendency 
would begin at once to prevent the new loans (promissory 
notes) from being shifted from the bank up-stream toward the 
Currency Commission through discount. This tendency would 
arise in order to shorten the route by which the money of 
Jones travels to Smith. Their banks, in order to save the costs 
involved in the traveling of the loaned money through five 
intermediary banks, would seek ways to short circuit the flow of 
funds, just as they short circuit them now. 
 First of all, there would be a tendency to cut out the 
Currency Commission as an intermediary; for it would be easy 
for the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco and Boston to 
get together and to find out, by telephone or otherwise, that 
one of them had a large supply of loanable funds while the 
other had a large demand for such funds. By direct dealing 
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they would eliminate the Currency Commission as a go-
between in most transactions. 
 And there would be further short circuiting. The member 
banks would likewise get together (just as they do now), 
especially in the same Federal Reserve District, so as to 
eliminate, as far as possible, the expense of using the Federal 
Reserve Bank as a go-between. 
 For instance, the Currency Commission, instead of using 
inflowing funds to rediscount the note of Smith of New Haven, 
as we previously supposed, might use these same funds to 
buy some of the remaining bonds of the Boston Federal 
Reserve Bank. This would put the Boston Federal Reserve 
Bank in possession of said funds, so that it could itself discount 
Smith’s note. In that case, Smith’s note would travel only from 
New Haven to Boston and stop there, instead of going to 
Washington as previously supposed. 
 Even this one rediscounting could likewise be saved if the 
Boston Federal Reserve Bank should, in the same way, buy 
bonds of the New Haven bank so that this bank would itself 
have the funds for lending Smith, without having to rediscount 
his note at all. Such short circuiting would go on progressively 
as the banks found ways of more direct dealing, just as now. 
The Currency Commission would progressively, by these 
“open market” transactions, acquired United States bonds and 
other securities instead of promissory notes, and leave, so far 
as possible, the more strictly banking business — 
rediscounting — to the banks. 
 In these and other ways, borrowers would for the most part, 
reach lenders just as they do now, with the least expense for 
middlemen. In the end, the bulk of borrowing and lending 
would probably go on within the group of customers of an 
individual bank, the only intermediary being that bank. Those 
who had money to lend would “deposit” it in a savings or time 
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deposit account (which, as we know, really means lending it to 
the bank without receiving any checking privilege), and the 
bank would relend it to its borrowers. 
 In the end, then, the Currency Commission would not have 
much occasion to rediscount promissory notes. It would, if 
rediscounting were allowed at all, function chiefly as a safety 
valve in cases in which the banks could not themselves readily 
afford accommodation in sufficient volume or with sufficient 
promptness. 
 It would be the business of the Currency Commission to 
see that all legitimate requirements of borrowers and lenders 
were met, even if in order to meet them, it had to sell assets or 
buy assets (bonds, etc.). 
 We see, then, that the initial shifting of any substantial 
volume of loans from the banks toward, or to, the Currency 
Commission would be temporary and ultimately almost 
disappear. As a practical matter we need not assume any 
displacement, even at the start. The loan operations would go 
on almost exactly as now, except for the absence of sudden 
expansion and contractions. 
 In fact, it would not be necessary even to allow the 
Commission to do any rediscount business whatever. We may 
go still further and say that even the Federal Reserve 
rediscounting could be dispensed with. We could return to the 
old system by which each bank finds out for itself with which 
other bank, if any, it can best rediscount. For myself, I would 
prefer not to endow the Currency Commission with any 
rediscount power whatever. We could accomplish substantially 
the same purpose simply by buying and selling Government 
bonds. 
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Expansion of the Volume of Bank Loans under the 100% 
System Independent of Checking Deposit Expansion 

 
 So much for the first point, namely, that under the 100% 
system, the volume of loans need not shrink. We are now 
ready for the second point, that it could expand. Hitherto we 
have discussed loans as if they were a monetary problem. But 
loans normally come out of savings, and the growth of the 
loans should depend on the growth of the savings, and not be 
either stimulated or hampered, as they are now, by a monetary 
system unduly expanding or contracting. 
 Of course the volume of loans can exceed the volume of 
money just as sales do. The same money can negotiate one 
loan after another just as it can negotiate one sale after 
another. It can even come back to the same savings bank and 
be relent. So long as the loans are made out of real money 
and not manufactured by the lender, for the purpose, they will 
not violate the principles of the 100% money system. 
 Under both the 10% and the 100% system the chief source 
of loan accretions is not newly created money, but savings; 
and, under the 100% system, savings would be greater 
because not interrupted by booms and depressions. 
 There are two sorts of deposits, first, savings (and time) 
deposits without the checking privilege and, second, demand 
deposits with the checking privilege. Savings deposits are put 
into savings account for interest. The money so deposited is 
lent to the bank for interest and the bank, to earn this interest, 
is expected to relend the money, as by buying mortgages. The 
money does not stay in the bank (or not much of it) but keeps 
on circulating. The savings depositor is an investor and his 
deposit is the investment which he buys of the bank. The bank, 
in turn, uses the proceeds to buy a mortgage of Jones, and 
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Jones, in turn uses the proceeds toward building the house 
thus mortgaged — and so on indefinitely. 
 Here the savings “deposit” made in the bank corresponds 
quite properly to the “loans and investments” made by the 
bank. The loans come out of savings and can grow as savings 
grow, without affecting the circulating medium. 
 This process would go on under the 100% system exactly 
as it does at present except that it would not be disturbed by 
the second sort of deposits — demand or checking deposits. 
Only these would be radically changed in nature. Under the 
present “10% system” the bank may give the depositor the 
checking privilege so that he can still use this money just as if 
he had not deposited it, while the bank uses it as well — 
investing it precariously in short term notes. That is, under the 
present system, loans increase with the increase of either 
demand or time deposits; the penalty being that with the 
increase of the former — demand deposits — check-book 
money increases too. 
 Under the 100% system the time deposits would absorb 
savings and expand loans correspondingly just as now. But the 
demand deposits would operate differently. That is, any money 
deposited in a checking account would stay there and not be 
lent out. The circulating medium would not be expanded by 
such deposits but would merely be redistributed. Loans would 
go up with savings but the circulating medium would not go up 
with either. New loan funds would come out of savings but no 
longer out of thin air — that is, there would no longer be a 
double use of checking deposits. 
 In short, under the 100% system, banks would make loans 
just like anybody else, either out of their own savings or out of 
somebody else’s, precisely as the earliest lending banks did 
before they were perverted by somebody’s “bright idea” to lend 
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other people’s money while still letting these other people think 
they had that money to use as money. 
 Thus under the 100% system, the chief function of the loan 
department would be that of a broker between savers and 
enterprising borrowers of the savings. The rate of interest 
would register the supply and demand of these savings. This 
might mean at various times a slower or faster increase of 
production and productive enterprise than now, but the net 
increase in the long run would be faster than now, as well as 
steadier, because it would not be interrupted by so many, or so 
severe, depressions. 
 Suppose that, after a period of time, in the manner just 
explained, due, say, to a period of new railroad building, the 
time, or savings, deposits were expanded by 10 billions, while 
the total checking deposits and National Bank notes remained 
16. 
 The result, so far as the member banks are concerned, 
would be as shown in Table VII. 
 Because of the added loans two items change (by 10) as 
indicated. (In practice, of course, all items would be continually 
changing from other causes.) 
 In so far as the 10 billions of new loans are concerned, the 
result is that loans by member banks and time deposits (in 
these banks) have both expanded by 10 billions, but the 
circulating medium has not been affected. It remains 16 billions 
(in so far as the member banks are concerned).  
 In the reverse way, loans could, of course, be diminished 
by liquidation and cessation of savings, without in the least 
affecting checking deposits or the volume of the circulating 
medium. 
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Conclusions 

 
 The main conclusions thus far are that, without necessarily 
invoking any increase in the circulating medium: (1) bank loans 
could, under the 100% system, be maintained undiminished 
simply by replacing old loans with new; (2) in the end the only 
marked difference between the deposits under the new and 
the old system would be that the bank loans (and investments) 
would tend to correspond with time deposits instead of with 
checking deposits, as now. This might seem, from a 
bookkeeper’s point of view, a very slight difference. But the 
difference would be fundamental, because the time deposits, 
not being subject to check, would not be a part of our medium 
of exchange actually used for circulating goods. 
 This book is largely by way of complaint against the 
manufacture of check-book money by banks; and this chapter 
is largely by way of meeting the answer to this complaint that if 
they did not manufacture it, it would not exist. As a matter of 
fact, except in boom and depression periods, banks 
manufacture and destroy money almost equally, even though 
they may annually manufacture (and destroy) two or three 
times as much as all the money in existence at any one time. 
On balance, the net effect of their manufacture and destruction 
is normally very small. 
 Moreover the abnormal manufacture of credit in period of 
inflation is so far offset by the abnormal destruction of credit in 
periods of deflation, that the net increase in the long run is not 
great. 
 It is true that the total existing volume of check-book money 
is far greater than its volume years ago, and that the increase 
has been due to a slow net accretion, or accumulation through 
the ages, of  manufactured credit. Nor do I deny the 
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importance of further manufactured accretions to match the 
growth of business — that is, if it be accomplished by a duly 
mandated Currency Commission with due reference to the 
value of the dollar. The point here is that the 100% system, 
even without price level control, would be an improvement over 
the present 10% system, with its erratic effects on the price 
level. If the volume of money were to be fixed once for all, 
there would be no need for any Currency Commission. 
 However, we need more than this elimination of faults. We 
want the additional advantage of a steady price level, which a 
fixed volume of money would not be quite enough to insure. In 
fact, a fixed volume of money (if its velocity did not vary) would, 
as business volume increased, result in a slowly falling price 
level. Therefore, there should, in my view, be a Currency 
Commission, authorized to manage the currency, including the 
check-book money. 
 The next chapter will deal with this subject of money 
management.

 

 

BANKING — MONEY MANAGEMENT 
 

BY IRVING FISHER (1935) 

CHAPTER VI OF 100% MONEY 
 

HOW MONEY MANAGEMENT WOULD WORK UNDER 
THE 100% SYSTEM 

 
The Criterion for Stabilization 

 
 In most of the examples and discussions up to this point we 
have, for simplicity, assumed that the Currency Commission 
would keep the quantity of money unchanged. It would be quite 
possible, of course, to do this perpetually, in which case no 
Currency Commission would be needed; in this case there might 
be a constant fall in the price level. 
 As has been stated, the 100% system is, theoretically, 
entirely independent of any particular monetary policy. It need not 
be combined with a stabilization policy any more than with a 
deflation or inflation policy. In fact, some supporters of the 100% 
plan do not approve of stable money as the present writer does; 
and some who agree on stable money do not support the 100% 
plan. 
 Assuming here a stabilization policy to be combined with the 
100% plan, what criterion of stability would be needed? 
 The standard here proposed is that adopted by Sweden — a 
fixed index of the cost of living.57 One reason for selecting this 

                                                 
57  But the Currency Commission should be authorized to study all other 
criteria with reference to recommending future improvements. Among 
these other criteria to be studied are: wholesale indexes; the “General 
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standard is that a rise or a  fall in the cost of living means 
practically the same thing to everybody; whereas a rise or fall in 
the wholesale index has different meanings for different 
individuals, according to which wholesale commodities they 
respectively produce. Each individual consumes many things, but, 
under modern conditions, he produces only a few. 
 A cost-of-living criterion like Sweden’s would serve so much 
better than any previously tried standard, such as gold or silver, 
that we could patiently await any further refinements. But in 
future decades or generations, refinements could come with 
improved statistical technique and with general economic 
research, just as we have, through the centuries, improved our 
measure of length, the yardstick, which has gone through many 
stages as for instance: (1) the girth of the chief; (2) the length of 
the arm of King Henry I; (3) the length of bar of iron in the Tower 

                                                                                                            
Index” (of Carl Snyder); a fixed quantity of Money; a fixed “Monocity,” or 
Money times its velocity (MV); Monocity divided by volume of trade (MV 
÷ T); M per capita; MV per capita; a fixed annual percentage addition to 
M or to MV; a fixed annual percentage decrease in the wholesale price 
level; a fixed average wage level; a dollar defined as a fixed fraction of 
the national income or of per capita income. This last index appeals to 
me as theoretically preferable even to the cost of living criterion. But 
practically such an income standard is unavailable, for lack of 
sufficiently accurate statistics. One virtue of such a dollar would be that, 
when average per capita income increases or decreases, wage earners 
and other with relatively fixed income would automatically share in the 
increase of real wealth and real income without having to fight for an 
increase in monetary income. This virtue, however, is shared, in some 
degree, by the cost of living index. It is also an interesting fact that the 
cost-of-living index usually agrees fairly well with Snyder’s “general” 
index. In fact, almost all the criteria favored by different authorities 
agree in a general way. The most ideal standard would seem to be one 
which should satisfy the reasonable expectations of the contracting 
parties to a debt; and, fundamentally, justice is best served in a loan 
contract if the reasonable anticipations of the parties are met. Moreover 
what would afford the most satisfactory results as to debts would 
probably afford approximately the most satisfactory results as to profits 
and as to employment within the price structure, i.e. between the quick 
moving and the slow moving prices. 
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of London; (4) a certain fraction of a quadrant between the 
earth’s pole and equator; (5) the distance between the center of 
two scratches on two gold plugs in a bar of special metal called 
“invar,” the bar being kept in a glass case in a vault at 
temperature as nearly constant as possible. There is now talk of 
using a wave length of light at a certain point in the spectrum. 
 With the aid of the official criterion, the Currency Commission 
would control the flow of money. This would be in sharp contrast 
with the results of the 10% system; for the 10% system, as we 
know, impels bankers to make and unmake money not according 
to any criterion at all, but by a sort of mob rule, guided fitfully by 
reserve requirements, the changing gold situation and other 
factors, and, in a depression by the instinct of self-preservation, 
followed blindly and individually, regardless of what the effect 
may be on the value of the dollar, the welfare of the public, or 
even the collective welfare of the bankers themselves. 
 

Reflation 
 
 In the long run, the action of the Currency Commission would, 
as stated, be directed toward stability of the dollar. But if the 
adoption of the system happened to come soon after a serious 
deflation, for instance, as in 1933, the first object might be to 
raise the price level or lower the value of the dollar (however 
defined) to the level legally prescribed. 
 This prescribed level should ideally be that level at which, on 
the average, outstanding debts had been contracted or (what 
might amount to very much the same thing) the level which would 
restore business and industry up to, or near, normal capacity, 
and absorb the bulk of the unemployed, or the level at which the 
maladjustments in the price structure would be reduced to a 
minimum. Any of these criteria could be used and all three 
probably agree fairly well. 
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 Such a raising of the price level has been called reflation. 
That is, reflation may be defined as that degree of inflation which 
is justified because of recent rapid and great deflation.58  
 

Three-fold Program 
 
 Assuming that the duty of reflation as well as stabilization 
were prescribed by law, the Currency Commission could 
advance in three stages: 
 First, as already indicated, it would, with its Commission 
Currency, buy enough securities of banks to install the 100% 
system, this first issue of Commission Currency being tied up as 
reserve. 
 Second, the Commission would buy still more securities from 
banks and probably from others — enough to reflate up to the 
prescribed point. This second issue of Commission Currency 
would not be tied up as reserve. 
 Third, the Commission would stabilize the value of the dollar 
at the prescribed point, as Sweden has so successfully done 
since September 1931. This third procedure — stabilization — 
would involve not only buying but selling securities, in continual 
alternation; but the buying would predominate in the long run, 
because the growth of the country and of its business would 
continually require more money in order to sustain a given price 
level. 
 Mr. Luther Blake, President of the Standard Statistics 
Company, makes the interesting suggestion that, from a practical 
point of view, it might be advisable to reverse the order of (1) and 
(2), or blend them, that is, to have the Currency Commission first 
buy bonds (from the public banks or any other bondholder) with 

                                                 
58 Logically the term reflation should apply in either direction. Thus, I 
1920, the price level needed to be reflated downward, to a certain 
extent. 
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actual money. This would automatically gravitate into the banks. 
Then let a gradual increase in reserve requirements take effect, 
when the banks would be flush of money. 
 In the three-stage program which has been outlined — (1) 
installation buying, (2) reflation buying, and (3) stabilization 
buying and selling — the last two, reflation and stabilization, 
evidently differ only in degree. Reflation, the big initial correction 
of the price level, is merely the first and biggest of the series of 
continual corrections which constitute management. 
 This management is analogous to steering an automobile. If, 
at the start, the money automobile is entirely off the road, in the 
deflation ditch, the first movement, reflation, is to get it back on 
the road and this movement must be a relatively big one. 
Stabilization consists of the subsequent small corrections 
constantly required to steer the car and keep it going in the right 
direction. 
 

Velocity Control 
 
 We have seen that, under the 100% system, loans could go 
freely up and down without requiring any similar action on the 
part of deposits. Consequently, over-indebtedness and other 
influences, even when operative, could no longer swell and 
shrink the volume of circulation. 
 But, while the volume of the circulating medium would thus 
be freed from disturbances, the velocity of circulation might still 
be subject to various untoward disturbances. For instance, after a 
period of over-indebtedness and speculation, there might still be 
a stampede of distress selling and therefore increased hoarding; 
that is, there might be a slowing of velocity. 
 The effect of this on the price level, however, would be much 
smaller than if the volume of circulation were also affected; and 
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even the velocity effect on the price level could probably be offset 
by a suitable increase in volume. 
 Finally, the latest and best studies on velocity show that, in 
normal times it varies little; and, even in booms and depressions, 
its variations are smaller than usually supposed, except fro 
speculative transactions. 
 Nevertheless, it might fortify the efficiency of the Currency 
Commission if it were given power to influence hoarding and dis-
hoarding and velocity of circulation generally, even though it 
should never become necessary to use that power.59  
 

The 10% System Relatively Unmanageable 
 
 It is true that reflation and stabilization are possible under the 
present, 10% system, as truly as under the proposed 100% 
system. 
 A convincing proof of this (as to stabilization) consists of the 
experience of Sweden. Since 1931 Sweden has succeeded, by 
adjusting rediscount rates and open-market operations, in 
maintaining60 her official index number of the cost of living stable 
within 1¾% and usually within 1%. It should be said, however, 
that Sweden has the advantage over the United States of a 
unified banking system. Even if other countries could, under the 
10% system, approach Sweden’s success in stabilization and 
even if Sweden can continue her success indefinitely, the 100% 
system has other advantages, notably the advantage to 
                                                 
59  See Stamp Scrip, New York, Adelphi Co., 1933. Although as yet 
there is little experience available for study, such experience as there is 
seems clearly to indicate that dated stamp scrip operates materially to 
accelerate circulation. No experience with changing the stamp tax is 
available. It may be added that the main object of stamp scrip, as of any 
other emergency currency, is not to increase velocity (V) but to increase 
trade (T). 
60  See Stable Money, a History of the Movement, by Irving Fisher, 
Adelphi Co., 1934. 
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Government finance; while there seem to be no disadvantages 
even to bankers as a group. 
 So far as the above condones the 10% system at all it does 
no only on condition that it be “managed.” That is, the present 
terrible evils could be largely corrected by money management 
alone, just as they could be largely corrected by the 100% 
system alone. Many of my correspondents are content with one 
or the other of these two. While either alone would work wonders, 
both would, in my opinion, be the ideal to be sought. 
 In summary, we may say: 

1. The 10% system alone (i.e. without any stabilization plan) 
can be disastrous in the future, as it has been in the past. 

2. The 100% system alone (i.e. without any stabilization plan) 
would probably work fairly well. 

3. The 10% system combined with a stabilization plan can 
work very well — as it has in Sweden, for instance. 

4. The 100% system combined with a stabilization plan 
would work best of all, to say nothing of its advantage to 
Government finance. 

 Comparing these four we may call them: (1) bad; (2) good; (3) 
better; (4) best. 
 The superiority of the fourth combination is especially evident 
in the initial correction — reflation, as is well illustrated in the 
present depression. Open market operations in the form of 
Federal Reserve bond buying have been tried for the purpose of 
reflation; but the only large effect has been to “clutter up” the 
Federal Reserve Banks with unwanted stacks of United States 
bonds and to supply the member banks with “excess” reserves 
which they either would not use (because they were afraid to 
lend) or could not use (because merchants would not borrow).  
 The result was that President Hoover’s and President 
Roosevelt’s bond buying, which would, under the 100% system, 
have been immediately effective so far as adding to the amount 
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of public circulating medium was concerned, proved, under the 
10% system, for long periods almost ineffective. That was the 
situation for several years, everybody waiting for somebody else 
to go into debt to the banks in order to supply the public with the 
circulating medium which all needed. Finally the Government 
stepped in and itself went deeply into debt with the banks. 
 Such must often be our predicament so long as we have a 
system under which our circulating medium is a by-product of 
private debt. The time when nobody wants to go into debt is the 
very time when we most need money and so most hope that 
somebody will kindly accommodate us by going into debt. Few 
will do so, despite all the official urging and coaxing and despite 
the low rates of interest. 
 It is a case of leading a horse to water without being able to 
make him drink. Or it is like “pushing on the lines” [strings] to 
make the horse go. Or, to revert to the automobile simile, the gap 
in the present system between a 10% and a full 100% reserve is 
like the slack in a loose steering gear. Under the 10% system the 
first turning of the steering wheel has no effect on the car. So you 
turn further until, suddenly, the car veers too much; and later 
when you try to correct it, it veers too much in the opposite 
direction. A loose steering gear may get the money car out of the 
deflation ditch only to land it in the inflation ditch and then back in 
the deflation ditch, and so on, back and forth in a “business 
cycle.” 
 To see the whole picture clearly is so important that still 
another simile is offered. The reserves, and deposits under the 
10% system, are related like the long cylinders or sheaths 
constituting a telescope. Just as a physical telescope may 
consist of three sliding cylinders, so does the money telescope, 
the member bank being in the middle, between the Federal 
Reserve Bank and the public. A sort of “telescoping” of reserves 
and deposits occurs through the making and paying of loans. 
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When member banks  

– extend loans to the public by credit they increase the 
public’s deposits. 

– call loans of the public by credit they decrease the 
public’s deposits. 

– get loans from the Federal Reserve by credit they 
increase their reserve. 

– pay loans to the Federal Reserve by credit they decrease 
their reserve. 

 
 With this picture before us, we see that a loan of credit from 
the Federal Reserve Bank to the member banks increases their 
surplus reserves — reserves above the legal minimum — so that 
they can, in turn, extend more loans to the public. If they do 
extend them, and do so to the limit, and if the Federal Reserve 
has also extended its credit to the limit, so that the telescope is 
extended to the limit, the borrowers are, as we say, “over-
extended,” and the depositors are inflated to the maximum — 
which means an almost incredible inflation. 
 On the other hand, if member banks get paid by the loans to 
the Federal Reserve and get paid by the public, telescoping 
occurs in the opposite direction resulting in an almost incredible 
deflation. As the reader can calculate for himself from the reserve 
ratios, the telescope if extended to its maximum, will be about 30 
times as long as at its minimum. (See diagram, “The 10% 
System’s Inverted Pyramid”, above.) 
 All that saves us from such enormous telescoping back and 
forth between inflation and deflation is the discretion (individually 
exercised) of bankers, and that discretion is not enough to save 
us from, at times, telescoping ruinously. The bankers do not, it is 
true, wait till the telescope bumps against the limits; before that, 
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they begin to exert a pressure to stop the movement. But their 
efforts are cushioned and uncertain. 
 Under the 100% system there is no telescoping, no “play,” 
only a rigid resistance to movements either way until the 
Currency Commission changes the set-screw, as required by the 
legal criterion. 
 In short, under our 10% reserve system, the first effect of 
raising or lowering the discount rates is “lost motion.” The only 
change is in the reserves, that is, in the internal machinery of the 
banking system, not in the public circulating medium and the 
price level. The effect on the price level is felt only after the 
enlarged or reduced reserve has, finally, affected the loaning of 
money or the purchasing of investments by banks and so 
affected their deposits; and it requires time to go through these 
states, especially when the banks are in a state of fear due to 
their short reserves. The principles of the foregoing discussion 
were illustrated by the tables in Chapter IV. 
 

The 100% System Easily Managed 
 
 Under the 100% system there would be no such “slack.” This 
fact would make quantity control easy. The Currency 
Commission would have before it each day an exact record of 
the money outstanding and of all coming in and going out. There 
would be no unruly loan-made deposits to guess at — the 
mintage of thousands of banks. 
 If money became scarce, as shown by a tendency of the 
price level to fall, more could be supplied instantly; and if 
superabundant, some could be withdrawn with equal promptness. 
The adjustments would be smaller than are now necessary and 
the stabilization would be more precise. 
 These points may be elaborated. If the Commission offered 
to buy of a bank, the bank would not, as it does now under the 
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10% system, sell bonds merely for the purpose of keeping the 
proceeds idle as an increase in its reserve and to gain more 
liquidity for itself, without passing the money on to the public 
through loans and investments. For the bank would already be 
100% liquid and could have no possible object in getting any 
more cash. If it should sell any bonds at all, this could only be in 
order to pass the proceeds on by lending or investing at a profit. 
If it could not (as banks generally complained in 1933 and 934 
that they could not) find sound outlets for its money, it would not 
sell at all, and the Commission’s money would have to overflow 
into other channels, that is, flow at once to the general public. It 
would flow where it was most needed. 
 Even if we were to concede that the money could in some 
cases be wanted for hoarding purposes, the Commission would 
not be balked. Fr, unlike a bank, the Commission would, under its 
legal responsibility, given to it in form of a mandate by Congress, 
keep right on buying until the effects were felt in restoring the 
price level and the purchasing power of the dollar. 
 It would make no difference how much money would have to 
be issued to obtain this objective. It would make no difference 
whether business men wanted to borrow or not, as it does make 
with the banks. It would make no difference, as it does make with 
the banks, whether the securities it bought had a high or a low 
yield. In short, nothing could prevent the Commission from 
pushing money into actual circulation. Reversely, nothing could 
prevent the Commission from withdrawing money when such an 
operation was needed. 
 Thus the main difference to be stressed here, between the 
two system, is that the 100% system would not have to waste 
any time in a depression filling up reserves. A 10% reserve is like 
a tub only 10% full. A 100% reserve is like a tub always full, so 
that any more water must overflow. While, under the 100% 
system, it would thus be far easier to get out of a severe 
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depression than under the 10% system, the most important 
advantage of the100% system (which will be elaborated in 
Chapter VII) is that there could not be so severe a depression in 
the first place! 
 The Commission, in its operations to prevent booms and 
depressions would watch the official index number. Threats of a 
price level disturbance could be detected by watching not only 
the official index (that of the cost of living itself) but also other 
indications, such as the indexes of wholesale commodity prices, 
basic commodity prices, sensitive commodities, farm products, 
non-farm products, producers’ goods, consumers’ goods, raw 
materials, finished products; stocks, bonds; production, 
consumption, trade (including foreign trade); inventories; cost 
and technological improvements and consequent profits, losses, 
failures; debts; employment, unemployment; rates of interest. 
Information on these and other indexes might supply valuable 
warnings as to when and in what direction to make adjustments 
so as to obtain the best results. 
 Under the 100% system, the growth of the country and of 
business, being subject no longer to the big jolts of booms and 
depressions, would probably be much more rapid on the average 
than now. And the banks would share in this added prosperity. 
Their total business would eventually far exceed their present 
business. 
 The growth of the country would be largely registered by the 
growth of savings and investments and these two (savings and 
investments) would keep more nearly synonymous than they are 
now; for the correspondence between them would not be so 
much interfered with as it is now — that is, interfered with in 
boom times by loans unwarranted by savings, and in depression 
times by savings hoarded instead of invested. 
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What to Buy and Sell 
 
 What would the Currency Commission buy or sell? As noted, 
only occasionally, if at all, would it buy, i.e. rediscount, 
promissory notes, and then only when asked to do so by the 
Federal Reserve Banks. It should get rid of such promissory 
notes as promptly as possible, substituting, if need be, 
Government bonds or other eligibles. In fact it would, as already 
stated, be better not to allow private promissory notes to be dealt 
in by the Currency Commission at all. As to securities, the 
Commission should be legally restricted to dealing only in such 
securities as the Federal Reserve Banks are allowed to buy and 
sell. 
 Theoretically, of course, the Commission might deal in 
anything which can be bought and sold, and could thereby get 
the same stabilizing results. But the relative effects on individual 
prices would differ, especially the immediate effects, according to 
what items were dealt in. So would the effect on interest rates. 
There would also be obvious practical objections to allowing any 
and all goods indiscriminately to be dealt in. 
 Usually the ideal items would probably be short term Federal 
Government securities as well as foreign exchange and the 
precious metals. 
 

The 100% System and a Great War 
 
 There is one obstacle which no monetary system for 
stabilization can overcome, and that is a great war. Under the 
conditions of fiscal stress precipitated by a sufficiently great war, 
there would doubtless be resort to inflation. For, when it comes to 
a choice between maintaining stable money and “maintaining 
national existence,” the former would, and should, lose. 
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 The stabilization system here described would be no 
exception. The course of events in such a breakdown of the 
system might be somewhat as follows: 
 First, the Treasury, in order to get funds for prosecuting the 
war, would, be may assume, tax the people to the limit and sell 
its bonds to the limit. Both of these procedures would draw 
preexisting money from the public into the Treasury from which 
point it would be disbursed for ammunition, solders’ pay, food, 
and other war expenditures. So far, the Currency Commission 
would probably not need to alter the quantity of money. It should 
be remembered that, even if the bonds were sold to banks, no 
new money would be created thereby, such as now happens 
under our 10% system. That is, the money which the banks 
would advance to the Government would not be credit money 
created by them; for they would have no power to create it. It 
would have to be pre-existing money. 
 The time would come, however, if the war were great enough, 
when the Government could no longer collect any heavier taxes 
nor float any additional bonds except at a low price — i.e. at a 
high rate of interest; and later it could not float them at all. Then 
Congress would have to pass a law permitting the Treasury to 
issue money (or requiring the Currency Commission to buy more 
bonds with new money) regardless of the price level, which 
would thenceforth rise. This would be inflation. Stabilization 
would cease forthwith. 
 But this breakdown would, at any rate, not be unwitting. It 
would be the result of express Congressional action, making a 
deliberate choice of evils. 
 Thereafter the war would be fought by inflation as usual, 
which is to say at the expense of people having relatively “fixed” 
incomes. On these classes the high cost of living with wages, 
salaries, interest, and rent, lagging behind would, as it did in the 
[First] World War, virtually amount to an income tax of 50 per 
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cent or more. This would be an indirect tax and only dimly 
recognized as a tax or even as an act of Government. Probably 
in that surreptitious way alone can Governments obtain the funds 
needed for a modern great war, because of its tremendous cost. 
 But, under the system here proposed, the public would at 
least come nearer to seeing what was happening. In the long run, 
such clear sight would help the world by making people better 
realize what war means economically. Aside from the initial 
destruction of wealth, war means inflation and later deflation, 
both of which are wasteful if not ruinous. 
 The total after-costs of the [First] World War since 1920 to the 
United States alone in terms of lessened productivity have been 
estimated by Professor Frank G. Dickinson of the University of 
Illinois (according to newspaper reports) at over 200 billion 
dollars. 
 

Summary 
 

1. The 100% system could be either unmanaged or 
managed according to a specific rule. 

2. If unmanaged, the dollar would be less erratic that it is 
now. 

3. If managed, the dollar could be made far more stable than 
by any other means. 

4. Assuming management, the Currency Commission would 
perform three successive tasks: installation, reflation, 
stabilization. 

5. The Commission might well be given power to control 
hoarding and velocity generally, though it might never 
have to exercise that power. 

6. The 10% system is so unstable that, under it, 
management of the price level is difficult — especially 
reflation, as shown by recent efforts. 
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7. Management would be more easy and accurate under the 
100% system. 

8. The Currency Commission should deal little or not at all in 
private loans and as much as possible in short term 
Government securities. 

9. A sufficiently great war would break down any 
stabilization system. 

 
 

 
 

American Union Bank – Bank Run 1930.

 

 

NATIONAL DEBTS 
 

BY IRVING FISHER (1935) 
 

EXTRACTS FROM CHAPTER XI “ 
SIGNIFICANCE TO GOVERNMENT” 

 
The Effect on the National Debt 

 
  In the process of putting 100% cash behind bank deposits, 
the Currency Commission could and should, as previously 
noted, concentrate on buying Government bonds. Any other 
securities, such as corporation bonds, if bought, should be 
gradually disposed of, and Government bonds substituted, so 
far as possible. By owning (in the person of its Currency 
Commission) it own bonds, the Government would thus reduce 
its debt. 
 
[Editor’s comments: The resulting increase in the money 
supply is not addressed by Fisher, but there are ways to 
render the purchase of the Government bonds by the Currency 
Commission sterile, ie leave the money supply of the nation 
unchanged, as discussed below in the chapter, “Critique of 
Fisher’s 100% Money Proposal”.] 
 
 Eventually (unless prevented by such catastrophe as the 
World War) there would probably be a complete elimination of 
Government debt. This could take place without any formal 
destruction of bonds ahead of their due dates. In fact, even if 
all outstanding obligations of the United States were to find 
their way into the hands of the Currency Commission, the 
simplest procedure would be for the Currency Commission to 
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hold these intact until maturity. Maintaining the physical 
existence of the bonds during their “life” would supply the 
Currency Commission with easily saleable securities for use in 
case of threatened inflation. Meanwhile, the Currency 
Commission would, like every other bondholder, receive from 
the United States Treasury the interest on the bonds, which 
interest would then be turned back into the United States 
Treasury. Or rather, the two opposite payments would be 
bookkeeping offsets against each other. This would apply to 
principal as well as interest.  
 

After Paying Government Debt, What? 
 
 If it should come to pass, some fine day, that the whole 
national debt had been paid off, what then? Would the 
Currency Commission thereafter, in order to offset any 
threatened deflation, be obliged, for the purpose of putting new 
Commission Currency into circulation, to acquire private 
corporation bonds or other property and, in spite of itself, 
become the owner of an increasing share of the private wealth 
of the United States? By no means. The easier way for 
uniformity of method and accounting would be for the Currency 
Commission to buy newly issued Government bonds or other 
Government obligations, with mutual cancellation of interest 
between Treasury and Currency Commission.61 
 With such a policy, the problem of purchases of non-
Governmental securities by the Currency Commission might 
not come up for many years, if ever. 
                                                 
61 The bonds or other obligations, could be floated under the usual 
procedure of the Treasury and find their way later into the hands of 
the Currency Commission. The Treasury would then receive the 
purchase price from the public in pre-existing money, but the 
Currency Commission would issue new money for its purchase of the 
bonds from the public.  
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 In the end, it is at least conceivable that, with prosperity un-
interrupted by any or many great depressions, the 
Government’s main receipts would eventually come from the 
Currency Commission, merely by virtue of its efforts to prevent 
deflation by putting new money into circulation as business 
grows. 
 If such an embarrassment of riches should come about, 
what the Government would to with the increasing flow of 
money from the Currency Commission would be a matter 
which does not greatly concern us as this time. The money 
could, if desired, be used to reduce taxation and, in time, if we 
wish to imagine so extreme a result, to abolish all Federal 
taxes. 
 Beyond that point, assuming it were ever reached, any 
further surplus could be used, if desired, for a veritable “social 
dividend,” as proposed by certain writers approaching this 
subject from another angle. That is, in effect, money would be 
given by the people to the people, to supply the needs of 
growing business and prevent the fall of the price level which 
such growth would otherwise cause. 
 While such a rosy picture may never materialize, it is here 
presented not as a forecast but for two purposes: 
 

(1) In order to show that the 100% system could go on 
indefinitely. 

(2) To show that it is not dependent on the continued 
existence of a great Government debt, and would not 
require any change in routine or any accumulation of 
private securities in the hand of the Currency 
Commission. 

 
 In short, continuous prosperity, freed from the interruptions 
of great booms and depressions, would be reflected in our 
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Federal Exchequer, as well as in the profits of all business, 
including banking. If, in spite of depressions, banks now 
prosper by creating money (such as Federal Reserve notes 
and checking deposits) and investing it in bonds, promissory 
notes, etc., the same privilege in the hands of the Currency 
Commission should prosper the Government still more in the 
absence of depression. 
 In a sense, the improvement which has been pictured in 
the Government’s financial condition would be merely a 
remuneration for the supremely important Governmental 
service of managing money, or providing business with its 
most essential unit of measure, a stable dollar. 
 

Is the Job too Big? 
 
 But would not this new proposed monetary Supreme Court 
have too great a task? Could any manor group of men be 
trusted to do the job? 
 The one convincing answer is: Sweden has stabilized,62 
why not the United States? Indeed, under Governor Strong’s 
leadership (while he lived and was able to induce his 
colleagues in the Federal Reserve System to cooperate in the 
open market operations and adjustments of rediscount rates), 
the wholesale commodity price level in the United States was 
kept more stable than it had ever been before, or has ever 
been since. 
 

 
 

                                                 
62   See Kjellstrom, Managed Money, The Experience of Sweden, 
New York, Columbia University Press, 1934. See also Irving Fisher, 
Stable Money, a History of the Movement, New York, Adelphi Co., 
1934. 
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Manipulation 

 
 Nor does there seem to be any justification for a fear that, 
under a prescribed criterion and method, a stabilization 
mandate would be evaded either by departing from the official 
index number or by manipulating its composition. There is, so 
far as I know, no justification for such a fear in recorded 
experience, whether recently in Sweden under Governor 
Rooth or ten years ago in America under Governor Strong, or 
still earlier, in so far as we can find partially analogous cases to 
study. 
 Discussing this problem fifteen years ago in Stabilizing the 
Dollar (pp. 244-246) I mentioned such a partially analogous 
case — the only one I have seen even remotely — and said of 
it: 
 “If manipulation of prices is to be expected at all, we should 
expect to find it most in the Scotch Fiars prices already 
referred to. In this case money rents are determined by prices 
of wheat (‘corn’). Complaints of unfairness have undoubtedly 
been made, but to leave money rent uncorrected was 
considered much more unfair. I have examined carefully the 
records of the one complaint of which I have found mention in 
the Yale University Library.63 This complaint was simply that 
the jury was not wholly disinterested and did not take sufficient 
testimony. The system itself was not in dispute. 
 “Were the system very unsatisfactory it would scarcely 
have been continued through over two centuries. 
                                                 
63  In the “Report of a Committee of the Commissioners of Supply for 
Lanarkshire; Appointed to enquire into the procedure by which the 
Fiars of Grain for that country were struck, for the year 1816; 
together with such investigation of its principles and some 
suggestions for its improvement.” Edinburgh, 1817. Recorded in 
Tract 579, Yale University Library. 
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 “It should be further emphasized that, whatever slight 
danger now exists of abuse of Scotch Fairs prices, would be 
almost infinitely reduced by the plan here proposed; because, 
in that plan, we are concerned with great public markets, in big 
cities, with highly standardized grading of goods and standard 
price quotations instead of with small crude country markets, 
and because we have to deal with a large number of 
commodities instead of with only one. It is inconceivable that 
any sinister influence, in order to help the debtor or creditor, 
could manipulate a sufficient number of commodities to affect 
appreciably the index number. Even if someone could ‘corner’ 
a market and double the price of one commodity, this would 
not raise the general price level one per cent. To accomplish 
even such a feat is out of the question, while to corner or 
control a hundred commodities is unthinkable. Moreover, 
supposing such control of commodities possible, we are now 
more exposed to the danger of a corner in gold than we could 
be to a corner in hundreds of other commodities! 
 “The same argument applies to any supposed danger of 
misquoting of prices. Any gross misquotation such as doubling 
the true figures would be, of course, out of the question, while 
anything less would be of no use to the would-be rascal. And if 
there should be an effort to stretch some price quotations as 
far as this could be done without detection (which would be 
only a single per cent or two), the result would not affect the 
average more than a small fraction of one per cent, which 
likewise would not be enough to be worth while.” 
 We have found no scandal in entrusting every other legally 
prescribed unit to a few men in the Bureau of Standards, 
though enormous contracts depend on these units. 
 The war experience shows that millions of wage and other 
agreements were based on official index numbers without a 
hitch. 
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 A new safeguard against inflation and deflation alike would 
come from the very enactment into law of the proposed system, 
taking away from the bankers and, so far as possible, from the 
Treasury the power to inflate or deflate and, instead, giving to 
one central authority the sole power to regulate the quantity of 
money through buying and selling bonds, and always 
according to an exact measure. That authority could be made 
subject to impeachment in case of malfeasance in office.64 
 Finally, for the benefit of those who object to a “managed” 
currency and imagine that we still have an “automatic” one, it 
should be stated with emphasis that we have long ceased to 
have any “automatic” system. Our system was already full of 
discretion even before the Banking Act of 1935. In fact, this 
discretion came with our 10% deposit banking system and 
applied to central banks in most countries, certainly in ours. 
The question now is not at all whether we shall have an 
automatic (unmanaged) or discretionary (managed) currency. 
The question is whether we prefer an irresponsible 
management or a responsible management with a definite 
objective of stabilization. The chief fault in the new law is the 
lack of such an objective. 
 

“Wall Street” Management 
 
 It should be evident that, since we can scarcely avoid65 
some sort of management, we ought to put more trust in a 
responsible management, restricted by law to narrow limits, 
than in an irresponsible one not so restricted and under which 

                                                 
64 . In fact, the Banking Act of 1935 has made the Open Market Committee 
almost such a central authority. 
65  As already indicated, if we were bound to avoid discretionary 
management, the 100% system (without any Currency Commission 
but with a fixed quantity of circulating medium) offers by far the best 
way suggested. 
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we have had far wilder excesses in both directions than we 
could expect even from a corrupt management. Could we 
imagine a corrupt management under the 199% system 
deliberately raising the wholesale price level between 1896 
and 1920 from 47 to 167 and then lowering it to 55 in 1933? 
That is what had been done under the 10% system. 
 I am not one of those who attribute great sinister motives to 
the financial world, or who believe that “Wall Street” 
deliberately makes panics and crises in order to profit by the 
ruin of their country. What is really the great trouble is that the 
present system is chaotic, a mob rule, a random steering 
without charter or compass. Certainly any management with a 
definite objective would be better. And, incidentally, such a 
management would save “Wall Street” from the bad reputation 
which it now gets whenever our shaky reserve system leads to 
a great upset. 
 Whether or not the faults of the 10% system be charged up 
merely to the system itself (as has been contended) or to the 
bankers who now operate that system (as supposedly ignorant, 
indifferent, or even malicious malefactors), certain it is that we 
must denounce the notion that bankers, because they deal in 
money, have any right whatever to control money — to 
manufacture and destroy money and so to lower or raise the 
value of the monetary unit of our nation. Such an idea is 
monstrous on the face of it — far more monstrous than the 
idea that sock jobbers have a right to water stock or cotton 
brokers to destroy half the crop, or that any other mercantile 
class should control the commodity in which it deals. The 
nation’s monetary standard is of the same public concern as its 
others standards of measure. Bankers cannot rightfully, even if 
unwittingly, be allowed to tamper with the dollar as a yardstick 
of commerce any more than the old Hanseatic League could 
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rightfully do as they did in tampering with the units of weight 
and measure which they used in their trading operations. 
 

No Cure-All 
 
 The 100% system would be no cure-all for business 
fluctuations thought it would help reduce them. Even including 
the provision for a Currency Commission it would afford no 
guarantee that loan banks and savings banks would be 
completely immune to runs and failures, not that any such 
immunity would be enjoyed by investment houses, building 
and loan associations, insurance companies, commercial 
concerns, railways or any other persons or corporations except 
the checking banks. 
 Still less would the 100% system operate as a panacea for 
all the ills of the body politic. It would not solve all labor 
problems, the problem of monopoly, the problem of the 
distribution of wealth, nor many others. But it would remove 
what is probably by far the most prolific sources of 
bankruptcies, unemployment, and depression of trade. 
 What is important, the 100% system would make it easier 
to study all these other problems, uncomplicated by the money 
problem which now envelopes them as in a fog. What now 
seems dim and uncertain would then become sun clear. Many 
doubtful pieces of legislation have been hastily pushed through 
Congress, because the public, not being able to distinguish 
properly what is monetary and what is not monetary, ascribe 
wrong causes to their current troubles. They see the effects of 
a broken-down monetary system but do not trade them to that 
source. They find unsold goods and think these must be due to 
“over-production.” So they fear “tinkering with the currency” 
and tinker, instead, with everything else. 
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 As soon as we get a good monetary system we can more 
safely determine what else needs mending. To be able thus to 
see more clearly, and to diagnose more correctly, would be a 
powerful aid to all efforts to find and apply effective remedies. 
These might include safeguards for savings banks, regulation 
for security issues, legislation for public utilities, for hours of 
labor, for minimum wages, for company unions, and remedies 
for technological unemployment as well as for innumerable 
other ills and abuses, including the two biggest problems of all, 
the great problem of the distribution of wealth and the still 
greater problem of the distribution of political power. 
 The situation is such that delay in correcting the evils of the 
10% system is dangerous. Aside from the deflation peril, we 
may begin soon to fear an inflation peril issuing from our ill-
starred 10% system. With nearly 3 billions of “free” gold in the 
United States Treasury and nearly 2 billions of excess 
reserves of member banks on deposit with the Federal 
Reserve Banks, plus a supposed potential currency issue of 3 
billions of silver certificates — not to mention increasing 
purchases of gold and silver — we might have, theoretically, a 
potential inflation of bank credit of many billions. 
 

The Capitalist System 
 
 There has been a great deal of talk during the depression 
about the failure of the capitalistic system. A movement “to the 
left” always comes with deflation. If found expression in this 
country in “populism” in the deflation ending in 1896 and the 
Bryan campaign. But populism evaporated as soon as the 
price level began to be restored. In the middle  of the last 
century a socialistic movement resulted from falling prices and 
disappeared with the lucky discovery and outpouring of new 
gold mines in California and Australia. Marx and Engels in this 
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period recognized this relationship far better than the bankers 
did, and also specifically recognized that their propaganda lost 
its force, at that time, because of the gold discoveries. 
 In fact, an unstable monetary unit breeds radicalism, 
whether the movement be up or down, deflation or inflation, if it 
goes far enough. The French had an aphorism “after the 
printing press, the guillotine.” 
 The capitalistic system is really the private profit system 
and profits are a difference between gross income and costs, 
including fixed charges associated with debts. Without a stable 
unit for measuring the items the profits expand and shrink and 
turn into losses without apparent rhyme or reason. In short, the 
private profit system requires, for its smooth working, stable 
money. 
 I am convinced that, without stable money, the private 
profit system will some day go. This means that the bankers, 
as long as they insist on operating or are permitted to operate, 
their 10% system, will be playing with fire. The best available 
safeguard against the overthrow of capitalism is the 100% 
system, combined with money management, to give us a 
stable dollar. Of all people, banker should, therefore, favor this 
proposal if only in self-defense. Otherwise, by the irony of fate, 
they may some day be the ones to upset capitalism. 
 Here lies the chief significance to Government of the 100% 
system. If our Governmental system is to remain American, 
that is, is to permit the continuance of private profits and 
individual enterprise, and not to be replaced by State Socialism, 
we must have a stable dollar; and that is what the 100% 
system, especially if couple with money management, would 
achieve. 
 Stabilizing the dollar under the 100% plan is not of itself 
socialistic; nor does it tend toward socialism. It merely does for 
the dollar what has already been done for the yard, bushel, 
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and other units used in commerce, as provided for, a century 
and a half ago, in our Constitution. Business, industry, 
agriculture, and banking require stable units of measure and 
no one but the Government can possibly furnish them. 
 Stable money will enable capitalism to function far more 
successfully than hitherto. This means that any modifications 
which may be required in capitalism in the future will be far 
less than those with which it will always be threatened so long 
as money questions remain unsolved. At the present time our 
monetary system has broken down, primarily because it has 
been unworkable under the mob rule of twenty thousand 
private mints. 
 To reconstruct this monetary system, to recreate the 
missing money and thereafter to maintain it at a prescribed 
normal, is the greatest service Government can render 
business, as well as the most legitimate. It is not simply 
justifiable. It is indispensable. 
 

 

THE CHICAGO PLAN 
 
At the height of the Great Depression a number of leading U.S. 
economists advanced a proposal for monetary reform that 
became known as the Chicago Plan, after its strongest 
proponent, professor Henry Simons of the University of 
Chicago, also supported and brilliantly summarized by Irving 
Fisher of Yale University (1936), in “100% Money.”  
 
It envisaged the separation of the deposit and lending 
functions — or retail and investment banking, as underway 
since 2013 in the United Kingdom, though not yet with full 
reserves —  of the banking system, 66  by requiring 100% 
reserve backing for deposits. Irving Fisher (1936) claimed the 
following advantages for this plan: (1) Much better control of a 
major source of business cycle fluctuations, sudden increases 
and contractions of bank credit and of the supply of bank-
created money. (2) Complete elimination of bank runs. (3) 
Dramatic reduction of the (net) public debt. (4) Dramatic 
                                                 
66 See also Appendix 1, “A Proposal for Monetary Reform 1939”: 
“(15) The splitting of the two functions of lending and the creation of 
money supply would be much like that of 1844 in the Bank of England 
which separated the Issue Department from the Banking Department.  
That split was made with substantially the same object as underlies 
the present proposal, but demand deposits, being then comparatively 
little used in place of bank notes, were overlooked.  The £–for-£ 
reserve behind Bank of England notes then enacted was a 100% 
reserve system for pocket-book money.  The present proposal merely 
extends the same system to check-book money.” 
   See also final report of the Independent Commission on Banking 
(United Kingdom) under Sir John Vickers, September 2011.  
   See also John Kay, “Britain is Leading the World on Banking 
Reform.” “The Bank of England has been the main source on fresh 
thinking.” Financial Times, 25 June 2013: “The Vickers Commission, 
which reported in 2011, put forward the separation of retail and 
investment banking.” 
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reduction of private debt, as money creation no longer requires 
simultaneous debt creation.67 
 
Benes and Kumhof (2012) put Fisher’s (1935) 100% Money 
Plan to the test by way of simulation by “embedding a 
comprehensive and carefully calibrated model of the banking 
system in a SGE model of the U.S. economy” and found 
support for all four of Fisher's claims. (See chapter, “Irving 
Fisher (1935), 100% Money.”)  
 
The Chicago Plan was a collection of banking reforms 
suggested by University of Chicago economists in the wake of 
the Great Depression. A six-page memorandum on banking 
reform was given limited and confidential distribution to about 
40 individuals on March 16, 1933. The plan was supported by 
such notable economists as Frank H. Knight, Lloyd W. Mints, 
Henry Schultz, Henry C. Simons, Garfield V. Cox, Aaron 
Director, Paul H. Douglas, and Albert G. Hart.  
 
During the period March to November, the Chicago 
economists received comments from a number of individuals 
on their proposal and in November 1933 another 
memorandum was prepared. The memorandum was 
expanded to thirteen pages; there was a supplementary 
memorandum on "Long-time Objectives of Monetary 
Management" (seven pages) and an appendix titled "Banking 
and Business Cycles" (six pages). 
 
These memoranda generated much interest and discussion 
among lawmakers but the suggested reforms, such as the 

                                                 
67  Jaaromir Benes and Michael Kumhof, “The Chicago Plan 
Revisited.’ International Monetary Fund, IMF Working Paper 
WP/12/202, August 2012. 
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abolition of the fractional reserve system and imposition of 
100% reserves on demand deposits, were set aside and 
replaced by watered down alternative measures. The Banking 
Act of 1935 institutionalized Federal deposit insurance and the 
separation of commercial and investment banking. It 
successfully restored the public's confidence in the banking 
system and ended discussion of banking reform.  
 
After apparent recovery in the mid-1930s, America entered the 
Recession of 1837–1938 and the key elements of the Chicago 
plan resurfaced in a July 1939 draft proposal titled “A Program 
for Monetary Reform,” reprinted in Appendix I below, but did 
not result in any new legislation. 
 



 

CRITIQUE OF THE CHICAGO PLAN AND 
FISHER’S 100% MONEY SYSTEM 

 
Editor’s Comments 
 
Sterilizing the buy-back of the national debt 
 
Irving Fisher’s 100% Money system is incomplete insofar as 
the injection of money by the Currency Commission — or the 
central bank for that matter, if the Federal Reserve was so 
empowered  —  would increase the money supply of the nation 
dollar for dollar, and would therefore not be “sterile.”  
 
To be sterile, the buy-back of the national debt by the 
currency-issuing authority, say the Fed, with fresh money, 
would need to be sterilized, that is, not become a part of the 
money supply in the hands of the public. 
 
Buy-backs of the national debt that is held by the banks is 
simply an asset-switch on the banks’ balance sheets, 
decreasing the asset “Investments in government bonds” by 
increasing “Balances held at the central bank”. In other words, 
the banks receive 100% liquidity for their government bonds, 
which will increase their reserve (reserve requirements) and 
help to protect their deposits from insolvency. 
 
With regard to the redemption of the national debt held by the 
non-banking public (those people or entities who are 
depositors at the banks), there is a way, suggested by Michael 

Critique of the Chicago Plan and/or Fisher’s 199% Money 

Schemmann (1991, 2009). 68  Schemmann suggests that the 
buy-back of government bonds from the public at large be 
settled by so called “redemption receipts” issued by the Fed (or 
the Currency Commission), that these redemption receipts 
may not be received by the banks for deposit on any account 
that constitutes money supply, but for the completely sterilized 
for the public, but not so for the banks.  
 
To accomplish complete sterilization of the national debt’s 
redemption certificates, the banks would receive the 
certificates in payment of their equity capital authorized for that 
purpose, and deposit the certificates for full face value and 
credit to their current accounts at the Federal Reserve.  
 
In order to prevent the banks from making loans on the 
strength of their new found liquidity, thereby increasing the 
nation’s money supply, effectively losing sterilization, the Fed 
would increase the banks’ reserve requirements to such a level 
that they reserve requirements equal the old ration plus a 
ration sufficient to absorb and sterilize the banks’ new 
increased balances at the Fed.  
 
The author predicts fierce competition by the banks for receipt 
of the redemption certificates. The present holders of the 
national debt would be put in a more advantageous position 
than the prospect of repudiation or insolvency of the 
government under the burden of the national debt and the 
destructive force of its compound interest. 
 
 

                                                 
68 Michael Schemmann. 1991. ‘Money in Crisis. A Practical Solution 
for Paying Off Canada’s National Debt.” 1st ed., reprinted 2014. 
IICPA Publications. 
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Both, the U.S. Federal Reserve and the European Central 
Bank have been buying back government securities at the 
secondary markets, presumable from the commercial banks. 
The Fed calls the process “quantitative easing,” and the ECB 
calls it “outright monetary transactions.”  
 
The European Court of Justice in Luxembourg is expect to rule 
on a challenge from parties in Germany, that the ECB’s 
monetary policy mandate entitles the ECB, within limits,  of 
financing governments, as the plaintiffs are claiming, so that 
the announced 60 billion euros of government securities 
purchases per month will continue in 2015.  The Euro Area as 
a whole has a general government debt of some 9 trillion euros. 
The relief of some 720 billion euros per annum, or 8% is 
therefore more symbolic than effective. 
 
Critique by Lietaer and Dunne 
 
“Solutions Inside the Box”69 
 
Lietaer and Dunne fail to see that the Chicago Plan is the best 
solution available, “given the current understanding of system.”  

1. The Chicago Plan would replace one monopoly with 
another. 

2. While banking crashes and sovereign debt crises would 
be eliminated, the hundreds of monetary crashes would 
not have been avoided. 

3. The sole power to create money in the hands of the 
government tends to concentrate a power which would 
be take away initiatives as a lower level to deal with 
their problems. The authors say that flexibility is 
required “to adapt to the impact of climate change 

                                                 
69 Lietaer and Dunne, 2013:69-72. 
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[which] may be very different in Texas as compared to 
Vermont or California.” The author say: “Genuine 
regional development requires a regional currency. If 
the funding for such strategies is made available only 
from the federal level, there will be less flexibility and 
creativity than if both state and federal levels create 
their own currencies.” Both competitive and cooperative 
currencies are necessary, say the authors. 

4. Large scale national currency implementation involves 
greater risk by “nationalizing the money creation 
process”. 

 
A great many pages of Lietaer’s and Dunne’s book is 
dedicated to the advantages of regional currencies. 
 
The Editor cannot agree with Lietaer’s and Dunne’s 
conclusions: 
 
Regarding 1, replacing one monopoly with another.  
 
The present system of money creation in the United States by 
thousands of banks is not a monopoly. Each of the thousands 
of banks effectively creates its own credit that circulates as 
money ONLY if it can clear through the payment system which 
operates by way of offset; offsetting incoming credits against 
outgoing credits, on a daily basis, and settling any surpluses or 
adverse balances with so called “federal funds” which is 
central bank money. But liquidity in the sense of a national 
currency these thousands of U.S. banks do not have. The 
100% money system would provide 100% liquidity and more, 
namely backing by legal tender. 
 
Regarding 2, monetary crashes… 
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… in the form of prices at the stock markets cannot and should 
not be protected by any monetary system, because they are 
acts of private citizens, and if by public entities should be 
disallowed for the following reasons: Shares of companies, so 
called stocks, represent for most investors minority voting 
rights only, while the company’s assets are controlled by 
management under direction of the majority shareholder, if any. 
But more importantly, nothing is created or destroyed at a 
stock exchange, but money only changes hands. It is not the 
purpose of a monetary system to protect against losses at a 
casino. 
 
Regarding 3, government concentration of the money creation 
process. 
 
Central money creating authorities ought to be independent of 
political influence. Representative democracy has an 
impediment that must be overcome by collective will, which 
does not exist at present because people prefer to have 
opinions based on misconceived notions, rather than go to the 
trouble of learning and forming opinions based on evidence. 
Placing the money creation process in local hands may lead us 
to some very remote places; while at the center, it should at 
least be transparent and visible. Unless a decision is made by 
the people, eg by referendum, to abandon all central bank’s 
and all private commercial banks’ national currency, the 
problem is on the table, and saying that it should not be on the 
table does not resolve it. 
 
Regarding 4, bigger is riskier. 
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Properly designed, there is less risk in a more perfectly and 
professionally implemented national currency, than there is in 
a multitude of locally implemented currencies. The U.S.’s 
present monetary system of thousands of individual banks is 
an example of never-ending risk through bank failures. 
Moreover, the nominal national debts of the United States of 
some 17 trillion dollars, and of Euro Area countries of some 9 
trillion euros, Britain’s, Canada’s, Japan’s and so forth, were 
incurred in national currencies, and can be redeemed for the 
United States in part, and for the Euro Area in the whole, by 
monetary reform.70 There is no plan or model to redeem the 
national debts using regional charitable currencies. 
 
The implementation of regional currencies such as TimeBank 
credits, LETS or WIR is therefore a separate issue, which does 
not stand in the way of a national currency, and vice versa. 
The U.S. Internal Revenue Service has made three local 
rulings that Time Dollars are tax exempt.71 Reasons: 
1.  An hour is always an hour, regardless of what is offered  
2.  They are backed only by a moral obligation and are not 

legally binding  
3.  Their purpose is charitable. 

 
70 Michael Schemmann. 2012. “Reflections on American Money.” — 
2011. ‘The Euro is Still the Strongest Currency Around.” — 2011. 
“The ABC of Sovereign Debt Redemption.” — 2010. “European 
Monetary Reform.” — 2009. “Money in Crisis. A practical solution for 
'resolving' America's financial system & redeeming the national debt.” 
IICPA Publications. 
71 http://besttimebank.org/Links/Time%20Dollar/IRS%20Ruling.htm  
retrieved 2015-03-03. 
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   The first essential of a stable, peaceful and successful society is to 
get at the truth and to present — not misrepresent — the truth to 
everyone concerned. 
   The history of money is one long unbroken history of fraud. 
 

— C.H. Douglas, “Money: A Historical Survey.”  
 
Social Credit 
 
Jaamiaa Hamidia72 blogs: 
 

Throughout history, there existed various forms of slavery. 
In the dark ages, people were captured and sold on the 
slave markets. Thereafter, the colonial masters enslaved 
entire nations. Today we have perhaps the most intricate 
network of enslavement strategies… Strategies that 
threaten to enslave the entire human race. The institution 
of “Riba” (interest) through financial houses like the World 
Bank and IMF govern and control practically every 
developing country in the world. Under the guise of foreign 
aid, the mineral wealth of an entire country is usurped and 
every individual directly or indirectly contributes to servicing 
the foreign debt of his country. A child is born into this 
world already indebted. “Debtorship” is the unique 
inheritance and heritage bestowed on him by his country, 
‘The tragedy is that these injustices not only go 
unpunished, they go unrecognised. 

                                                 
72 The official site for the Islaamic Institute JAAMIA HAMIDIA LIL 
ULOOMIL ISLAAMIYYAH– an Institute based on propogating Islaam 
in its pristine way. Retrieved 2015-03-03 at 
https://jaamiahamidia.wordpress.com/2009/07/08/interest-a-contract-
of-servitude/ entitled “Interest a contract of servitude.” 
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 The Slave Masters – Lord Stamp, a director of the 
Bank of England made the following statement before he 
was killed [along with his wife and son in a German air raid 
during WW II at his home in Shortlands, Greater London 
on 16 April 1941]: “Banking was conceived in inequity and 
born in sin. Bankers own the earth; take it away from them 
but leave them with the power to create credit and with a 
flick of a pen; they will create enough money to buy it all 
back again…. If you want to be slaves of bankers and pay 
the cost of your own slavery then let bankers control 
money and control credit.” 

 
 
Money: An Historical Survey 
 
By Clifford Hugh “Major” Douglas (1936)73 
 
 The whole of our civilisation rests upon the possession of 
the means of payment. It need not so rest, but it does in fact so 
rest. Taxation in money, fines as a punishment for legal 
offences, and other devices, quite apart from the use of money 
as a medium of exchange, are all devised with a view to make 
the power of the creation of money the fundamental power of 
civilisation. This power is fraudulent both in fact and ownership; 
but I would ask you to realise the absurdity of a complaint 
against the private ownership of, say, minerals, when there is 
an international private ownership of credit. 
 

                                                 
73 Notes for Clifford Hugh “Major” Douglas’s speech on July 
26 at the Social Credit study course for Conservatives at the 
Bonar Law College, Ashridge. 
http://www.abeldanger.net/2011/08/major-ch-douglas-social-
credit-banks.html#sthash.1MeseOtk.dpuf  retrieved 2015-03-03 
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C.H. Douglas in Edmonton, 
Alberta, Canada 1934 

The history of money is one 
long unbroken history of 
fraud, and the acquisition of 
this power of money-creation 
by the banks is the final 
chapter. Without attempting to 
cover the historical aspect of 
the matter, one phase of it 
seems to me to be useful as 
indicating the basis of modern 
banking. Originally, just as a 
railway issues its own tickets, 
the wealth producers of the 
world, thousands of years 
ago, produced their own 
tickets.  

 
 In those days the ownership of beasts of various kinds was 
the chief form of wealth, and of course the cattle had to be fed. 
Very often the rich man, the man who owned a lot of cattle, 
had not sufficient corn or fodder to feed the rest. The merchant 
of grain and fodder was generally an itinerant, and it was not 
always convenient for him to take away the cattle; so he took 
from the cattle owner a leather disc which represented one 
head of cattle. Sometimes it had on it a rude engraving of the 
cow’s head, or something of that sort, and sometimes it hadn’t. 
Indeed, most of you know as well as I do that the Latin word 
for cattle is pecus, and our modern word pecuniary derived 
from it is historical proof, if any were necessary, of the 
derivation of the first money. 

Now, in that simple arrangement there is one point of 
immense importance to be noticed, and that is that the owner 
of the wealth, that is to say the owner of the cattle, actually, 
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literally, in truth, made – not metaphorically but actually – 
made money representing his wealth, in the same sense that 
the railway makes tickets – not in the sense that the modern 
businessman “makes” money when he says he makes money. 
It is so long ago since he made any money that he has 
forgotten probably that he ever did say it, but when he did say 
it he was mistaken; he never made a cent in his life. If he had 
he would have been in jail for counterfeiting. All he did was to 
get money that somebody else had, but the original man about 
whom I am talking for the moment, the owner of cattle, actually 
made money. He made his leather discs as the owner of 
wealth; they were token of wealth which existed, those discs, 
and the issuer of the token and the owner of the wealth were 
the same person. 
 Now – to carry our minds back a considerable distance 
through history – in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, when 
Europe was rent with various kinds of wars, and the chief 
owners of wealth were the feudal nobles, a great deal of their 
wealth was in the form of gold and silver plate. This was made 
by people who were called goldsmiths, and because of the 
supposed great value of these metals, the goldsmiths had very 
good safes for those days to take deposits, and it got to be the 
habit of the feudal nobles not merely to have their gold plate 
made by the goldsmiths, but to deposit or leave it with the 
goldsmiths for safe keeping, and the goldsmiths gave a receipt 
for this gold plate, signed on parchment. It became a great 
convenience for the owner of one of these receipts, should he 
want to buy, say, a piece of land – instead of drawing out the 
gold plate or gold coins deposited with the goldsmiths – to 
hand over the receipt. Instead of actually drawing out the 
wealth, he handed over the so-called wealth, and these 
receipts on parchment signed by the goldsmith were the direct 
lineal ancestors of your modern bank notes. 
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 At this point something happened which was not present in 
the original conception of money as issued by the owner of 
cattle. The right of issuing money was transferred from the 
creator or the owner of wealth to the custodian of wealth. Not 
the man who produced wealth, nor the man who owned it, but 
the man who took care of it issued the receipt which, as I say, 
was the lineal ancestor of your modern bank note. That was 
one of the most epoch-making things, though probably 
unnoticed until the present time, that has taken place in the 
history of the world in the last two or three thousand years; 
because it was the goldsmith’s signature upon this parchment 
receipt which made it pass from hand to hand – not the name 
of the owner of the wealth – so that this power of creating 
money which is so important, passed to a third party who was 
neither the owner nor the creator of wealth; but merely its 
custodian. There is no doubt that at this point some dishonest 
goldsmith found that a large number of his clients left their 
values in his care almost indefinitely. They were safer with him 
than elsewhere, perhaps even in the castle of the owner, so 
that there was always a tremendous amount of wealth in the 
actual custody of the goldsmiths which apparently was never 
drawn out. Our dishonest goldsmith had the bright idea of 
issuing several receipts for one piece of wealth, on the 
assumption that those receipts would not all be presented at 
the same time. It was particularly easy where merely gold 
coins had been deposited, for if by any chance an owner of 
wealth did ask for his gold crowns, he would get them, 
because they need not be the same gold crowns that had been 
deposited. So it was found quite safe in a general way to issue 
more receipts for wealth than the wealth which had been 
deposited. 
 
That, without doubt, was the first inflation, and of course it 
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gave the goldsmith the value of all the receipts in excess of 
those which represented wealth actually deposited. That 
process, beginning undoubtedly in fraud, grew so common that 
it became the convention amongst bankers, who were the 
descendants of the goldsmiths, to do this thing; and they have 
always for the past several hundred years been in the habit of 
issuing more receipts for wealth than the actual wealth which 
was deposited with them. At the present time it is a well-known 
convention, not denied by bankers themselves, that for every 
dollar of legal tender which they have, they issue nine dollars 
of credit money which they actually create themselves; just as 
the goldsmith, not by exactly the same process, created those 
false receipts representing deposited wealth which was not 
there. Now, no scheme of that kind so obviously fraudulent, in 
its beginnings at any rate, could have proceeded so long as it 
did, and for that matter does at the present day, if it had not 
served a very useful purpose. In fact the additional receipts 
were passed as money, facilitated trade, kept goods moving 
and were in every way an advantage, even to the general 
population. They were of the greatest advantage, of course, to 
the banker, but they were also of great advantage to the public, 
as they provided it with money. 
 Still a third thing has happened to the money system. Until 
a very short time ago, practically up to the beginning of the 
European War, the convention was that either a banknote or a 
cheque on a deposit – which was simply an order to a 
goldsmith to pay so much to somebody else, which is exactly 
what was done in the old days – both of those things, the 
banknote or the cheque, were supposedly cashable at any 
time in tangible wealth at the bank – in golden sovereigns, in 
fact. 
 
The idea was that the bank was a custodian of a certain 
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amount of tangible wealth, and that could be drawn out by 
means either of a banknote which was payable on demand, or 
by cheque, and the actual tangible wealth could be taken away. 
That was the convention. 
 There is an idea put forward by people, who ought to know 
better, at the present time, that banking is that sort of thing 
now. It is nothing like that, as I propose to show you. There 
used to be, of course, a lot of bank failures, even in Great 
Britain, and those banks failed because people suddenly 
decided, all at once, to draw out the things for which they had 
orders on the bank in form of banknotes or cheques, and when 
they all tried to draw out at once, they found that what they 
wanted was not there. It never was there; it never has been 
there for at least a hundred years. The bank has never 
consisted, in the last hundred years, of merely handing out at 
one end of the counter what was put in at the other. No bank 
ever paid a dividend in the last hundred years on the process 
of merely lending that which it took in. There is no possible 
doubt at all about this thing. I sometimes wonder why it is that 
certain protagonists – certain defenders – of the present 
banking system go on arguing about this matter. There is no 
possible doubt about it. And since the war the convention that 
you could get golden sovereigns in return for your cheque or 
banknote has not even had a plausible foundation. All you can 
get for a banknote is another banknote. There is no longer any 
obligation to hand over anything more tangible than some 
printed paper. In brief, the creation of money, once performed 
by the producer of wealth, then by the custodian of wealth, 
who fraudulently issued more paper than the wealth he 
guarded, has passed to a set of people who neither produce, 
nor own, nor guard the wealth, but are merely book-keepers. 
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      The great thing to notice about this situation is that the 
creation of wealth – the real creation of goods and services 
which go to make a standard of living, the thing which makes 
the difference between starvation and comfort, and makes all 
those things that we call civilisation – the actual making of 
these things is carried on by one organisation, but the making 
of money, by which alone these things can be transferred from 
the producers of wealth to those who wish to consume it, is 
carried on by an entirely separate organisation, having no real 
connection with the production of wealth at all, not even as its 
custodian. 
 It is exactly the same position as if you had a railway in 
which one set of people were providing trains, rolling stock, 
permanent way, signals and railway stations – everything in 
fact, including both men and material, necessary to operate the 
railway – and you had a totally separate organisation, not 
fundamentally connected with the railway system at all, which 
had got control of the ticket office and was making its own 
terms in regard to the tickets, and was saying, “We don’t care 
how many seats in the train there may be; we don’t care how 
many people want to travel on the train. We will alter the 
number of tickets, restrict them, or do anything that we like with 
the tickets just to suit our conception of the best policy from our 
point of view, and if your population wants to travel on those 
trains, even if there is sufficient accommodation on those trains, 
well, that is just their bad luck. They may or they may not, 
according to our policy.” That is not an exaggeration and it is 
not intended to be even a condemnation of any organisation in 
particular. It is just a plain statement of fact, of the conditions 
which obtain at the present time. I am certainly not here as a 
moralist; but as an engineer. I have an appreciation of the 
importance of foundations. I find it incredible that a stable 
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society can persist founded on the most colossal lucrative 
fraud that has ever been perpetrated on society. 
 It is one of the tragedies of this fraud upon society that the 
control of credit and the control of information in all its forms – 
education, publicity, etc. – are concentric and interdependent, 
and it is obvious that the primary use which is made by the 
financial hierarchy of this control of information is to mould 
public opinion into channels which will buttress the usurped 
authority and hypnotise whole communities into asking for 
what they do not want. A commonplace instance of this is that 
of referring to the “unemployment problem” when the 
achievement of leisure is meant. I have even heard it stated 
that the proper object of labour-saving machinery is to increase 
work; but it is not necessary to emphasise that the idea in the 
mind of the inventor of a labour-saving device is to save labour 
and therefore to achieve leisure. 
 The mechanism by which finance moulds economic 
thought is well exemplified in the London School of Economics. 
Its chairs were endowed by Sir Ernest Cassel, on whose 
behalf we fought the Egyptian War of 1882 with its present 
repercussions. So successful is this hypnotic process that, so 
far as I can judge, a thorough academic training in economics 
– so-called – is almost a fatal handicap to a commonsense 
apprehension of the subject. Only a brilliant economist like Mr 
Hawtrey, with all the orthodox training, familiar with the thought 
of other brilliant economists, and steeped in the tradition of the 
Treasury – which is the Tweedledee to the Bank of England’s 
Tweedledum – would suggest, for instance, that a country like 
Great Britain, with a National debt of £8,000 million, which is 
increasing daily, has on the average paid for, and is paying for, 
what is produced. 
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 If I manage to live by increasing the mortgage on my 
house, it seems to me a misuse of language to say that I am 
paying my way. Might I add that despite his heavy handicaps, I 
perceive signs that Mr Hawtrey will join other economists who 
are becoming and have become realists! He was good enough 
to send me an advance copy of his remarks, which I have read 
with interest. I do not propose to deal with them in detail here 
because I do not consider this occasion as a debate, but as an 
invitation to state my views. If he should desire it, however, I 
will see that his objections, which are not new, are again 
answered categorically. 
 The core of the technical accusation made by us against 
the present financial system is that prices contain items not 
represented by money anywhere, and that these unmonetised 
items are represented by debt which is increasing and which 
cannot be liquidated. Mr Hawtrey has not in my opinion dealt 
with this core of our charge, and, as it is a patent fact, he 
cannot possibly deal with it. It is from this fact that the major 
evils of civilisation arise, including war. 
 The Social Credit technique is simply a method of dealing 
with the defects disclosed by the analysis. I believe it to be 
logical, sound and practical, but I am willing to discard it 
tomorrow in favour of anything which is based on an admission 
of the analysis and which achieves effective distribution and, at 
the same time, release from regimentation. 
 For those who wish to pursue the matter into technical 
detail there is now a large bibliography available, and in my 
opinion the matter is better pursued in this way. The principles 
involved are simply (a) that provision shall be made for the 
purchase of all consumable goods at the rate at which they are 
produced; (b) that the debts created by the inevitable creation 
of capital assets (which Mr Hawtrey calls fixed assets) shall be 
distributed and not annexed by a predatory banking system, 
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thus providing the population with the economic security they 
have earned, and abolishing “the struggle for markets.” 
 If we hypocritically claim that the employment system is a 
moral system and that man must be kept at work, rather than 
choose work, we are sealing the doom of this civilisation.” 
 
Major Clifford Hugh "C. H." Douglas (1879 – 1952), was a 
British engineer and pioneer of the Social Credit economic 
reform movement and wrote a book by that name, “Social 
Credit: “ in 1924 
 
It was while he was reorganising the work at the Royal Aircraft 
Establishment at Farnborough, England , during World War I, 
that Douglas noticed that the weekly total costs of goods 
produced was greater than the sums paid out to individuals for 
wages, salaries and dividends. This seemed to contradict the 
theory put forth by classic Ricardian economics, that all costs 
are distributed simultaneously as purchasing power. Troubled 
by the seeming disconnect between the way money flowed 
and the objectives of industry ("delivery of goods and services", 
in his view), Douglas set out to apply engineering methods to 
the economic system.74 
 
Douglas collected data from over a hundred large British 
businesses and found that in nearly every case, except that of 
companies heading for bankruptcy, the sums paid out in 
salaries, wages and dividends were always less than the total 
costs of goods and services produced each week: consumers 
did not have enough income to buy back what they had made. 

                                                 
74 Wikipedia, “Social Credit.”  
Listen to Douglas outlining his philosophy on war and its causes at 
http://theeconomicrealms.blogspot.com/2014/01/clifford-hugh-
douglas.html retrieved 2015-03-03  
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He published his observations and conclusions in an article in 
the English Review, where he suggested: "That we are living 
under a system of accountancy which renders the delivery of 
the nation's goods and services to itself a technical 
impossibility."75 He later formalized this observation in his A+B 
theorem. Douglas proposed to eliminate this gap between total 
prices and total incomes by augmenting consumers' 
purchasing power through a National Dividend and a 
Compensated Price Mechanism. 
 
According to Douglas, the true purpose of production is 
consumption, and production must serve the genuine, freely 
expressed interests of consumers. In order to accomplish this 
objective, he believed that each citizen should have a 
beneficial, not direct, inheritance in the communal capital 
conferred by complete access to consumer goods assured by 
the National Dividend and Compensated Price. 76  Douglas 
thought that consumers, fully provided with adequate 
purchasing power, will establish the policy of production 
through exercise of their monetary vote. In this view, the term 
economic democracy does not mean worker control of industry, 
but democratic control of credit. Removing the policy of 
production from banking institutions, government, and industry, 
Social Credit envisages an "aristocracy of producers, serving 
and accredited by a democracy of consumers." 
  
The policy proposals of social credit attracted widespread 
interest in the decades between the world wars of the twentieth 
century because of their relevance to economic conditions of 

                                                 
75 "The Delusion of Super-Production", C.H. Douglas, English Review, 
December 1918. 
76 Douglas, C.H. (1933). Credit-Power and Democracy. Melbourne, 
Australia: The Social Credit Press. pp. 4, 108. Retrieved 12 11 2008. 
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the time. Douglas called attention to the excess of production 
capacity over consumer purchasing power. Douglas’s unique 
remedies were disputed and even rejected by most 
economists and bankers of the time. Remnants of Social 
Credit still exist within social credit political parties throughout 
the world, but not in the purest form originally advanced by 
Major C. H. Douglas. 
 
The following paragraphs were previously published in 
Schemmann (1991, 2009), “Money in Crisis.” 
 

In 1935 the provincial Alberta Social Credit party under 
William Aberhart won a landslide victory in the provincial 
elections, “on a platform of Christian leadership and reform of 
the monetary system  an alliance of God and Mammon.77 At 
the height of the Great Depression, in 1936, the Alberta 
legislature passed the Alberta Social Credit Acts to establish a 
Credit House and issue Alberta Credit in order to utilize “the 
unused capacity of the industries and people of the province of 
Alberta to produce wanted goods and services” and thus 
stimulate productive capacity that lay idle for lack of bank 
credit.78 
 “The combination of falling prices, drought and rigid 
costs was disastrous to agriculture in the Prairie Provinces… 
During 1931, 1932 and 1933 there was virtually nothing with 
which to meet living expenses…” “The prairie economy was 
therefore in the position of a community forced to live on its 
capital, but to a considerable extent that capital was owned 
elsewhere. Hence the dominant political issue was the clash 

                                                 
77 William, D.R. 1984. “Duff. A Life in Law.” Vancouver: University of 
British Columbia Press, p. 193 
78 The Alberta Social Credit Act, section 2(a). 
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between a class of debtors who lived in the midst of economic 
ruin and a class of creditors most of whom did not.”79 
 At the “alarmed insistence of the chartered banks,” 
writes Mallory, the liberal Dominion government in Ottawa 
under Prime Minister W.L. Mackenzie King referred certain 
parts of the legislation to the Supreme Court of Canada, rather 
than recommending disallowance to the Governor General. 
 The Social Creditors were foolish enough to enact a 
gag order prohibiting the press from publishing false or 
misleading statements, and to pass a tax bill which subjected 
the chartered banks to Alberta taxation. Both measures did not 
contribute to endear the legislation to the federal government 
in Ottawa.  
 The hearings began on January 10, 1938, in a sparsely 
populated court room. “Constitutional cases are not crowd 
pleasers,” writes David Williams. On March 4, 1938, the 
Supreme Court under Chief Justice Lyman Duff handed down 
its judgment, Sir Duff, then 73, a man of “sterling integrity, of 
brilliant parts, endowed with a great energy and untiring 
industry” 80  — a loyal conservative government asset 
appointed  by Alberta Tory, Prime Minister of Canada Richard 
B. Bennett] ruled that the power to create money and regulate 
banking was ultra vires (beyond the powers) of the provincial 
legislature of Alberta as its subject matter is embraced within 
section 91 of the British North America Act, the Constitution.81 
 While restraining the Alberta government, the federal 
government never used the money power at a time when it 
was most needed — during the Great Depression. Instead, the 

                                                 
79 Mallory, J.R. 1954. “Social Credit and the Federal Power.” Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, p. 60. 
80 David R. William, supra, pp. 32, 55. 
81 [1938] S.R.C. 100 at http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/ 
1938/1938canlii1/1938canlii1.html and Mallory, supra, p. 77. 
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government came to the aid of the chartered banks and 
protected their highly lucrative money monopoly for nothing in 
return. 
 

 
 
Lyman Poore Duff (1865–
1955) in 1910. Justice of 
the Supreme Court of 
Canada (1906–1933). Chief 
Justice, 1933–1944.   

     When Governor General 
Lord Tweedsmuir died in office 
on February 11, 1940, 
according to the rules of 
succession, Chief Justice Duff 
became the Administrator of the 
Govern-ment. He held the office 
for nearly four months, until 
King George VI appointed a 
new Governor General on June 
21, 1940, acting on the advice 
of his Canadian Cabinet.  
      Duff was the first Canadian 
to hold the position, even in the 
interim. A Canadian Governor 
General was not appointed until 
Vincent Massey in 1952. 

The Great Depression was not something to be waited out to 
cure itself. Action was needed, but id did not come. To the 
contrary, the action taken by the popular Alberta government 
of a desperate people was frustrated by Ottawa. The omission 
by the federal government under Mackenzie King was well 
received by the bankers at King & Bay Streets in Toronto. If 
there was a tacit understanding between the federal 
government which appoints the justices, and the banks, it can 
only be described as a gross violation of fiduciary duty on the 
part of the government, a violation of the duty to execute the 
Dominion’s power for the benefit of all, not a select group of 
five major chartered banks who had been given the right to 
testify in court. 
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 “The great principle of right and wrong is legible to 
every reader: to pursue them requires not aid of many 
counselors. The whole art of government consists in the art of 
being honest. Only aim to do your duty, and mankind will give 
you credit where you fail.” (Thomas Jefferson82) 
 The Privy Council declined to consider the Alberta 
government’s appeal on technical grounds. The money power 
stayed in Ottawa. 
 
Supreme Court of Canada: 
Bank Money is Merely Bookkeeping 
 
Chief Justice Lyman Duff of Canada’s Supreme Court provided 
a remarkable analysis which has been in the public domain 
since 1938. 
 

 “Speaking generally, bank credit transferable on 
demand and so available for commercial purposes is 
evidenced by bookkeeping entries, and it is upon the 
evidence and authority of such entries that the banker and 
his employees daily and hourly act in the business of the 
bank. Such entries are for practical purposes the record as 
well as the evidence of the creation of bank credit and it is 
by means of them that such credit as a medium of payment 
and exchange is transferred, disbursed and dealt with. 
 “The essential feature of the business of dealing in 
credit… is the creation of credits and the dealing in credits 
by means of bookkeeping entries and these related 
transactions. 

                                                 
82 Thomas Jefferson in “A Summary of the Right of British America, 
July 1774. 
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 “It should be noted also that, from the persons carrying 
on the busisness of dealing in credits so defined is 
excepted the Bank of Canada…”83 

 
 Money in the post gold and silver era is either paper, 
plastic, or digital (bookkeeping by electronic impulse) and the 
only purpose of the bank’s temple-like structures or 
skyscrapers, the thick carpets and mahogany desks, is to 
inspire the public’s awe, whereas in fact a bank is nothing but 
a glorified accounting office — no more, no less... 
 With less than one percent of the population employed 
in farming and fishing feeding the rest, we are a people 
obsessed with shuffling paper. 84  As with money, nothing is 
created, though much is destroyed, namely leisure. 
 Before the Bank Charter Act 1844 (7 & 8 Vict. c. 32) 
was passed in Britain, regulating the issue of a paper 
circulation while ceding the monopoly to the Bank of England, 
the English country banks sustained themselves on the 
interest of their paper note issue which was used by merchants 
as the circulating medium. 
 “In England, of course, bankers immediately set 
themselves to recover the economy and elasticity which the 
Act of 1844 banished from the English system by other means; 
and with the development of the cheque system to its present 
state of perfection they has magnificantly succeeded.”85 

 
83 [1938] S.C.R. 100. Sir Justice Lyman Duff offers two quotations. 
One from (1) Walter Leaf’s volume on Banking in the Home 
University Library, a chapter added in the last edition by Mr. Ernest 
Sykes, secretary to the Institute of Bankers, and one from (2) 
Macleod, “Theory of Credit,” 1890, pp. 368-9. 
84  Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor. 
“Occupational Employment Statistics,”  September 2009. 
85 Keynes. J.M. 1913. “Indian Currency and Finance.” London: The 
Macmillan Company. Reprinted IICPA 2013. 

 

THE IRISH BANKING STRIKE OF 1970 
 
In 1970, a major strike closed all Irish banks for a period of 6½ 
months, disrupting the functioning of the economy.  
 
The study of Irish economist Antoin Murphy, Trinity College, 
Dublin, provides an interesting counterexample.86 
As a consequence of the strike, the public lost direct access to 
about 85 percent of the money supply (M2). 
 
Irish pound banknotes, of course, still circulated and British 
currency was also freely accepted in Ireland, and some North 
American and merchant (commercial) banks provided 
banking facilities, accounting for less than 10 percent of M2.  
 
Somewhat remarkably, uncleared checks on the closed banks 
in the total amount of 5 billion Irish pounds in a country of only 
3 million people continued take the place as the medium of 
exchange valued at their face amount as if they were official 
money.  
 
Lietaer and Dunne report of an interview with Michael Linton:87 
 

“The Irish are an imaginative bunch, and they soon 
realized if the banks were closed then nothing prohibits 
writing a check and using this check like cash. So they 

                                                 
86  Antoin E. Murphy, “Money in an Economy without banks: The 
Case of Ireland,” The Manchester School, Vol. 46, Issue 1, 41-50; 
March 1978;  Wiley online library  
 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1467-
9957.1978.tb00151.x/abstract   
87 Lietaer and Dunne (2013:96, Fn. 5: Interview conducted 2nd June 
2012.  
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started writing checks that soon circulated, valued at their 
face value, as if they were official money. A check would 
make the rounds between several people within a circuit 
facilitating business and people getting on with their daily 
lives.” 
 “Usually a guy would write out a set of checks, written 
in denominations of fives, tens, twenties, and possibly 
fifties; because these would be easier to negotiate. The 
idea caught on quickly. Now a person from Cork wouldn’t 
necessarily take a check on Dublin and vice versa. It was 
important in these transactions to know the  people with 
whom you were dealing,” added Linton. 
 “Employers, particularly the brewers, started giving 
paychecks to their employees in denominated checks, and 
those checks became fully accepted at every drinking 
establishment in Ireland;” there being 11,000 in the 
Republic — a pub to population ratio of 1:190,” writes 
Professor Antoin Murphy. 
 

Employers, including the big brewery Guinness, issued 
paychecks in various smaller currencies that could be used as 
a medium of exchange in the same manner as banknotes.  

 

APPENDIX 

A PROGRAM FOR MONETARY REFORM 1939 
 
“A Program for Monetary Reform” (1939) was not published. A 
copy of the paper was apparently preserved in a college library. 
Copies of the paper, stamped on the bottom of the first and 
last pages, “LIBRARY – COLORADO STATE COLLEGE OF A. 
& M. A. – FORT COLLINS COLORADO” were circulated at the 
5th Annual American Monetary Institute Monetary Reform 
Conference (2009) and the images were scanned for display 
on the internet.88  

A Program for Monetary Reform was attributed on its cover 
page to six American economists: Paul H. Douglas (U.  
Chicago), Irving Fisher (Yale), Frank D. Graham (Princeton), 
Earl J. Hamilton (Duke), Wilford I. King (NYU), and Charles R. 
Whittlesey (Princeton). 

Many of the efforts made by economists to reform the banking 
system in the wake of the Great Depression found their way 
into the history books. Perhaps the most notable proposals 
were first put forward by economists at the University of 
Chicago in a six-page memorandum on banking reform which 
was given limited and confidential distribution to about 40 
individuals on March 16, 1933. A copy of the memorandum 
was sent to Henry A. Wallace, then Secretary of Agriculture, 
with a cover letter signed by Frank Knight. Paul Douglas was 
listed among the supporters of the plan. 

                                                 
88 
http://home.comcast.net/~zthustra/pdf/a_program_for_monetary_refo
rm.pdf retrieved 2015-03-03.  
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During the period March to November, the Chicago 
economists received comments from a number of individuals 
on their proposal and in November 1933 another 
memorandum was prepared. The memorandum was 
expanded to thirteen pages, there was a supplementary 
memorandum on "Long-time Objectives of Monetary 
Management" (seven pages) and an appendix titled "Banking 
and Business Cycles" (six pages). Evidently written by Henry 
Simons the memorandum was again supported by Paul 
Douglas. 

The collective recommendations of these memoranda have 
come to be known as the Chicago Plan. See chapter entitled 
“The Chicago Plan Revisited” by Benes and Kumhof, 
researchers at the IMF, above. 

The memorandum generated much interest and discussion 
among lawmakers but the suggested reforms, such as the 
abolition of the fractional reserve system and imposition of 
100% reserves on demand deposits, were set aside and 
replaced by watered down alternative measures.  

The Banking Act of 1935 institutionalized Federal deposit 
insurance and the separation of commercial and investment 
banking; it successfully restored the public's confidence in the 
banking system and ended discussion of banking reform until 
the Recession of 1937–1938.89  

The July 1939 draft proposal, coauthored by Paul Douglas and 
five others, resurrected proposals for banking and monetary 
                                                 
89 Phillips, Ronnie J. (June 1992), “The ‘Chicago Plan’ and New Deal 
Banking Reform,” Working Paper No. 76, The Levy Economics 
Institute at  http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/wp/76.pdf  retrieved 
2015-03-03/. 
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reform from the Chicago plan but did not result in any new 
legislation. 

THE TEXT 

A Program for Monetary Reform 
by 

 
Paul H. Douglas 
University of Chicago 
 
Irving Fisher 
Yale University 
 
Frank D. Graham 
Princeton University 
 

Earl J. Hamilton 
Duke University 
 
Willford I. King 
New York University 
 
Charles R. Whittlesey 
Princeton University 

 
Foreword 

 
The great task confronting us today is that of making our 
American system, which we call “democracy”, work.  No one 
can doubt that it is threatened.  However, the danger lies less 
in the propaganda of autocratic Governments from abroad 
than in the existence, here in America, of ten millions of 
unemployed workers, sharecroppers living barely at 
subsistence level, and hundreds of thousands of idle machines.  
On such a soil fascist and communist propaganda can thrive.  
With full employment such propaganda would be futile.  
 
The important objective, therefore, is to repair and rebuild our 
economic system so that it will again employ our productive 
resources to the fullest practicable extent. A high scale of living 
for our people will better protect our cherished American 
democracy than will all the speeches and writings in the world. 
 
Our problems are not simple and we can offer no panacea to 
solve them.  We believe, however, that certain fundamental 
adjustments in our economy are essential to any successful 
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attempt to bring our idle men, materials, land and machines 
together.  These fundamental adjustments would, we believe, 
be facilitated by the monetary reform here proposed. 
 
Throughout our history no economic problem has been more 
passionately discussed than the money problem.  Probably 
none has had the distinction of suffering so much from general 
misunderstanding – suffering from more heat than light.  As a 
result, not only is our monetary system now wholly inadequate 
and, in fact, unable to fulfill its function; but the few reforms 
which have been adopted during the past three decades have 
been patchwork, leaving the basic structure still unsound. 
 
In analyzing this problem, we concluded that it is preeminently 
the responsibility of American economists to present 
constructive proposals for its solution. But, before organizing a 
movement for monetary reform, we wished to determine how 
many of our colleagues agree with us. For this purpose we 
drew up “A Program for Monetary Reform” and sent this to the 
completest available list of academic economists which, we 
believe, comprise the essential features of what needs to be 
done in order to put our monetary system into working 
condition. Up to the date of writing (July, 1939) 235 economists 
from 157 universities and colleges have expressed their 
general approval of this “Program”; 40 more have approved it 
with reservations; 43 have expressed disapproval. The 
remainder have not yet replied. 
 
We want the American people to know where we stand in this 
important matter.  The following is the first draft of an 
exposition of our “Program”, and the part it may play in 
reconstructing America. 
 
Paul H. Douglas 
Irving Fisher 
Frank D. Graham 
 

Earl J. Hamilton 
Willford I. King 
Charles R. Whittlesey 

July 1939 
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Introduction 

 
The following suggested monetary program is put 
forth not as a panacea or even as a full solution of 
the depression problem.  It is intended to eliminate 
one recognized cause of great depressions, the 
lawless variability in our supply of circulating 
medium.* 90 

 
No well informed person would pretend that our present 
monetary and banking machinery is perfect; that it operates as 
it should to promote an adequate and continuous exchange of 
goods and services; that it enables our productive resources – 
our labor, materials, and capital – to be fully or even 
approximately employed. Indeed, the contrary is the fact. If the 
purpose of money and credit were to discourage the exchange 
of goods and services, to destroy periodically the wealth 
produced, to frustrate and trip those who work and save, our 
present monetary system would seem a most effective 
instrument to that end. 
 
Practically every period of economic hope and promise has 
been a mere inflationary boom, characterized by an expansion 
of the means of payment, and has been followed by a 
depression, characterized by a detrimental contraction of the 
means of payment.  In boom times, the expansion of 
circulating medium accelerates the pace by raising prices, and 
creating speculative profits.  Thus, with new money raising 
prices and rising prices conjuring up new money, the inflation 
proceeds in an upward spiral till a collapse occurs, after which 
the contraction of our supply of money and credit, with falling 
prices and losses in place of profits, produces a downward 

                                                 
90 * This and the subsequent closely printed paragraphs are quoted 
with minor alterations from the mimeographed “Program for Monetary 
Reform”, circulated among economists as explained in the foreword. 
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spiral generating bankruptcy, unemployment, and all the other 
evils of depression. 
 
The monetary reforms here proposed are intended primarily to 
prevent these ups and downs in the volume of our means of 
payment with their harmful influences on business.  No claim is 
made, however, that this will entirely do away with “business 
cycles”. 
 

The Gold Standard 
 

(1)  During the last ten years the world has largely 
given up the gold standard.  Gold is still, and may 
always remain, an important part of the machinery 
of foreign trade and exchange.  But it is no longer, 
and probably never again will be, the sole reliance 
for determining the “internal value” of monetary 
units.  Even those who advocate some degree of 
return toward the former gold standard are, as a 
rule, now convinced that it must be “managed” and 
never again left to work “automatically”. 

 
Up to 1931, the great majority of the countries of the world 
were on the gold standard. The characteristics of the gold 
standards may be briefly summarized as follows:  
 
(a) The dollar, franc, guilder, or other monetary unit was the 
equivalent of, and usually was redeemable in, a fixed amount 
of gold of a certain fineness. For instance, the American dollar 
was a definite weight of gold (23.22 grains of fine gold). This 
made an ounce of gold 9/10 fine identical with $20.67. 
Conversely, $20.67 was convertible into an ounce of gold of 
this quality. In other words, “one dollar” was roughly a 
twentieth of an ounce of gold or precisely 100/2067ths of an 
ounce.  
 
After the war, chiefly as a result of a shortage in gold reserves, 
some of the smaller nations changed their currencies by 
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making them redeemable in some foreign currency which, in 
turn, was convertible into gold. This system was called the 
gold-exchange standard. For these small nations, our dollar, 
the pound sterling and similar gold currencies, such as the 
Dutch guilder and the Swiss franc were “as good as gold”.  
 
(b)  Because every gold currency was redeemable in a fixed 
amount of gold, the exchange relationship of those currencies 
to each other was to all intents and purposed fixed:   
 
That is, the foreign exchange rates of gold-standard currencies 
were constant, or only varied within extremely narrow limits. A 
grandiose ideology has been built up on this so-called 
“stability” of gold-standard currencies. The public has been 
confused and frightened by the cry, “the dollar is falling” or “the 
French franc is falling”, which simply means falling with 
reference to gold; whereas it may well have been that the real 
trouble was that the value of gold was rising with reference to 
commodities. Indeed such was often the case. Yet the 
uninformed public never realized that the so-called “stability” of 
the golden money had little to do with any stability of buying 
power over goods and services. In fact, the buying power of 
so-called “stable” gold currencies fluctuated quite violently, 
because the value of gold itself was changing. Perhaps the 
most vicious feature of the gold standard was that, so long as 
exchange rates – the price of gold in terms of gold – remained 
unchanged, the public had a false sense of security. In order to 
maintain this misleading “stability” of gold and exchange rates, 
the “gold bloc” nations periodically made terrific sacrifices 
which nor only destroyed their prosperity, and indeed brought 
them to the brink of bankruptcy, but ultimately destroyed the 
gold standard itself. 
 
(c) In order to assure the redemption of national currencies in 
gold, the central banks were accustomed to maintain, behind 
their note issues, a reserve of upwards of forty per cent in gold 
or gold exchange. 
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(d)  The extent of gold movements under this system led the 
central banks to regulatory action.  For instance, if large 
amounts of gold began to vanish from a central bank, either to 
pay for a surplus of commodity imports or by way of 
withdrawals for speculative purposes, the banks among other 
things raised interest rates in order to discourage borrowing 
from it and thus put a stop to gold withdrawals.  Thus the 
disappearance of gold from the banks led them automatically 
to take deflationary action; for it curtailed the volume of bank 
credit outstanding.  This feature of gold-standard machinery, in 
most cases, worked efficiently enough to its end.  But it often 
brought depression as the price of maintaining a fixed gold unit. 
 
When there was an excess of commodity exports from a given 
country, or a flight to it of gold from foreign countries, its central 
bank was similarly supposed to lower interest rates, thus 
stimulating lending, with a consequent withdrawal of gold from 
the bank.  But after the war this automatic regulatory 
mechanism worked badly or not at all. 
 
In September 1931 England found it impossible to maintain her 
gold reserves and was forced off the gold standard. Since then, 
every other gold-standard nation has either been forced off 
gold or has abandoned it voluntarily. Those countries which 
bowed first to this pressure were also the first to recover from 
the depression. France was among the last to abandon gold; 
and she is still suffering from her mistake in waiting so long.  
 
The depression experience of all countries under the gold 
standard has shown that it is scarcely worthy of being called a 
“standard” at all. It has shown that the so-called “stability” of 
gold and of foreign exchange destroyed the stability of the 
buying power of money and thereby the stability of economic 
conditions generally. In fact, the effort to retain gold as a 
“standard” has had such disastrous results all over the world 
that, for the time being, international trade has been deprived 
of some of the useful services which gold might still render it. 
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It may be that America cannot solve the problem of the 
function of gold in the monetary relations among nations 
without the cooperation of other nations. The Tri-Partite 
Agreement, concluded in 1936 by England, France, and 
ourselves – at our initiative – may well serve as a first tentative 
step in the direction of such a solution.  The point here, 
however, is that we need not wait for international agreements 
in order to attack our domestic monetary problems. 
 
But now that the central banks no longer operate according to 
the old rules of the gold standard, how do they determine their 
monetary policies?  What “standard” has replaced the gold 
standard? 

 
The Standard of Stable Buying Power 

 
(2)  Several of the leading nations now seek to 
keep their monetary units reasonably stable in 
internal value or buying power and to make their 
money supply fit the requirements of production 
and commerce. 

 
In the determination of a nation’s monetary policy, the needs of 
its domestic economy have taken the place of the arbitrary 
rules of the gold standard.  After the experience of the past 
decade, it is improbable that many countries will want to give 
their currencies arbitrary gold values at the cost of domestic 
deflation and depression.  At present healthy domestic 
economic conditions are generally given precedence over the 
maintenance of a fixed money value of gold.  This is a great 
step forward.  The countries which have consistently followed 
this new line have more nearly solved their depression 
problems than have those that have sought to compromise by 
permitting considerations other than domestic welfare to 
determine their monetary policies.  And for the United States 
stability in the domestic purchasing power of the dollar is 
certainly of far more importance than stability in its exchange 
value in terms of foreign monetary units. 
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(3) Some countries, especially the Scandinavian 
and others included in the so-called “Sterling Bloc”, 
have gone further than the United States in 
formulating and in carrying out these new monetary 
policies. 

 
On abandoning the gold standard in 1931, the Scandinavian 
countries took steps to maintain for the consumer a constant 
buying power for their respective currencies.  Finland’s central 
bank made a declaration to this effect.  The Riksbank of 
Sweden has done the same, and its action was officially 
confirmed by the Swedish Government.  As a result, since then 
people of those fortunate lands have never lost confidence in 
their money.  The buying power of their monetary units have 
been maintained constant within a few per cent since 1931.  At 
the same time, these countries have made conscious use of 
monetary policy as an essential part of their efforts to promote 
domestic prosperity.  They have been so successful as to have 
practically eliminated unemployment to have raised their 
production figures to new peaks and to have improved steadily 
the scale of living of their people. 
 

(4) Our own monetary policy should likewise be 
directed toward avoiding inflation as well as 
deflation and attaining and maintaining as nearly as 
possible full production and employment. 

 
There is ample evidence that the Roosevelt Administration 
once had every intention of managing our money on these 
principles. As early as July 3, 1933, in his famous message to 
the London Economic Conference, President Roosevelt 
declared: 
 

“…old fetishes of so-called international bankers 
are being replaced by efforts to plan national 
currencies with the objective of giving those 
currencies a continuing purchasing power which 
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does not greatly vary in terms of commodities and 
the need of modern civilization. 
 
 “Let me be frank in saying that the United 
States seeks the kind of dollar which a generation 
hence will have the same purchasing and debt-
paying power as the dollar value we hope to attain 
in the near future…” 

 
This was definite notice to the assembled financial 
representatives of the world’s nations that the United States 
had abandoned the gold standard and adopted in its place a 
policy of dollar management designed to keep the dollar’s 
buying power constant. In several talks during 1933, the 
President reaffirmed this principle of a “managed currency”. 
However, some people saw danger of arbitrary changes in the 
gold content of the collar and feared that the discretionary 
powers of the President would serve as a disturbing influence. 
Apparently the President was influenced by those views, 
hence after fixing the new gold content of the dollar on January 
31, 1934, he has allowed it to remain unchanged. That is, 
while professing adherence to the doctrine of a dollar of stable 
domestic buying power, the Administration has compromised 
and, in effect, followed a policy of giving the dollar a fixed gold 
content, within certain limits, whenever it should seem to 
require such treatment. 
 
The purchasing power of our dollar has therefore not been 
consistently stabilized.  Neither, on the other hand, have we 
had a genuine gold standard – or even any standard.  We 
have vacillated between the two rival systems of monetary 
stability: The internal and external.  The very rigidity of our gold 
price has, however, exposed the dollar to the disturbing 
influences of “hot money” from abroad and has probably been 
an obstacle to recovery in this country. 
 
So long as we have no law determining what our monetary 
policy shall be there will always be uncertainty as to the 
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external and internal values of the dollar. Consequently, there 
is an ever-present danger of abuse of discretionary powers, 
not only the President’s powers but those of others as well. 
The Secretary of Treasury, for instance, has discretionary 
power to issue silver certificates and, for that purpose, to buy 
silver. He is also free to use, as he pleases, the two billion 
dollars in stabilization account and thus influence foreign 
exchange. The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System may change the reserve requirements of banks, may 
buy or sell Government bonds in the open market, may change 
discount rates, and in other ways effect the volume of credit 
and so the purchasing power of the dollar. Even our gold 
miners, and still more the miners of gold abroad, may effect 
the volume of money in circulation in the United States, since 
fore every ounce of gold they turn over to the United States 
Mint, the Treasury increases our volume of money by $35. 
Lastly, our 15,000 commercial banks affect the value of the 
dollar by expanding, or contracting, the volume of demand 
deposits when they either make or liquidate loans, and when 
they purchase or sell securities. 
 
Our monetary system is thus permeated with discretionary 
powers.  But there is no unity about it, no control, and, worst of 
all, no proscribed policy.  In a word, there is no mandate based 
on a definite principle. 
 

The Criteria of Our Monetary Policy 
 

(5)  We should set up certain definite criteria 
according to which our monetary policy should be 
carried out. 

 
Up to the present time United States Congress has merely 
given our monetary agencies certain broad powers, with no 
explicit directions as to how those powers should be used.  
Today we have no clear and definite standard by which to 
measure success or failure and, consequently, there is no way 
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by which we can tell clearly and definitely whether the divers 
agencies are giving us the best service they can. 
 
For instance, our most powerful monetary agency, the Board 
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, proceeds on the 
basis of a broad statement of general principles which it 
published in September, 1937.  This is not the law, but merely 
an expression of opinion on the part of the members of the 
Board as to what they, at that particular time, thought they 
ought to do.  There is no compulsion about it.  It is not binding 
on the Board itself.  It said: 
 

“…The Board believes that economic stability 
rather than price stability should be the general 
objective of public policy.  It is convinced that this 
objective cannot be achieved by monetary policy 
alone, but that the goal should be sought through 
coordination of monetary and other major policies 
of the Government which influence business 
activity, including particularly policies with respect 
to taxation, expenditures, lending, foreign trade, 
agriculture and labor. 
 
 ““It should be the declared objective of the 
Government of the United States to maintain 
economic stability and should be the recognized 
duty of the Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System to use all its powers to contribute 
to a concerted effort by all agencies of the 
Government toward the attainment of this 
objective”* 91 

 
As mentioned before, the maintenance of a substantially 
constant buying power of the Swedish and Finnish currencies 

                                                 
91  * From the Bulletin of the Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System, September, 1937. 
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is not inconsistent with the establishment and maintenance of 
prosperous economic conditions. On the other hand, there is 
no record of any experience of sustained economic equilibrium 
without some degree of price-level stability.  In a general way, 
however, the Board’s declaration conformed to the general 
principles of monetary stability enunciated by President 
Roosevelt in 1933, although the President was much more 
specific than the Board in mentioning the objective of “stable 
buying power.”  The Board declared emphatically what it 
believed it could not do.  As to what it could do, or intended to 
do, it made, at best, only a vague statement.  It may, at any 
time in the future, in order to justify an action or lack of action 
to which it may be inclined, interpret this statement as it 
pleases or repudiate it altogether.  That is, the Board is now 
free to reserve to itself the widest possible discretion in the use 
of its powers under any circumstances that may arise.  What 
certainty is there that it has not already changed its mind on 
the subject without having made another declaration?  What 
obligation would a new member of the Board feel for the 
opinions expressed by his predecessors?  What does the 
public know of the real aims of the Board? 
 
Once Congress determines the criteria of monetary policy, 
many current erroneous beliefs in erratic varieties of “managed 
currency” as a cure-all for our economic ill may be replaced by 
more rational views as to the many important things that need 
to be done outside the monetary field in order to put our 
economic system into working condition.  Unless disturbing 
monetary factors have first been largely eliminated, the relative 
importance of other necessary measures cannot be 
determined. 
 

(6)  The criteria for monetary management adopted 
should be so clearly defined and safeguarded by 
law as to eliminate the need of permitting any wide 
discretion to our Monetary.  
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That is, unless we tell one single responsible Monetary 
Authority exactly what is expected of it, we can never call it to 
account for not giving us the kind of policy we wish.  When 
there is no definite direction in the law, the Monetary Authority 
(or as matters are now, authorities) cannot possibly function as 
a united body, but will make decisions under the ever-varying 
domination of different interests and different personalities.  
This vacillation cannot be avoided, and, in the past, it has been 
one of the weak points in the operation of the Federal Reserve 
System.  Mr. Adolph Miller, a member of the Federal Reserve 
Board for twenty years, brought this weakness to light on the 
occasion of a Congressional Hearing: 
 

“I have in mind, vaguely, whatever happens to be 
the dominant influence in the Federal Reserve 
System, and that is expressing itself in the line of 
policy undertaken.  It may today be this individual 
or group; tomorrow it may be another.  But 
wherever any important line of action or policy is 
taken there will always be found some one or some 
group whose judgment and whose will is the 
effective thing in bringing about the result.  There’s 
the ear which does the hearing of the system.”* 92 

 
This uncertain condition is one which a law could and should 
make impossible. 
 

Constant–per–Capita Standard 
 
(7)  Among the possible standards to which the 
dollar could be made to conform are those which 
could be obtained by the two following methods: 

 
(a)  Establish a constant-average-per capita supply 
or volume of circulating Medium of exchange, 
including both “pocket-book money” and “check-

                                                 
92 See page 165 of the Hearings on H.R. 11806, 1928.   
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book money” (that is, demand deposits or individual 
checkable deposits subject to check).  One great 
advantage of this “constant-per-capita-money” 
standard is that it would require a minimum of 
discretion on the part of the Monetary Authority. 
 
(b)  Keep the dollar equivalent to an ideal “market 
basket dollar”, similar to Sweden’s market basket 
Swedish krona.  This market basket dollar would 
consist of a representative assortment of consumer 
goods in the retail markets (so much food, clothing, 
etc.), thus constituting the reciprocal of an Cost-of-
living index of the cost of living.  Under this 
“constant-cost-of-living” standard the Monetary 
Authority would, however, as has been found in 
Sweden, have to observe closely the movements of 
other, more sensitive indexes, with a view to 
preventing the development of disequilibrium as 
between sensitive and insensitive prices. 

 
Under the former of those two arrangements all the Monetary 
Authority would have to do would be to ascertain the amount of 
circulating medium in active circulation whatever amount of 
circulating medium seemed necessary to keep unchanged the 
amount of money per head of population.  For this purpose, 
the statistical information regarding the volume of means of 
payment should be improved.  At present, we have on the 
weekly figures of leading banks and the semi-annual figures of 
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
 
It is also evident that the Monetary Authority would have to be 
empowered to regulate the total money supply, including 
demand deposits of commercial banks, which would have to 
furnish appropriate data every week.  Thus, correct statistical 
information would, under this constant-per-capita-volume-of-
money criterion, clearly prescribe the duties of the Monetary 
Authority, and automatically reduce to a minimum the 
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possibility of a discretionary, hit-or-miss decision on a given 
occasion. 
 
It is believed by some competent students that the |annual 
money income of the nation tends to remain in a fairly constant 
ratio to the means of payment in circulation.  This ratio is 
alleged to be approximately 3 of income to 1 of circulating 
medium.  If this is true, a constant-per-capita volume of 
circulating medium would be substantially the equivalent of a 
constant per capita money income.  In other words, we could 
keep per capita money income stable by keeping constant the 
per capita volume of circulating medium. 
 
One consequence of this would be that technological 
improvements, resulting in an increase in the national real 
income, would not change the national money income but, as 
real income increased, the price level would fall.  Some 
authorities regard prices falling, to some extent at least, with 
technological improvements, as a proper result of a successful 
monetary policy.*  
 
* Professors Douglas and King do not approve of this criterion. 
 
 

Constant-Cost-of-Living-Standard 
 
The constant-per-capita criterion for the volume of money is 
only one of several possible criteria.  The alternative most 
often suggested is the “constant-cost-of-living”, or “market 
basket”, standard as outlined in (b) above. 
 
The experience of Sweden during the past eight years shows 
that, with the help of monetary management, it is possible to 
maintain at a substantially constant level the consumer buying 
power of a currency.  This stability in Sweden has not 
prevented a readjustment in the prices of farm products, and 
other raw materials which had fallen to unduly low levels. 
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Violent changes in the volume of money affect not only the 
general price level, but also the relationship of prices to each 
other within the price structure.  Conversely, a constant volume 
of money tends ultimately to stabilize not only the general price 
level, but the relations within the price structure.  The retail 
prices involved in the cost-of-living index, being relatively 
“Sticky (economics)|sticky”, do not afford all the information 
necessary for regulating the volume of money.  The Monetary 
Authority might therefore find it desirable to include in its 
standard some commodities having “sensitive” prices, in order 
to make its actions respond more quickly to the direction in 
which things are moving. 
 
Under a “constant-cost-of-living” or “market-basket” dollar 
technological improvement would not find expression in a 
falling price level, but rather in a higher per capita money 
income and larger money wage for labor.  With present labor 
policies, there would be a strong tendency for money wages to 
keep pace with technological progress.  In fact one of the 
advantages of the “constant cost of living” standard is its easier 
comprehensibility and its presumably greater appeal to labor. 
 
Other standards besides the two here mentioned might be 
proposed. 
 
Whatever technical criterion of monetary stability is adopted, 
as mentioned under (4) above, the ultimate object of monetary 
policy should not be merely to maintain monetary stability.  
This monetary stability should serve as a means toward the 
ultimate goal of full production and employment and a 
continuous rise in the scale of living.  Therefore, the Monetary 
Authority should study the movements of all available 
indicators of economic activity and prosperity with a view to 
determining just what collection of prices, if stabilized, would 
lead to the highest degree of stability in production and 
employment. 
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Essentially, however, the purpose of any monetary standard is 
to standardize the unit of Value (economics)|value – just as a 
bushel standardizes the unit of quantity, and an ounce 
standardizes the unit of weight.  To furnish a dependable 
standard of value should therefore be the only requirement of 
monetary policy. It would be fatal if the public were led to 
believe that the Monetary Authority, solely through monetary 
manipulations, were able to assure the maintenance of 
prosperity, and should therefore be made responsible for it.  
Any such assumption would probably mean the demise of the 
Monetary Authority in the first period of adversity. 
 

Legislative Feature A 
 

(8)  In order that our monetary policy may be made 
to conform to the new standard and become the 
means of attaining a high degree of prosperity and 
stability, legislation should be enacted, embodying 
the following features: 
 
(a)  There should be constituted a “Monetary 
Authority” clothed with carefully defined powers 
over the monetary system of the country, including 
the determination of the volume of circulating 
medium. 

 
That is, the “Monetary Authority” would become the agent of 
Congress in carrying out its function as set forth in the 
Constitution, Article I, Section 8, - “to coin money, regulate the 
value therof, and of foreign coin…” This Monetary Authority 
would receive all the powers necessary to “regulate” – in 
particular, the power to determine – the value of circulating 
medium and the domestic and foreign value of the dollar. All of 
the miscellaneous powers now scattered among the Federal 
Reserve Board, the Secretary of the Treasury, the President 
and others would have to be transferred to this one central 
Monetary Authority. 
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Feature B 

 
(b)  Congress should give to this Monetary 
Authority a mandate specifying the monetary 
standard, to maintain which these powers would be 
exercised. The mandate should also define the part 
which monetary policy would play in attaining the 
objective of steadily increasing prosperity. 

 
Not only would such a mandate cause the Monetary Authority 
to use all of its powers for the purpose of attaining the standard 
set by Congress; but it would also prevent the abuse of those 
powers.  The Monetary Authority would then have a definite 
standard to attain and maintain. 
 

Feature C 
 

(c)  The Monetary Authority might be the Federal 
Reserve Board or another body associated 
therewith.  It should be kept free from any political 
or other influences and interests which might tend 
to interfere with the performance of its functions.  
Its primary concern should be the maintenance of 
the monetary standard as defined by Congress.  
This standard and the means of maintaining it 
should be so narrowly defined by Congress as to 
leave only a minimum of discretion to the Monetary 
Authority. 

 
Unless the Monetary Authority were free from the pressure of 
both the party politics and selfish interests, there would be no 
guarantee that, in making its decisions, it would be guided 
solely by the mandate given to it by Congress. 
 
One way to secure the requisite independence is by the 
exercise of great care in appointment of members, by paying 
them adequate salaries and by making provisions for 
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retirement pensions.  Politics as well as the pressure of 
interested financial groups should be ruled out so far as 
practically possible.  The members should be selected solely 
on the basis of their fitness for the job and should be subject to 
removal by Congress for acting in opposition to the mandate 
laid down by it. 
 
The Monetary Authority should, of course, have the widest 
possible discretion with respect to the methods it might find 
most suitable for attaining the objectives laid down in the 
mandate.  That is, it should be absolutely free to use any or all 
of its powers over money and the banks according to its own 
best judgment; but, as has been stressed before, the Monetary 
Authority should not be free to deviate from the mandate given 
to it by Congress. 

 
Feature D 

 
(d) Neither the President nor the United States 
Treasury nor any other agency of the Government 
should have power to alter the volume of circulating 
medium. That is, none of them should have the 
power to issue green-backs, whether to meet the 
fiscal needs of the Government or for any other 
purpose. They should not have the power to 
change the price of gold or the weight of the gold 
dollar either to increase the cash or the 
Government or for any other purpose. Any 
discretionary powers along these lines now 
possessed by the President or the Secretary of the 
Treasury should be repealed and such of them as 
may be necessary for controlling the volume of 
money, including the power of gold storilization, 
should be transferred to the Monetary Authority.  
 
However, in determining its course of action the 
Monetary Authority should take note of all other 
activities of the Government intended to affect or 
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likely to affect economic conditions, and it should, 
when necessary, cooperate with other agencies of 
the Government. 
 

In the emergency of 1933-34, the absence of any permanent 
monetary agency capable of handling the situation was a valid 
reason for giving the President and the Secretary of the 
Treasury emergency powers over our monetary machine. 
Even now, so long as we have no single Monetary Authority 
specifically charged by Congress to carry out a defined policy, 
there is much reason for continuing these discretionary powers. 
But once Congress has established a Monetary Authority and 
given it a mandate, no other agency should then have any 
concurrent or conflicting powers. 
 
There is less danger in giving to a Monetary Authority of the 
type described above any or all of the powers necessary to 
control our monetary system, than there is in the present 
system under which wide discretionary powers are assigned to 
several agencies with more or less conflicting interests and 
with inadequate instructions to any of them concerning the use 
of them. 
 
The Monetary Authority should be instructed to cooperate with 
non-monetary agencies in its endeavors to promote stability.  
This policy should include, in particular, cooperation with the 
Secretary of the Treasury, but the independence of the 
Monetary Authority must be scrupulously safeguarded. 
 

The Fractional Reserve System 
 
(9)  A chief loose screw in our present American 
money and banking system is the requirement of 
only fractional reserves behind demand deposits.  
Fractional reserves give our thousands of 
commercial banks power to increase or decrease 
the volume of our circulating medium by increasing 
or decreasing bank loans and investments.  The 
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banks thus exercise what has always, and justly, 
been considered a prerogative of sovereign power.  
As each bank exercises this power independently 
without any centralized control, the resulting 
changes in the volume of the circulating medium 
are largely haphazard.  This situation is a most 
important factor in booms and depressions. 

 
Some nine-tenths of our business is transacted, not with 
physical currency, or “pocket-book money”, but with demand 
deposits subject to check, or “check-book money”.  Demand 
deposits subject to check, though functioning like money in 
many respects, are not composed of physical money, but are 
merely promises by the bank to furnish such money on the 
demands of the respective depositors.  Under ordinary 
conditions only a few depositors actually ask for real money; 
therefore, the banks are required to hold as a cash reserve 
only about 20 per cent of the amounts they promise to furnish.  
For every $100 of cash which a bank promises to furnish its 
depositors, it needs to keep as a reserve only about $20.  And 
even this reserve is not actual cash on hand.  It is nothing but 
a “deposit” with a Federal Reserve Bank, though any fraction 
of this may, in fact, be borrowed from the Reserve Banks 
themselves. Even this borrowed money is merely the Reserve 
Banks’ promise to pay money.  In other words, the whole of the 
20 per cent legal reserve is itself merely a promise by the 
Federal Reserve Bank to furnish money.  Nevertheless, the 
banks’ promises to their demand depositors actually circulate 
as if they were real money, so that the bank, in fact, floats its 
non-interest bearing debt as money.  The depositor checks 
against his balance in the bank as if it were really there, and 
the recipient of the check looks on it in the same way.  So long 
as not too many depositors ask for money, the promises of the 
bank are thus able to perform all the functions of money. 
 
The question which naturally occurs is:  How do these demand 
deposits affect the volume of the circulating medium? 
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When a bank makes a loan or purchases bonds, it increases 
its own promises to furnish money on demand by giving to the 
borrower, or to the seller of the bond, a demand deposit credit.  
By so doing it increases the total volume of demand deposits 
in circulation.  Conversely, when the loan is repaid to the bank, 
or the bond is sold by the bank, the demand deposits are 
reduced by that much.  Thus bank loans first increase, and 
repayment later decreases, the total volume of the country’s 
circulating medium. 
 
Ordinarily the increases and decreases roughly balance; but, 
in boom periods, the increases preponderate and thus drive 
the boom higher, whereas, in depression periods, the 
decreases preponderate and thus further intensify the 
depression.  In booms, many are eager to borrow; in 
depressions, lenders are loath to lend money but eager to 
collect.  It is this over-lend and over-liquidate factor that tends 
to accentuate booms and depressions, and it is the tie 
between the volume of bank loans and the volume of the 
circulating medium which is responsible.  It is this system 
which permits and practically compels the banks to lend and 
owe five times as much money as they must have on hand if 
they are to survive in the competitive struggle which causes 
much of the trouble. 
 
Despite these inherent flaws in the fractional reserve system, a 
Monetary Authority could unquestionably, by wise 
management, give us a far more beneficial monetary policy 
than the Federal Reserve Board has done in the past.  But the 
task would be much simplified if we did away altogether with 
the fractional reserve system; for it is this system which makes 
the banking system so vulnerable. 
 
 

The 100% Reserve System 
 
(10)  Since the fractional reserve system hampers 
effective control by the Monetary Authority over the 
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volume of our circulating medium it is desirable that 
any bank or other agency holding deposits subject 
to check (demand deposits) be required to keep on 
hand a dollar of reserve for every dollar of such 
deposit, so that, in effect, deposits subject to check 
actually represent money held by the bank in trust 
for the depositor. 

 
With such a dollar-for-dollar backing, the money which the 
bank promised to furnish would actually be in the bank.  That is, 
with the requirement of a 100% reserve, demand deposits 
subject to check would actually become deposits of money, 
and no longer be merely the bankers’ debts.  If, today, those 
who think they have money in the bank should all ask for it, 
they would, of course, quickly find that the money is not there 
and that the banks could not meet their obligations.  With 
100% reserves, however, the money would be there; and 
honestly run banks could never go bankrupt as the result of a 
run on demand deposits. 
 
The 100% reserve system was the original system of deposit 
banking, but the fractional reserve system was introduced by 
private Venetian bankers not later than the middle of the 
Fourteenth century. Originally they merely accepted deposits 
of actual cash for safe keeping, the ownership of which was 
transferrable by checks or by a proto-type of what we now call 
checks. Afterward, the bankers began to lend some this specie, 
though it belonged not to them but to the depositors. The same 
thing happened in the public banks of deposit at Venice, 
Amsterdam, and other cities, and the London goldsmiths of the 
Seventeenth century found that handsome profits would 
accrue from lending out other people’s money, or claims 
against it – a practice which, when first discovered by the 
public, was considered to be a breach of trust. But what thus 
began as a breach of trust has now become the accepted and 
lawful practice. Nevertheless, the practice is incomparably 
more harmful today than it was centuries ago, because, with 
increased banking, and the increased pyramiding now 
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practiced by banks, it results in violent fluctuations in the 
volume of the circulating medium and in economic activity in 
general. 
 

How to Establish the 100% Reserve System 
 

(11)  The following are two of several methods of 
introducing, or rather reintroducing, the 100% 
reserve system: 
 
(a) The simplest method of making the transition from 
fractional to 100% reserves would be to authorize the 
Monetary Authority to lend, without interest, to every 
bank or other agency carrying demand deposits, 
sufficient cash (Federal Reserve notes, other Federal 
Reserve credit, United States notes, or other lawful 
money) to make the reserve of each bank equal to its 
demand deposits. 

 
The present situation would be made the starting point of the 
100% reserve system by simply lending to the banks whatever 
money they might need to bring the reserves behind their 
demand deposits up to 100%.  While this money might, largely 
be, newly issued for the occasion – for example, newly issued 
Federal Reserve notes – it would not inflate the volume of 
anything that can circulate.  It would merely change the nature 
of the reserves behind the money which circulates.  By making 
those reserves 100%, we would eliminate a main distinction 
between pocket-book money and check-book money.  The 
bank would simply serve as a big pocket book to hold its 
depositors’ money in storage.  If, for instance, new Federal 
Reserve notes were issued and stored in the banks, as the 
100% reserve behind the demand deposits, a person having 
$100 on deposit would simply be the owner of $100 of Federal 
Reserve notes thus held in storage.  He could either take his 
money out and make payments with it, or leave it in and 
transfer it by check.  The $100 depositor would have $100.  
Furthermore, the bank could not inflate by lending out the $100 
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on deposit, for, under the 100% system, that $100 would not 
belong to the bank nor even be within the bank’s control. 
 
The power of the banks either to increase or decrease, that, to 
inflate or deflate, our circulating medium would thus disappear 
over night.  The banks’ so-called “excess reserves” would 
disappear, and with them one of the most potent sources of 
possible inflation.  At present, because of the fractional reserve 
system, the banks could conceivably, on the basis of their 
enormous excess reserves, inflate their demand deposits by 
about twenty billion dollars.  The Federal Reserve Board’s 
present powers are inadequate fully to control this situation.  
The Board realized this danger when it stated, in its Annual 
Report for 1938: 
 

“The ability of the banks greatly to expand the 
volume of their credit without resort to the Federal 
Reserve banks would make it possible for a 
speculative situation to get under way that would be 
beyond the power of the system to check or control.  
The Reserve System would, therefore, be unable to 
discharge the responsibility placed upon it by 
Congress or to perform the service that the country 
rightly expects form it.” 
 

Moreover, the Board’s present machinery is so clumsy that 
almost any attempt to counteract a threat of inflation might 
produce deflation. 
 

(b)  A second method of making the transition 
would be to let each bank count as cash reserve up 
to a specified maximum, its United States 
Government bonds (reckoned at Par value|par), 
and to provide for their conversion into cash by the 
Government on the demand of the bank.  This 
method of transition would be particularly easy 
today, because the banks already hold nearly 
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enough cash and Government bonds to fulfill the 
proposed 100% reserve requirement. 

 
According to the Report of the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation, the country’s insured banks had on December 31, 
1938: 
 

Expressed in 1,000 Dollar Units
ASSETS (which might serve as reserve behind demand 
deposits) 
   
Coin and Currency 950,394
 
Less three per cent cash reserve 
Requirement behind time deposits 
Of $14,829,462 444.865 505.509
 
Reserve with Federal Reserve banks 8.694.388
 
Cash items in process of collection 1,813,703
 
Government obligations (direct or 
fully guaranteed) 14,506,807
  

25,520.407 
=========

 
LIABILITIES (subject to 100% reserve requirement) 
 
Demand deposits *  27, 695,506
 
Excess of interbank deposits over interbank 
balances   1,536.088
 29,231,594
Requirement of new money or U.S. bonds to 
put the demand deposits of the present com-
mercial insured banks on a 100% reserve 
basis 

3,711,157 
=========
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* Including demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, 
corporations, the United States Government, and States and 
their political subdivisions; and also cash letter of credit, 
certified, travelers’, and officers’ checks outstanding, and 
amounts du Federal Reserve Banks.   

 
 Thus, under the proposed arrangement, the banks would 
need only $3,7 billions of new cash or Government bonds to 
satisfy a 100% reserve requirement. We could, therefore, 
today introduce the 100% reserve system and stabilize our 
banking situation, without causing any very disturbing changes 
in bank earnings from interest on federal bonds. While, under 
the plan proposed, those new funds would be distributed 
among banks automatically, as needed, to raise reserves, in 
practice almost three-fourths of the required new money would 
be needed at this time by the large banks in New York, which 
function as the “bankers’ banks” for the small country banks. 
For New York State alone “interbank deposits” exceeded 
“interbank balances” by $2,8 billions (December 31, 1938). A 
similar situation exists in the large banks in the rest of the 
country. The problem is thus largely one of putting interbank 
deposits on a 100% reserve basis. The Federal Reserve Board 
has repeatedly considered taking this stop, and it has often 
been discussed, particularly early in 1939. 
  
The amount of Government bonds which the banks would be 
permitted to hold on their own volition, as part of their reserve 
behind demand deposits, should be limited to the amount they 
held on the day when the 100% reserve requirement went into 
effect.  As to any future additions to that volume (or 
subtractions from it as the bonds matured) the Monetary 
Authority would decide from time to time solely on the basis of 
the legal criterion of stability under which it was operating.  The 
banks would be permitted to sell their reserve bonds to the 
Monetary Authority at any time, thus converting their reserves 
into cash. 
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Government Creation of Money 

 
(12)  Under a 100% requirement, the Monetary 
Authority would replace the banks as the 
manufacturer of our circulating medium.  As long as 
our population and trade continue to increase there 
will, in general, be a need for increasing the volume 
of money in circulation.  The Monetary Authority 
might satisfy this need by purchasing and retiring 
Government bonds with new money.  This process 
would operate to reduce the Government debt.  
This means that the Government would profit by 
manufacturing the necessary increment of money, 
much as the banks have profited in times past, 
though, they do not and cannot profit greatly now 
because of the costly depression, largely a result of 
their uncoordinated activities.  That is, the 
governmental creation of money would now be 
profitable where the bankers’ creation of money 
can no longer be profitable, for lack of unified 
control. 

 
One of the main reasons why the Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System is not able to carry out a more 
effective policy of increasing our volume of circulating medium, 
thus helping recovery, is that it has no direct and immediate 
control. Open-market purchases of Government bonds by the 
Board may merely increase bank reserves, and not increase 
the volume of money, because, as the Board said “it cannot 
make the people borrow,” nor can it make the commercial 
banks invest. Under the 100% reserve system, however, such 
purchases of bonds by the Monetary Authority would directly 
and correspondingly increase the volume of circulating 
medium. Conversely the sale of such bonds by the Federal 
Reserve Banks would directly and correspondingly reduce the 
volume of circulating medium when that was desired.  
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The point is sometimes made, however, that, even under the 
100% system, the availability of an increased volume of 
circulating medium would not necessarily assure a 
correspondingly increased use of money.  For example, the 
banks might hold an excess of “free” cash and be either unable 
or unwilling to invest or lend it, with the result that production 
and employment could not be maintained. 
 
In such a case, it would, of course, be imperative for the 
Monetary Authority to increase the volume of circulating 
medium still further.  However, instead of purchasing more 
bonds from banks, or from others, who might not employ the 
funds thus obtained, it might buy bonds from the public.  The 
circulating medium could be reduced by the converse process 
whenever this was necessary. 
 
The profit to the Government from the creation of new 
circulating medium would be a fitting reward for supplying us 
with such increased means of payment as might become 
necessary to care for an increased volume of business. 
 
As we have seen, the banks have often expanded the volume 
of the means of payment when it should have been contracted, 
and contracted it when it should have been expanded.  For this, 
bankers are not to be blamed; the fault lies with the system 
which ties the creation of our means of payment to the creation 
of the debts to, and by, the banks.  Moreover, this system has 
been advantageous to the banks only by fits and starts, chiefly 
during boom periods when the volume of loans was high.  
When crash and depression have arrived, the system has 
resulted in serious trouble for the banks.  Thousands of banks 
failed primarily because of “frozen” assets due in large part to 
the fact that their demand deposits were based on slow assets 
like land and industrial equipment which could not yield cash 
when suddenly needed.  This fact greatly aggravated the 
banks’ embarrassment from the fractional reserve system. 
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Moreover, the independent and uncoordinated operations of 
some 15,000 separate banks result in haphazard changes in 
the volume of money and make for instability, with periodic 
depressions and losses to the banks themselves as well as to 
others. 
 
In the past, before bank reserves were greatly weakened, the 
banks made tremendous profits firstly by lending out bank 
notes at interest, and later by lending “deposits” both of which 
they had themselves created.  But as time went on these 
bonanza profits on bank notes and demand deposits became 
smaller and smaller as the reserve ratios became weaker and 
weaker, and the banks’ ability to meet their demand liabilities 
became more and more precarious.  Eventually, ruin ensued, 
both to business and banking not only because operating 
profits were less but even more because of the havoc played 
with the value of their capital assets.  In the ten years from 
1927 to 1937 more than ten thousand banks closed their doors, 
with enormous losses to the stockholders as well as to the 
depositors and the public in general. 
 
The assumption by the Monetary Authority of the money-
creating responsibility would incidentally benefit the 
Government, by reducing the interest-bearing public debt pari 
passu with every dollar of new currency money put out.  It 
would benefit both the public and the banks, by preventing 
panics and resulting failures; and it would benefit the public 
because of the greater stability of prices, employment, and 
profits. 
 
In early times, the creation of money was the sole privilege of 
the kings or other sovereigns – namely the sovereign people, 
acting through their Government.  The principle is firmly 
anchored in our Constitution and it is a perversion to transfer 
the privilege to private parties to use in their own real, or 
presumed, interest. 
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The founders of the Republic did not expect the banks to 
create the money they lend.  John Adams, when President, 
looked with horror upon the exercise of control over our money 
by the banks. 
 

Lending Under the 100% Reserve System 
 
(13)  The 100% reserve requirement would, in 
effect, completely separate from banking the power 
to issue money.  The two are now disastrously 
interdependent.  Banking would become wholly a 
business of lending and investing pre-existing 
money.  The banks would no longer be concerned 
with creating the money they lend or invest, though 
they would still continue to be the chief agencies for 
handling and Clearing (finance)|clearing checking 
accounts. 

 
Under the present fractional reserve system, if any actual 
money is deposited in a checking account, the bank has the 
right to lend it out as belonging to the bank and not to the 
depositor.  The legal title to the money rests, indeed, in the 
bank.  Under the 100% system, on the other hand, the 
depositor who had a checking account (i.e., a demand deposit) 
would own the money which he had on deposit in the bank; the 
bank would simply hold the money in trust for the depositor 
who had title to it.  As regards time or savings deposits, on the 
other hand, the situation would, under the 100% system, 
remain essentially as it is today.  Once a depositor had brought 
his money to the bank to be added to his time deposit or 
savings account, he could no longer us it as money.  It would 
now belong to the bank, which could lend it out as its own 
money, while the depositor would hold a claim against the 
bank.  The amount, in fact, ought no longer to be called a 
“deposit”.  Actually it would be a loan to the bank. 
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Now let us see how, under the 100% system, the banks would 
be able to make loans, even though they could no longer us 
their customers’ demand deposits for that purpose. 
 
There would be three sources of loanable funds.  The first 
would be in the repayments to the banks of existing loans of 
circulating medium largely created by the banks in the past.  
Such repayments would release to the banks more cash than 
they would need to maintain 100% reserve behind demand 
deposits; and this “free” cash they would be able to lend out 
again.  The banks would, therefore, suffer no contraction in 
their present volume of loans.  They would have a “revolving 
fund” of approximately sixteen billions (as of December 31, 
1938) of “Loans, Discounts and Overdrafts (including 
Rediscounts)” with which to operate under the 100% system.  
The banks could keep these sixteen billions of loans revolving 
indefinitely by lending them out or investing them as they were 
repaid. 
 
The second sources of loans would be the banks own funds, 
capital, surplus, and undivided profits which might be 
increased from time to time by the sale of new bank stock.  
 
The third source of loans would be new savings “deposited” in 
savings accounts or otherwise borrowed by the banks.  That is, 
the banks would accept as time or savings deposits the 
savings of the community and lend such funds out again to 
those who could put them to advantageous use.  In this 
manner, the banks might add without restraint to their savings, 
or time, deposits, but not to the total of their demand deposits 
and cash. 
 
However, there would, of course, be a continuous moving of 
demand deposits from one bank to another, from one 
depositor to another and from demand deposits into cash and 
vice versa.  To increase the total circulating medium would, 
nevertheless be the function of the Monetary Authority 
exclusively. 
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The Government ought, as soon as possible, to retire from the 
banking and money-lending business, into which the recent 
emergency has driven it. While depending on our banks to 
mint our money, we have come more and more to depend 
upon Uncle Sam to be our banker and source of loanable 
funds. The appropriate functions of each have thus been 
perverted to the other. Uncle Sam has been acting through the 
R.F.C., H.O.L.C., the F.S.C., the Commodity Credit 
Corporation, the A.A.A., and other lending agencies. Between 
the Government as a banker and the commercial banks there 
is, however, an essential difference: The banks can create the 
money they lend, while the Government borrows this money in 
order to perform the appropriate function of the banks. The 
100% reserve system would put an end to this pernicious 
reversal of functions. It would take the banks out of the money-
creating business and put them back squarely into the money-
lending business where they belong, and it would put the 
Government in the money-creating business, where it belongs, 
and take it out of the lending business, where it does not. The 
commercial banks would then be on a basis of parity in short-
term loans with lenders on long-term who have no power to 
create their own funds. 
 
The question has been raised, whether, under the 100% 
system, the banks would not, through their loan policies, 
continue to exercise control over the volume of circulating 
medium.  Might not the banks refuse to lend out their own 
money and the money saved by the community, and thus 
inevitably cause a shrinkage in the volume of actively 
circulating money?  The answer is that, if such Hoarding 
(economics)|hoarding should occur, the Monetary Authority 
could readily offset it by putting new money into circulation.  
But the likelihood that the banks would wish to hoard money 
on which they have to pay interest or dividends is not very 
great. 
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The Protection of Banks 

 
(14)  While there would be no restrictions on the 
transfer and withdrawal of checking deposits, 
withdrawals from time or savings deposits 
(including Postal Savings) should be restricted and 
subject to adequate notice. Only thus may the 
bankers ever feel safe in long term investing. 

 
Under the 100% reserve system, demand deposits of checking 
deposits, being the equivalent of cash, would be withdrawable 
or transferrable without any restrictions whatever.  The cash 
would belong to the depositor, and ought to be ready at his 
beck and call.  But savings or time deposits would, as at 
present, normally be covered only fractionally by cash reserves.  
They represent time loans to the banks and therefore should 
be withdrawable only upon adequate notice.  Their character 
as loans is often overlooked. 
 
The term “time deposits” is a misnomer – even more so than 
the term “demand deposits”.  Demand deposits, when provided 
with 100% cash reserves, become, as we have seen, true 
deposits of physical money withdrawable on demand.  But time 
deposits (i.e. the bank’s Liability (accounting)|liability) cannot 
under any circumstances be true deposits of physical money.  
The actual “deposit” is a loan to the bank, drawing interest, and 
therefore not appropriately available as money to the depositor. 
 
One reason why time deposits are sometimes thought of as 
money is that they are guaranteed loans – a peculiar form of 
investment. The owner of a time or savings account of $1,000 
can, under the terms of his contract, sell it back to the bank for 
exactly $1,000 plus interest. Therefore he thinks he actually 
has $1,000 plus interest. With other investments this 
guarantee is seldom given. If, today, $1,000 is “put into” some 
bond or stock, there is no certainty that tomorrow it can be sold 
for exactly $1,000. It may bring more or it may bring less. The 
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owner thinks of his property not as $1,000 of money but as a 
right in the bond or stock, worth what it will bring in the market. 
Only the financially ignorant think of a millionaire as 
possessing $1,000,000 in money stored away in his cellar. Yet 
one naive investor, who had put $500 into a new company, 
visited the company’s office a year later and said that he had 
changed his mind and wanted to “take his money out.” He 
imagined “his money” to be lying idle in the company’s safe. 
His case was very much like that of the saving-bank depositor 
who pictures his money, once “put in”, as always “in”, because 
he is assured that he can always “take it out”. The truth is, of 
course, that, in mutual savings banks, the money put in is 
invested by the bank on behalf of the savings depositor while, 
in stock savings banks, it is borrowed, on term, by the bank 
from the depositor and gives him no right to consider it as 
money freely at his disposal at any time. 
 
As already mentioned, if we could rename time “deposits” and 
call them “time loans”, the general public would gain much in 
its understanding of these matters.  The word “deposit” could 
then be confined to “demand deposits.”  The expression 
“money on deposit” would cease to be a mere figure of speech.  
As matters are now, the “money on deposit” is not really 
“money” and is not really a “deposit”. 
 
In order to make a clear distinction between true deposits 
which serve as money and time loans, which are investments, 
we should also discourage the too easy conversion of these 
time “deposits” into cash.  At present, time deposits seldom 
turn over as often as once a year; and the fact that they draw 
interest is, and would continue to be, a considerable safeguard 
against any attempt to make them function as a medium of 
exchange.  Nevertheless, it is conceivable that abuses might 
creep in; for example, that the banks might encourage the 
savings “depositor” to circulate his “deposit” by providing him 
with some sort of certificates, in convenient denominations of 
say $1 or $5, as consideration for a lowering of the rate of 
interest paid to him.  This subterfuge should be forbidden.  It 
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would obscure the sharp distinction that should always be 
maintained between money, a medium of exchange, that does 
not bear interest, and a time loan, which bears interest, but 
does not serve as a medium of exchange. 
 
It has become customary to let savings depositors withdraw 
cash almost as readily as if they held checking accounts.  
Banks having “savings” departments are thus in constant 
danger of having to meet unreasonable demands for the 
withdrawal of such savings and the practice should be stopped.  
The savings “depositor” is not properly entitled to any such 
privilege. 
 
Under the 100% system the savings and the time deposit 
departments of banks should be given ample opportunity to 
sell investment in order to be able to supply any reasonable 
cash demands made by their depositors.  In practice, the 
banks might require a month’s notice before cash could be 
withdrawn from a savings account.  Instead of issuing pass 
books, the banks might issue debentures with definite 
maturities after notice.  Savings “depositors”, moreover, might, 
in case of need, be entitled to borrow, at low rates of interest, 
against their “deposits” as security.  However, such regulations, 
though important, are only loosely related to the main change 
here proposed, that of introducing a dollar-for-dollar reserve 
behind demand deposits. 
 
In this way, the 100% reserve system would lead to a complete 
separation, within each bank, of its demand deposit 
department from its time deposit department.  This separation 
would help substantially toward a greater development of our 
savings bank system, particularly in small communities, many 
of which today lack these facilities, largely, perhaps, because 
savings banks are subject to unfair competition from 
commercial banks which can pyramid loans on the basis of 
any cash deposited with them on time account in a way which 
savings banks cannot do. 
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(15)  The splitting of the two functions of lending 
and the creation of money supply would be much 
like that of 1844 in the Bank of England which 
separated the Issue Department from the Banking 
Department.  That split was made with substantially 
the same object as underlies the present proposal, 
but demand deposits, being then comparatively 
little used in place of bank notes, were overlooked.  
The £–for-£ reserve behind Bank of England notes 
then enacted was a 100% reserve system for 
pocket-book money.  The present proposal merely 
extends the same system to check-book money. 

 
The Bank Act of 1844 provided that, up to a specified 
maximum, reserves behind bank of England notes could be 
held in the form of securities, but required that, above that 
maximum, reserves must be held in cash, 100%. The present 
100% proposal is merely that we follow up the job thus 
undertaken in 1844 by Sir Robert Peel. In 1844, Sir Robert 
could scarcely be expected to foresee that demand deposits 
would in time supplant bank notes as the dominant circulating 
medium and so require similar treatment – a 100% reserve. 
Yet, only four years later John Stuart Mill foresaw an increased 
use of checks and both Fullerton and Mill saw clearly that 
Peel’s reform might be frustrated by the use of checks instead 
of notes. 
 
The Act of 1844 satisfactorily solved the problem of Bank of 
England notes, but serious difficulties soon arose with respect 
to deposit currency. As early as 1847, the Banking Department 
of the Bank of England was confronted with a run, a pressing 
demand for cash – whereupon another step toward the 100% 
system was taken. With the approval of the British Government, 
though not at first by authority of law, the Banking Department 
borrowed cash from the Issue Department. This cash was new 
money specially manufactured for the emergency and 
transferred to the Banking Department in exchange for 
securities. This procedure was called a “Suspension of the 
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Bank Act” (not to be confused with the Suspension of the Bank 
itself). The practice was soon validated by Parliament; and the 
same policy has regularly been followed in subsequent crises. 
 
The success of these periodic gravitations toward a 100% 
reserve system has been so invariable that their essential 
nature has been but little analyzed.  Both the permanent set-up 
of the bank of England Issue Department, and the emergency 
set-up of the Banking Department, are plans to strengthen 
reserves, one reserve being gold (now Government paper) 
behind the Bank’s note liabilities, the other reserve being notes 
behind the Bank’s deposit liabilities.  The former is a legally 
required 100% reserve.  The latter could readily be made so by 
a minor legal amendment.  Had it been so specified and made 
applicable at all times and to all banks, it would have finished 
in England the task begun by Peel.  In a word, it would have 
put the British banks substantially on a 100% reserve system. 
 
Our own National Bank Act was similarly an attempt to put our 
banking system on a sounder reserve basis. A primary object 
was to prohibit wild-cat issues of bank notes. Though we have 
stopped the issuance of these, the creation of demand 
deposits has circumvented the prohibition. The wild-cat is now 
represented by demand deposits. The 100% reserve system 
would give holders of deposits the same protection earlier 
given holders of bank notes. 
 

Banks Under the 100% Reserve System 
 
(16)  Lest anyone think that the 100% reserve 
system would be injurious to the banks, it should be 
emphasized that the banks would gain, quite as 
truly as the Government and the people in general.  
Government control of the money supply would 
save the banks from themselves – from the 
uncoordinated action of some 15,000 independent 
banks, manufacturing and destroying our check-
book money in a haphazard way. 
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With the new steadiness in supplying the nation’s 
increasing monetary needs, and with the 
consequent alleviation of severe depressions, the 
people’s savings would, in all probability, 
accumulate more rapidly and with less interruption 
than at present.  Loans and investments would 
become larger and safer, thus swelling the total 
business of banks.  (These new loans and 
investments would no longer be associated with 
demand deposits but only with time and savings 
deposits). 
 
The banks would also get some revenue from the 
demand deposit business itself in the form of 
charges for their services in taking care of the 
checking business. 
 
If the manufacture of money is thus made 
exclusively a Governmental function and the 
lending of money is left to become exclusively a 
banking or non-Governmental function, some of the 
vexatious regulations to which bankers are now 
subject could be abolished.  Moreover, the 
Government could withdraw from the banking 
business and again leave this field entirely to the 
bankers. 
 
Incidentally, there would no longer be any need of 
deposit insurance on demand deposits.  Moreover, 
the principal argument in favor of branch banking, 
which is often regarded as a way to stabilize 
banking but by eliminating the small banker, would 
be removed.  Last, and most important, the 
disastrous effects of depression would be lessened. 

 
As we have seen, if the banks were permitted to retain as 
earning assets what private and Government bonds and notes 
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they now have as backing for their demands deposits, there 
would be no immediate change in the earnings of the banks.  
However, as business continued to increase, there would be 
greater demands for the services of commercial banks in the 
demand-deposit departments.  The banks might then be 
pressed to find additional income to compensate them for the 
additional work required.  They would presumably be able to 
obtain this income through service charges.  According to the 
“Service Charge Survey of 1938” of the Bank Management 
Commission of the American Bankers Association, service 
charges are “a first essential to safe and sound banking.”  In 
this Survey, an analysis of earnings from service charges in 
1937 reveals that, while those service charges amounted to 
only 4.5 per cent of the total gross earnings of commercial 
banks, yet, in a number of instances, they actually made all the 
difference between profit and loss.  As to the soundness of this 
principle of service charges, the following may be quoted from 
the Survey: 
 

“Principles of sound bank management justify 
service charges on checking accounts.  The 
principle that adequate service charges constitute a 
necessary step in sound banking operation has 
been firmly established.” 

 
Another important point is that, if the 100% system were 
adopted for demand deposits, the expenses of the demand-
deposit branch of the business would be decreased, for it 
would become merely a business of warehousing cash and the 
Government bonds initially held and of recording the checking 
transactions. 
 
As to federal regulation of the activities of commercial banks, 
what we need is not more, but less, of it.  At present, banking 
operations are complicated and impeded by conflicting 
regulations and controls.  Three separate Government 
agencies now send their examiners into banks.  Deposit 
insurance is a heavy burden; and, even though it is an 
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important protection to the small depositor, it does not afford 
full protection to the banks themselves.  Their trade is still 
dangerous.  The larger banks bear what is probably an unfairly 
large share of the burden of this insurance.  The smaller banks, 
face an increasing trend towards more concentration of 
economic power in the hands of the big banks.  Under the 
100% system, the demand deposits of both the smallest and 
the largest banks would be absolutely secure.  The pressure 
toward the concentration of banking and the establishment of 
branch banking would thus be greatly reduced. 
 
These trends are manifestations of the basically fallacious set-
up under which all banks, large and small, are now functioning.  
This cannot be remedied by merely multiplying the regulations 
or increasing the concentration of banking power, or by deposit 
insurance.  What is needed is to put the system as a whole on 
a sound reserve basis.  Under the 100% system, insurance of 
demand deposits would be superfluous.  Since our small 
banks would be strengthened they could better perform their 
important function of directing the flow of circulating medium 
into appropriate channels. 
 
Another important influence of the 100% system, not only for 
bankers but for the community as a whole, would be the effect 
on the rate of interest.  The fractional reserve system distorts 
the rate of interest, making it sometimes abnormally high and 
sometimes abnormally low.  Banks often lend money at nearly 
zero per cent when they can manufacture without cost the 
money they lend and are even forced to do so on some forms 
of loans when so many banks compete for this privilege, and 
when investment opportunities have been killed by depression 
conditions.  When, on the other hand, the money lent has to be 
saved, the rate is a result of normal supply and demand and is 
much steadier. 
 
Incidentally, abnormally low rates injure endowed institutions 
such as Universities, which derive their income from interest.  
Moreover these low rates greatly increase the savings 
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necessary to provide a given amount of insurance and operate 
to reduce the independence of all holders of fixed interest 
securities. 
 
On the other hand, if and when the present abnormally low 
rates of interest are succeeded by higher rates, two great 
perils will confront the banks and the country – unless the 
100% plan is first put in force. 
 
One of these perils is a drastic fall in the price of U. S. 
Government and other bonds.  This may wreck many banks 
now holding large amounts of the bonds.  Under 100% 
reserves, however, the banks would have a special need for 
the bonds as a sort of interest-bearing cash against their 
deposits and solely for the revenue they yield so that their 
value could not fall. 
 
The other peril is that the three billions of “baby bonds” in the 
hands of the public, redeemable at par on demand, may be 
presented for redemption and embarrass the Government. 
 

The 100% Reserve System May Be Inevitable 
 
(17)  There are two forces now at work which are 
tending silently but powerfully to compel the 
adoption of the 100% reserve plan: 
 
(a)  Short-term commercial loans and liquid 
bankable investments other than Government 
bonds are no longer adequate to furnish a basis for 
our chief medium of exchange (demand deposits) 
under the fractional reserve system.  Capital loans 
are inappropriate for this purpose.  As time goes on 
this inadequacy will grow far worse.  Under the 
present fractional reserve system, the only way to 
provide the nation with circulating medium for its 
growing needs is to add continually to our 
Government’s huge bonded debt.  Under the 100% 
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reserve system the needed increase in circulating 
medium can be accomplished without increasing 
the interest bearing debt of the Government. 

 
Under the Federal Reserve Act our banking system, is 
supposed to function on the principle of “automatic expansion”: 
That is, as the volume of goods and services increases, means 
of payment are expected to expand automatically as a result of 
borrowing from the banks.  The circulating medium thus 
created is expected again automatically to shrink whenever 
business repays its bank loans after being paid by its own 
customers.  In this manner, the volume of our means of 
payment is supposed to expand and contract with the volume 
of short-term, self-liquidating, or “commercial”, loans.  In other 
words, the banks are supposed to “monetize”, temporarily, the 
goods in process of production or distribution.  But the volume 
of these commercial loans has never closely paralleled the 
increased needs of our expanding economy.  Sometimes they 
have expanded too fast.  At other times they have contracted 
drastically. 
 
Moreover, the banks have “monetized” not only self-liquidating 
commercial loans, but also long-term loans and investment. 
The funds, for long-term investments pre-eminently, ought to 
be provided out of voluntary savings. The banks have 
trespassed on that function and have thereby disturbed the 
rate of interest on long-term investments. Moreover, as 
mentioned before, by creating demand deposits based upon 
long-term loans, the banks have filled their portfolios with “slow 
assets” which have become “frozen” whenever they were 
supposed to be repaid during times of depression. The too 
easy monetization of securities has facilitated the sky-rocketing 
in the stock market and has provided the banks with inflated 
assets which have collapsed and broken the banks and the 
public when the stock boom collapsed. During the depression 
of the early 30’s the preceding monetization of long-term loans 
substantially contributed to the failure of thousands of banks. 
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In recent years, attempts have been made to press the banks 
into making loans on real estate and other slow assets.  The 
banks being thoroughly frightened, have balked.  They have 
been unwilling again to risk that sort of expansion – at least for 
the present.  To get the banks to make such loans, the 
Government has been compelled to guarantee mortgages on 
homes.  Even so, it appears doubtful that the demand for 
short-term or commercial, loans by banks will in the future 
increase rapidly enough, or soon enough, alone to furnish the 
volume of demand deposits requisite to the maintenance of the 
present price level.  Business has developed methods of its 
own for financing its operations without benefit of banks.  It has 
added to its cash reserves, and has obtained additional 
resources, not by borrowing from the banks, but by offering 
investments directly to the public.  Hence the natural trend 
seems to be toward less and less, rather than more and more, 
commercial banks.  Thus it seems that the bottom has been 
knocked out of the original basis underlying out circulating 
medium.  In short, we cannot now depend on short-term bank 
loans for furnishing us the money we need. 
 

(b)  As already noted, a by-product of the 100% 
reserve system would be that it would enable the 
Government gradually to reduce its debt, through 
purchases of Government bonds by the Monetary 
Authority as new money was needed to take care 
of expanding business.  Under the fractional 
reserve system any attempt to pay off the 
Government debt, whether by decreasing 
Government expenditures or by increasing taxation, 
threatens to bring about deflation and depression. 

 
Some competent observers think that the two forces above 
noted will eventually compel the adoption of the 100% plan, 
even if no other powerful forces should be at work. 
 
A slow reduction of the Government debt might be made an 
incidental by-product of the Government method of increasing 
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our circulating medium.  But the fundamental consideration is 
that whatever increase in the circulating medium is necessary 
to accommodate national growth could be accomplished 
without compelling more and more people to go into debt to 
the banks, and without increasing the Federal interest-bearing 
debt. 
 

(18)  If the money problem is not solved in the near 
future, another great depression, as disastrous and 
that of 1929–1938, seems likely to overtake us 
within a few years.  Then our opportunity of even 
partially solving the depression problem may be 
lost, and, as in France, Germany, and other 
countries where this opportunity was lost, our 
country could expect, if not chaos and revolution, at 
least more and more regulation and regimentation 
of industry, commerce and labor – practically the 
end of free enterprise as we have known it in 
America. 

 
If we do not adopt the 100% reserve system, and if the present 
movement for balancing the budget succeeds without 
providing for an adequate money supply, the resulting 
reduction in the volume of our circulating medium may throw 
us into another terrible deflation and depression, at least as 
severe as that through which we have just been passing. 
 
To the extent that monetary forces play a part in our great 
economic problems – as, for example the problems of full 
production and employment, and equitable prices for farm 
products – to that extent the monetary reforms here proposed 
are a part of our task to make our form of Government work 
and enable it to survive.  When violent booms and depressions, 
in which fluctuations in the supply of money play so vital a part, 
rob millions of their savings and prevent millions from working, 
constitutions are likely to become scraps of paper.  We have 
observed this phenomenon in other countries.  It is probably no 
accident that the world depression coincided with the 
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destruction of popular Government in many parts of the world.  
In most every case where liberal government broke down, the 
money system, amongst other disturbing elements, had broken 
down first.  That free exchange of goods and services on 
which people in industrial countries depend for their very 
existence had stopped functioning; and, in utter desperation, 
the people were willing to hand over their liberties for the 
promise of economic security. 
 
In this manner the decline of democracy has set in elsewhere, 
and unless we take intelligent action, it may happen here. 
 

________________ 
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